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PREFACE 

I hope that this dissertation will be useful for educators and representatives of 
business life, be they culturally, linguistically and educationally or business-oriented 
minds. For educators, I hope they will find new ideas for creating contemporary 
syllabi, courses and learning objectives, based on students’ self-perceived skills and 
actual needs for their surrounding working life, as well as theoretical implications 
concerning intercultural and transnational communicative competences. I hope the 
attribute of foreign language skills will create discussion with both language and 
communication teachers and about their respective courses, projects and in work 
communities. For representatives of business life, I hope this dissertation will create 
an understanding of what colleagues of different national and linguistic backgrounds 
need in working contexts and what it is possible to offer for these transnational, 
intercultural working communities in order to make their communication more 
effective. For all readers, I hope they may receive two new ideas. First, I hope the 
notion of creating and sustaining a third culture in communication begins to make 
sense, since it truly is one of the most important aspects in all intercultural and 
transnational communication. Secondly, I hope that the working context of virtual 
environments is understood better as its own culture, requiring different forms of, 
and creating novel challenges and possibilities for, intercultural and transnational 
communication.  
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työympäröistöistä.  

Tampereen yliopisto, Kasvatustieteiden ja kulttuurin tiedekunta 

Kasvatustieteiden ja kulttuurin tiedekunta, PLO 700, FI-33014, Tampereen yliopisto, 
Suomi 

2022 

 

Tämä väitöskirja tarkastelee, millaisia kulttuurienvälisen viestinnän kompetensseja 
kolmannen asteen opiskelijat tarvitsevat voidakseen viestiä tehokkaasti ja menestyä 
nykyisissä Suomen ylirajaisissa ja monikulttuurisissa opiskelu- ja työskentely-
ympäristöissä. Jotta ymmärretään, kuinka Suomi voi täysin hyödyntää sekä 
paikallisten että kansainvälisten korkea-asteen opiskelijoiden osaamista, on 
suomalaisen korkeakoulutuksen kehittäminen sekä osaavan tulevaisuuden 
työvoiman varmistaminen nähtävä prioriteettina. Tämän väitöskirjan keskiössä ovat 
niin kantasuomalaiset kuin kansainväliset korkea-asteen opiskelijat, kansainväliset 
korkea-asteelta valmistuneet sekä korkeasti koulutetut ICT-alan ammattilaiset.     

Suomi tunnetaan korkeatasoisesta koulutuksestaan, myös korkea-asteella. Sen 
lisäksi Suomi on teknologisesti edistynyt maa, jossa työskennellään useilla vierailla 
kielillä. Näin ollen Suomella on monia ominaisuuksia, jotka tekevät siitä 
houkuttelevan paikan opiskella korkea-asteen tutkinto. Suomalaisten 
ammattikorkeakoulujen ja yliopistojen tavoitteena on pyrkiä tarjoamaan 
mahdollisuuksia opiskella ja saavuttaa tietotaitoa ja kompetensseja, joita voi 
hyödyntää kaikilla työmarkkinoilla maasta riippumatta. Eräs näistä kompetensseista 
on kulttuurienvälisen viestinnän kompetenssi, jonka osaamisen tärkeyttä nykyiset 
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erilaiset virtuaalityöskentelyn ja -viestinnän ympäristöt korostavat. Ylirajaisen 
viestinnän tarkoituksen ja roolin ymmärtämisen edellytys on käsittää nykyaikaisten 
työskentely-ympäristöjen vaatimukset kulttuurienvälisen viestinnän osaamiselle.   

Tämä väitöskirja on toteutettu pragmaattista triangulaatiota toteuttaen, jossa 
laadullisella aineistolla ja analyysilla on voimakas painotus. Aineistoa on kerätty 
kantasuomalaisilta ja kansainvälisiltä korkea-asteen opiskelijoilta, 
pohjoisamerikkalaisilta viestinnän opiskelijoilta, Suomessa asuvilta kansainvälisiltä 
korkea-asteelta valmistuneilta, sekä korkeasti koulutetuilta ICT-ammattilaisilta, jotka 
työskentelevät suomalaisessa ICT-alan yrityksessä. Aineistoa on kerätty 
kyselylomakkein, haastatteluin, oppimispäiväkirjoin, audiovisuaalisin opintotehtävin 
sekä virtuaaliselta keskustelupalstalta opintojakson työskentely-ympäristössä. Suurin 
osa aineistosta koostuu korkea-asteen koulutuksesta, mutta myös valmistuneilta ja 
ICT-ammattilaisilta on kerätty kulttuurienvälisen viestinnän näkemyksiä ja 
kokemuksia yksilöhaastatteluin. Jokainen alatutkimus lähestyy kulttuurienvälisen 
viestinnän kompetenssia eri perspektiivistä.    

Ensisijainen tutkimuskysymys on, millaisia kulttuurienvälisen viestinnän 
kompetensseja Suomen yhä enemmän ylirajaisissa ja monikulttuurisissa opiskelu- ja 
työskentely-ympäristöissä tarvitaan. Työn tavoitteena on pyrkiä tarjoamaan keinoja 
kehittää korkeakouluopiskelijoiden viestintätaitoja vastaamaan paremmin 
tulevaisuuden työnkuvia ja uria ylirajaisissa ja monikulttuurisissa 
toimintaympäristöissä yksilö-, organisaatio- ja kansallisella tasolla. Tämän 
väitöskirjatyön teoreettinen tausta koostuu kulttuurienvälisen ja ylirajaisen viestinnän 
käsitteistä sekä kulttuurienvälisen viestinnän kompetenssin käsitteestä. Näitä 
konsepteja lähestytään lingua francan, virtuaaliviestinnän, kolmannen kulttuurin sekä 
erilaisten kulttuurienväliseen viestintään liittyvien identiteettien, taitojen ja 
asenteiden kautta.   

Tutkimuslöydöksien mukaan korkeakouluopiskelijoiden itsemäärittelemä 
kulttuurienvälisen viestinnän osaaminen ja kompetenssit ovat erilaisia heidän 
työskentely-ympäristöissään kuin korkeasti koulutetuilla ICT-alan ammattilaisilla 
heidän työskentely-ympäristöissään. Tarkastelemalla kerättyä aineistoa 
kulttuurienvälisen ja ylirajaisen viestinnän teoreettisten linssien kautta on selvää, että 
kulttuurienvälinen viestintä ja sen osaaminen on erittäin monitahoinen ilmiö 
nykyisissä erilaisissa työskentely-ympäristöissä. Sen lisäksi aineiston analyysi osoittaa, 
että kulttuurienvälinen viestintä ilmiönä on kiinteä osa ylirajaisen viestinnän ilmiötä.    

Tämän väitöskirjatyön löydökset osoittavat myös, että yhä yleisemmät 
virtuaaliviestinnän ympäristöt asettavat kulttuurienväliselle viestinnälle erityisiä 
vaatimuksia ja rajoitteita. Löydösten mukaan kulttuurienvälistä viestintää ei tulisi 
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pitää omana, erillisenä osaamisalueenaan, vaan mieluummin osana normaalia 
opiskelua, työskentelyä ja työtä. Kulttuurienvälisen viestinnän tärkeys korostuu 
ryhmässä työskenneltäessä ja uuteen työskentely-ympäristöön siirryttäessä, niin 
korkeakoulutuksessa kuin työelämässäkin. Vaikka kulttuurienvälisen viestinnän 
kompetenssilla pääosin viitataankin yksilötason ominaisuuksiin ja taitoihin, on sillä 
myös vastavuoroinen ulottuvuus. Tämä tarkoittaa, että kulttuurienvälisen viestinnän 
taitoja ei välttämättä sellaisenaan voi siirtää viestintäkontekstista toiseen. Väitöskirjaa 
varten tehtyjen tutkimusten löydösten mukaan olisi kuitenkin tärkeää pyrkiä luomaan 
kolmas kulttuuri, jonka avulla tehokas ja yhteisesti hyväksyttävä viestintä olisi 
kulttuurienvälisen viestinnän tilanteessa mahdollista. Sen lisäksi olisi tärkeää 
ymmärtää, mitä englannin kielen käyttäminen yhteisenä jaettuna viestintäkielenä 
tarkoittaa omalle (kieli)identiteetille, ja hahmottaa, millaisia erikoisvaatimuksia ja 
rajoitteita työskentely virtuaalisessa toimintaympäristössä tuo mukanaan. Näiden 
edellä mainittujen taitojen siirtäminen viestintäkontekstista toiseen on mahdollista. 
Taitojen siirtämisen hahmottaminen edesauttaa osaltaan ylirajaisen viestinnän 
osaamista.  

Tämä väitöskirjatyö osoittaa, että kulttuurienvälisen viestinnän kompetenssi 
koostuu yksilötason taidoista, asenteista, identiteeteistä sekä kulttuurisesta 
ymmärryksestä. Kulttuurienvälisen viestinnän arvostus ja sen tarjoamien 
mahdollisuuksien ymmärtäminen lähtee yksilöstä. Tämä ei kuitenkaan tarkoita, että 
kaikki vastuu kulttuurienvälisen viestinnän kompetenssien edistämisessä on yksilöllä. 
Päinvastoin muutoksia tarvitaan niin organisaatio- kuin kansallisellakin tasolla. 
Organisaatiot, kuten korkeakoulut, voivat tarjota yksilöille tarvittavat puitteet 
harjoitella, ymmärtää ja saavuttaa kulttuurienvälisen viestinnän osaamista ja 
kompetensseja. Organisaatiot voivat myös luoda mahdollisuuksia kouluttautua 
joustavasti tavoin, joka sopii yksilölle itselleen hänen omassa työskentely-
ympäristössään, kun työtehtävät sen sallivat. Toisin sanoen, tämän väitöskirjatyön 
löydösten mukaan kulttuurienvälisen viestinnän osaamista saavuttaa parhaiten, jos 
yhdistää niin lyhyt- kuin pitkäkestoisia monitahoisia kouluttautumismahdollisuuksia, 
jotka ovat luonteeltaan viestintään pohjautuvia ja aidosti työelämälähtöistä. 

 
Avainsanat: Kulttuurienvälinen viestintä, ylirajainen viestintä, kolmas kulttuuri, 

lingua franca, virtuaaliviestintä, kieli-identiteetti, asenne, taidot 
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Environments.  
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This doctoral dissertation examines what kind of competences for intercultural 
communication higher education students need to effectively interact and succeed 
in today’s increasingly transnational and multicultural learning and working 
environments. Understanding how Finland can fully utilise the talent of international 
and local higher education students should be seen as a priority in both developing 
Finnish higher education and ensuring a high-quality workforce for the future. The 
focus of this dissertation is on both international and Finnish-born higher education 
students, international graduates and highly-skilled professionals working in 
Information and Communication Technology.  

Finland is well-known for its high quality of education, including higher 
education. Furthermore, Finland is a technologically advanced nation-state that can 
operate in foreign languages. Therefore, Finland possesses many qualities that make 
it a desirable place to obtain a tertiary degree. The aim of Finnish universities and 
universities of applied sciences is to offer possibilities to acquire the skills and 
competences needed in the Finnish and international labour markets. One of these 
competences is intercultural communication, the need of which is increasing with 
the current trend of virtual work across various communication contexts. 
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Understanding the demands of intercultural communication in today’s working 
environments highlights the importance of understanding the meaning and role of 
transnational communication.  

This dissertation research is conducted with pragmatic mixed methods, with a 
strong emphasis on qualitative data and analysis. Data was gathered from Finnish 
and international degree students in Finnish higher education, North American 
communication students, international higher education graduates living in Finland 
and highly-skilled professionals working in a Finnish ICT company. The data 
collection methods were surveys, interviews, learning diaries, audio-visual course 
assignments and virtual forum discussions. Most of the data from higher education 
students, graduates and highly-skilled professionals come from individual interviews. 
Each sub-study approaches intercultural communicative competence from a 
different perspective.  

The main research question is: what kind of intercultural communicative 
competences are needed in increasingly transnational and multicultural learning and 
working environments in Finland? The overall aim is to provide means for 
improving the possibilities of higher education students with communicative skills 
that are relevant for their future careers in transnational and/or multicultural 
working contexts, at individual, organisational and national levels in Finland. The 
theoretical framework of this study consists of the concepts of intercultural and 
transnational communication and intercultural communicative competence. These 
concepts are examined by using the notions of lingua franca, virtual communication, 
third culture, as well as different identities, skills and attitudinal orientations towards 
intercultural communication.  

The findings portray an elaborate picture of the self-perceived intercultural 
communication skills and competences of higher education students and highly-
skilled professionals in their respective working contexts. Applying the theoretical 
lenses of intercultural and transnational communication to the data collected with 
higher education students, graduates and ICT professionals illustrates the complex 
nature of intercultural communicative competence in contemporary working 
environments. Furthermore, the analysis shows the complementary position of 
intercultural communication into transnational communication.  

The findings also outline some special needs for intercultural communication that 
increasingly common virtual environments create. The findings indicate that 
intercultural communicative competence should not be regarded as a separate 
skillset. Instead, it should be perceived as a normal part of learning and work. Its 
importance is highlighted in teamwork and onboarding processes both in working 
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life and higher education contexts. Even though intercultural communicative 
competence mainly refers to individual attributes and skills, it also contains a 
reciprocal dimension. This means that intercultural communication skills are not 
necessarily transferable from one context to another. However, the findings of this 
study propose the importance of creating a ‘third culture’ for effective intercultural 
communication. In addition, understanding what using English as a lingua franca 
means for one’s own linguistic identity, and understanding the special demands of 
virtual communication, can be transferred from one social context to another, aiding 
in transnational communication.   

This research shows that intercultural communicative competence is comprised 
of individuals’ skills, identities and attributes, and cultural understanding. 
Appreciating intercultural communication and what it has to offer should start from 
within the individual as well as understanding a given context. However, this does 
not mean that the responsibility for promoting intercultural communicative 
competence should be solely on the individual. Instead, changes are needed at 
institutional and national levels. Organisations such as higher education institutes 
can provide a framework for individuals to hone these skills. They can also construct 
and create opportunities for individuals to educate themselves in ways that suit 
contemporary working and learning environments. In other words, the findings of 
this study suggest offering both short-term and long-term, multi-faceted educational 
possibilities that are communicative in nature and originate from real working-life 
needs.  

  
Key words: Intercultural communication, transnational communication, third 

culture, lingua franca, virtual communication, linguistic identity, attitudinal 
orientation, skills  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This doctoral dissertation examines what kind of capabilities for intercultural 
communication higher education students need to be able to effectively interact and 
succeed in today’s increasingly transnational and multicultural learning and working 
environments. The focus is on international and Finnish-born higher education 
students. For all of these students, Finnish universities and universities of applied 
sciences aim to offer possibilities to acquire the communication skills and 
competences needed in the Finnish and international labour markets.  

When I began this long research process, working in virtual environments was 
not as common as it is today, but the increasing trend of virtual work and a need to 
understand various intercultural communication contexts was already very visible. 
Even back then, ensuring that it was understood how Finland was able to fully utilise 
all the talent coming to study in Finnish universities was seen as a priority in both 
developing Finnish higher education and ensuring the future workforce. As a nation-
state that can operate in foreign languages, is able to provide good-quality higher 
education, and is technologically advanced, Finland possesses many qualities that 
make it a desirable place to obtain a tertiary degree. In addition, in writing this report, 
virtual work has become more familiar for all academics due to the recent Covid-19 
pandemic. All the possibilities virtual working environments have to offer make it 
more needful than previously to attract higher education students into Finnish 
universities - why go abroad when you do the same while staying put? Understanding 
the demands of intercultural communication in today’s working environments in 
general, but especially in virtual working environments, highlights the importance of 
educating individuals who are confident enough to stay in or move into the country 
as workforce.  

As well as higher education, I have chosen to research a professional working 
context that has substantial relevance to the Finnish society, that is, Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICT). Higher education graduate recruitment and 
employment after graduation is of evident importance both to Finnish higher 
education institutions and to working life. Contemporary learning and working 
contexts are fast taking forms that require an understanding of new sets of skills, 
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whether they be technical, linguistic, cultural, or communicative. People who are 
studying for their future profession are at the core of my dissertation, as we need to 
know what kind of intercultural communication skills they need in their future 
occupations. It is also important to analyse whether those skills are addressed in 
higher education, and which of those skills are of importance to the students 
themselves and why. 

One special topic under investigation both within higher education and working 
contexts is virtual communication as, in an era of increasing international interaction 
and collaboration, virtual working environments are a reality in both higher 
education institutes and work communities. Virtual learning and working 
environments create novel challenges and possibilities, which have been researched 
from various perspectives during (see for example Adriansen, 2020 on international 
mobility and global inequality) and post-pandemic (see for example Brown et al., 
(2022) on online learning; Chiu, (2022) on student engagement in online learning; 
Garro-Abarca et al. (2021) on virtual teams; Liu & Gao (2022) on higher education 
internationalisation; Owens & Lite (2022) on virtual collaboration; and Stewart & 
Lowenthal (2022) on distant education. Since the start of the pandemic in 2020, the 
need for virtual working environments has become more urgent. This development 
requires new skills from all participants, including teachers and students of higher 
education, as well as workforce in the ICT sector. Moreover, research into feasible 
language and communication skills with foreign-born higher education students has 
actual societal relevance for making the most of their future potential as highly-
skilled workforce in Finland. The necessary skills may differ from one context to 
another, and it is vital for educators, students and employees to figure out relevant 
profession- or context-specific skill sets in order to be able to create and maintain 
effective, reciprocal and productive communication environments.  

The aim of my dissertation is to analyse the intercultural communicative 
competence needed in contemporary higher education and highly-skilled work, 
whether they be virtual or face-to-face contexts. Additionally, my aim was to see if 
English used as a first language or as a lingua franca would make a difference in the 
self-perceived intercultural communication competence. In the sub-studies 
conducted, the preliminary assumption was that intercultural communication is 
taking new forms owing to rapid globalisation, mobile workforce, opportunities for 
internationalisation in higher education institutes, and technological strides towards 
a more virtual world. These aspects all contribute to the increasing need for 
transnational communicative competence, which in turn offers intercultural 
communication contemporary contexts of realisation. The preliminary hypotheses 
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were that (1) foreign language skills, cultural knowledge, individual communication 
skills and technical skills all have an effect on the (self-)perceived success of 
communication, and that (2) there are differences between the capabilities needed in 
virtual and face-to-face communication contexts, especially when the context in 
question is transnational and/or multicultural. 

The five sub-studies that form this research focused on the intersecting aspects 
of intercultural communicative competence from individual, reciprocal, and 
communicative perspectives. I was interested in seeing how the respondents of each 
study saw the significance of achieving the means for effective communication and 
mutual understanding. Contradictory to the rather common stereotype of Finland as 
a homogenous nation, Finland in fact has a history of being a nation of people with 
various linguistic, cultural and communicative backgrounds (Lahti, 2007). In a 
multicultural context sharing a common language, feelings of belonging, and 
personal attitudes towards otherness can all affect communication and its (self-) 
perceived effectiveness. Currently the need for intercultural communication can 
especially be seen in transnational movement and virtual communication in various 
contexts. Effective intercultural communication contexts in turn affect newcomers’ 
societal adaptation and integration, creating supportive networks, and transferring 
professional knowledge into new cooperative action contexts. In addition, virtual 
communication and virtual working contexts create their own demands and 
challenges for intercultural communication. 

My main research question was: What kind of intercultural communication skills are 
needed in increasingly transnational and multicultural learning and working environments in 
Finland? The following sub-questions were addressed: 

1. What are the communication skills perceived by higher education 

students and highly-skilled professionals to enhance effective 

intercultural communication in their learning and working 

environments? 

2. What do these perceptions reveal about the students’ and professionals’ 

understanding of intercultural communication?  

3. What special needs for intercultural communication do virtual 

environments create?   

4. What could be done to improve the possibilities of higher education to 

equip students with communicative skills relevant for their future 

careers in transnational and/or multicultural working contexts? 
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In seeking answers to the above questions five sub-studies were conducted, 
resulting in five published articles. Table 1 identifies how each article addressed each 
of the sub-questions. 

Table 1.  Research Questions and Related Articles  

Sub-questions Aims Article 

What are the communication 
skills perceived by higher 
education students and highly-
skilled professionals to enhance 
effective intercultural 
communication in their learning 
and working environments? 

To link communication study more 
firmly to educational sciences, and 
to understand the role of foreign 
language in 
intercultural/transnational 
communication 

I, II, IV 

What do these perceptions 

reveal about the students’ and 

professionals’ understanding of 

intercultural communication?  

 

To understand how individuals 
approach intercultural 
communication and its 
competences in their own working 
environment 

I, II, III, IV, V 

What special needs for 
intercultural communication do 
virtual environments create?   

To establish the notion of a third 
culture, and virtual working 
environments as their own cultural 
context 

III, IV, V 

What could be done to improve 
the possibilities of higher 
education to equip students 
with communicative skills 
relevant for their future careers 
in transnational and/or 
multicultural working contexts? 

To understand the current 
competence requirements in highly-
skilled work and the challenges they 
pose to higher education  

II, III, IV, V 

As can be seen in Table 1 above, the sub-studies and subsequent articles 
examined the same research questions but with different emphasis. For example, the 
role of using a foreign language in communicative situations was analysed and 
discussed in all articles. Moreover, some of the five intersecting studies utilised the 
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same data from different perspectives. Table 2 illustrates the groups of respondents 
in each case, as well as the methods used for data collection and analysis. The 
research data was obtained from both higher education students and graduates as 
well as representatives of highly-skilled work. Higher education degree students, that 
is, Finnish nationals and international degree students studying in Finland, and North 
American higher education students, offered insights into higher education. Higher 
education graduates and employees in the field of ICT provided valid information 
for a highly-skilled workforce. Methodological triangulation was used in the analysis 
of the data in order to form a more comprehensive view of the topic under 
investigation. 

Table 2.   Data and Methods 

Study Respondents Research Methods 

Study I Finnish and North American higher 
education students 

Quantitative survey with structured 
analysis 

Study II Foreign- and Finnish-born higher 
education students in Finland 

Qualitative semi-structured 
interviews with thematic analysis 

Study III Foreign- and Finnish-born higher 
education students in Finland, 
employees of a multinational ICT 
company 

Qualitative semi-structured 
interviews with thematic analysis 

Study IV Foreign- and Finnish-born higher 
education students in Finland  

A qualitative case study  

Study V Foreign- and Finnish-born higher 
education students, international 
graduates in Finland, employees of a 
multinational ICT company  

Qualitative semi-structured 
interviews with thematic analysis 

My dissertation research is conducted with pragmatic mixed methods, with a 
strong emphasis on qualitative data and analysis. Sub-study I (Article I) discusses 
intercultural communication and its competence requirements in general while 
introducing a higher education research context, thus creating the general basis for 
all subsequent sub-studies. The concept of using a foreign language as an important 
factor in reciprocal communication stood out from the quantitative survey data and 
made it clear that it needed to be studied in more depth in relation to other core 
concepts of intercultural communication. Thus, the following sub-studies used 
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qualitative methods. Sub-study II (Article II) focuses on the experiences of higher 
education students and highly-skilled experts in daily intercultural interaction and 
communication. The learning and working contexts analysed in this article provide 
important insight into the cultural and communicative skills that are perceived as 
important in studying and working in multicultural contexts. Sub-study III (Article 
III) approaches the topic of intercultural communication from the perspective of 
international recruitment practices. The article concludes that intercultural 
communication and language skills are essential factors for being able to work 
effectively in a transnational setting. Sub-study IV (Article IV) concentrates on the 
intercultural communicative competence needed in virtual learning environments, 
highlighting the importance of understanding virtual communication parameters. 
This article revealed that virtual working environments were clearly seen as separate 
communicative contexts, illustrating a need to understand the concept of third culture 
(see Chapter 2.2.4). Finally, sub-study V (Article V) examines the role of language 
and communicative abilities in transnational labour markets, illustrating important 
links between intercultural and transnational communication.   

Since each article was written from a different perspective, the following chapters 
will explain their relation to one another and evaluate their theoretical and 
methodological choices. Chapters 2 and 3 introduce the underlying theoretical 
framework and key terms such as intercultural communication, transnationalism, 
third culture, and virtual working environments. Chapter 4 explains the chosen 
research designs and explains more about the interconnectedness of the four sub-
studies, and chapter 5 focuses on providing insights into discussion about 
transferrable intercultural and transnational communication skills. Chapter 6 offers 
conclusions about, and future prospects for, the matters at hand. The five original 
publications are presented as attachments I-V.  
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2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK: A LITERATURE 
REVIEW

In this chapter, I outline the theoretical framework and conceptual background of 
my dissertation. In particular, key concepts relevant to my research, namely 
intercultural communication (2.1.1), transnational communication (2.1.2) and their 
related competences, will be introduced. As my dissertation has been a long process, 
I briefly introduce how research in these fields has developed, as it bears importance 
to my theoretical choices. It will be argued that the two main concepts, intercultural 
communication and transnational communication, use similar building blocks but 
approach the issue of communication from different, complementary perspectives, 
as can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Interrelated core concepts in relation to different identities (blue), skills (pink) and 
transnational communication skills (green)
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My research revolves around intercultural communication of an individual 
(individual’s linguistic identity), reciprocal communication in a given intercultural 
communication context (skills, attitudes and cultural knowledge) and transferable 
intercultural communication skills (third culture, lingua franca, virtual 
communication). The following chapters will shed light on each component 
respectively, and illustrate their interrelation with, and significance to, intercultural 
communication in a contemporary society.  

Theories of intercultural communication, such as cultural convergence (Kincaide, 
1988), communication accommodation theory (Dragojevic et al., 2015), and co-
cultural theory (Littlejohn and Floss, 2009) have helped me to understand the ways 
in which individuals manifest their communicative selves, whereas transnational 
communication (see e.g., Boccagni, 2011; Hepp, 2009; Tomlinson, 1999) makes the 
transference of these skills and competences into other contexts visible. After 
describing the relationship between these two theoretical concepts, I move on to 
examine the individual attributes which are central to these theories (2.2.1), such as 
English language skills (2.2.2) and identity formation and the feelings of belonging (2.2.3). The 
chapter ends with a concept that brings together all the above-mentioned aspects, as 
I highlight the third theoretical approach of creating a third culture (2.2.4), which both 
draws on and contributes to intercultural communication skills in a transnational, 
reciprocal and shared (virtual) context.  

In my research, all theoretical considerations are based on the premise that not 
all factors of intercultural communicative competence are perceived to be relevant 
by individuals. Therefore, these different individual communicative attributes in 
intercultural communication are worthy of a closer look. I also believe that using 
English as the common (foreign) language of communication alters individuals’ 
perspectives of the intercultural communication context by altering their sense of 
belonging and linguistic identity, which is why literature on (linguistic) identity and 
belonging are included in this chapter. Finally, I also assume that creating and 
sustaining a third culture in transnational working contexts might be important for 
effective intercultural communication, and that communicating in virtual working 
environments requires much more attention than it currently receives. 
Understanding that individual capabilities in communication are manifested 
differently in each context, and possibly turning to reciprocal effective 
communication, is the key to being able to at least partly adapt to the sociocultural 
dimension of professional environments.  
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2.1 Intercultural communication: (Dis)Connections between culture 
and language 

Culture can be defined in as many ways as there are people, and these definitions 
also fluctuate between times and academic disciplines. In this dissertation I research 
the terminology from the intersecting perspectives of linguistics and (organisational) 
communication studies, a perspective that comes naturally to me as an English 
lecturer with a background in philology and speech communication studies.  

According to Landar (1966), culture and language belong together, each word 
bearing its own sociocultural connotations; similarly, Samovar and colleagues (1981) 
state that culture and language cannot be separated as culture is the basis of 
communication. This view is different from that of Saarinen and Ennser-Kananen 
(2020), for instance, who distinguish language and the ideologies behind it. This (dis-
)connection makes the usage of a foreign language very interesting and is also the 
reason I approach it as part of my research. Hofstede (1983, 1991) and Trompenaars 
(1993) on the other hand conducted research focused on cultures and organisations, 
subsequently agreeing that there are various factors in ‘culture’: social institutions, 
education, attitudes, values, policies, languages, and manners, to name just a few. 
Hofstede (1983) defined culture as collective programming of the mind by which the 
members of one group distinguish themselves from another. Like Landar, Samovar 
and colleagues, and Hofstede’s views of culture, I view educational institutions and 
organisational environments as fruitful research contexts, as they both display 
various possibilities for individuals and social groups to manifest communication in 
their everyday operations.  

Kroeber and Kluckhohn (1952) began to investigate and discuss language and 
culture (as well as behaviour) as linked concepts over 70 years ago, just before Hall 
(1959) started using the term “intercultural communication” for the first time. They 
(Kroeber & Kluckhohn, 1952) saw culture as a group trait that consisted of both 
implicit and explicit patterns for and of behaviour, values, and actions that were 
symbolically transmitted from one individual to another. Based on the work of 
Landar, Samovar and colleagues, Hofstede, and Kroeber and Kluckhohn, in this 
dissertation I define culture as self-perceived shared traits, behaviours or patterns of 
communication in a given language of a group of people in a given context that the people wish to 
communicate to others.  
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2.1.1 Intercultural communication 

Intercultural communication has been extensively studied and theorised since 1980, 
but its origin lies in the turn of the 1950s-1960s when the term ‘intercultural 
communication’ was used in Edward T. Hall’s (1959) book “The Silent Language”. 
Hall is an anthropologist who, together with linguist George L. Trager, examined 
intercultural communication from the perspectives of cultural anthropology, 
linguistics (the Whorf-Sapir theory of linguistic relativity), ethnology, and Freudian 
psychoanalytic theory (Rogers et al., 2002). A few decades later, in 1972, Samovar 
and Porter edited a book called “Intercultural Communication: A Reader,” and the 
following year “Intercultural Communication” by Harms was published, the first 
textbook on intercultural communication. From the 1980s theory development in 
intercultural communication was emphasised (Rogers et al., 2002; Steinfatt et al., 
1996). Linguistics have always been part of intercultural communication, but as the 
concept also relies on nonverbal communication, linguists took their time to grasp 
the meaning of the concept (Rogers et al., 2002), perhaps acquiring information and 
an understanding of new culture and communication-related concepts. Since then, 
intercultural communication has gained a lot of momentum in various academic 
disciplines (e.g., psychology by Berry, organisational studies by Hofstede and 
pedagogical research by Byram). Definitions of intercultural communication-related 
concepts have been offered from various perspectives, for example in relation to 
intrapersonal processes, intercultural communicative competence, cultural 
adaptation, cultural identity, and power inequality (Young, 2001). In the 1980s, 
intercultural communication theory was applied to the development of language 
pedagogy, and critical approaches to intercultural language teaching pedagogies have 
been developed ever since (Kullman, 2019). 

In recent years, intercultural communication has been researched in various fields 
of study, using different research methods. This has resulted in the fragmentation of 
this field itself, but on the other hand, it has also linked intercultural communication 
more closely to other fields of study, such as organisational and political studies. 
Allwood (2021) has analysed the topic of national stereotypes in intercultural 
communication via the concepts of attitudes and self-/other- images, whereas 
Salynskaya and colleagues (2021) have studied higher education students’ abilities to 
use English in written intercultural communication while preparing for future jobs. 
Johnson and Spellman (2020) have analysed first-language English-speakers’ 
intercultural misunderstandings with each other, and Cherfan and Allen (2022) 
approached leadership styles across cultures. Yücel and Yavuz (2019) have 
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researched intercultural communication training for English language teachers, and 
Singh and colleagues (2019) have investigated intercultural communication at the 
workplace from the perspective of using English. Machette and Cionea (2022) have 
studied satisfaction in intercultural relationships. The focus of recent research has 
been diverse, incorporating aspects of organisational studies, language studies and 
individuals’ communicative abilities.  

As can be noted from previous research, understanding intercultural 
communication and the meaning of interculturalism requires the social, cultural, and 
linguistic skills and abilities to function in different (working) environments (de 
Guzman et al., 2016; see also research by Saarinen & Ennser-Kananen, 2020). In this 
dissertation I analyse professional working and learning environments that have 
intercultural features. According to previous research, intercultural communication can 
be seen as an impression of a transaction, and as a symbolic process to which all the 
meaning attributions of the (multi-)cultural participants belong. Various studies have 
been carried out to illustrate this transactional process. For example, Chen and 
Strarosta (1998) showed that in their study intercultural communication has 
cognitive, affective, and behavioural components realised in the communication 
context.  Koester and Lustig (2015) in turn argue that due to the reciprocal nature 
of intercultural communication, self-evaluation is not enough to produce reliable 
analysis of the appropriateness of intercultural communication.  

There are various studies that bring light to the transactional communication 
process. Lustig and Koester (2007) discuss the symbolic, transactional process, 
whereas Spitzberg (2013) examines communication competence in relation to 
behavioural competence. In addition, Spitzberg and Cupach (2011) illustrate this 
transactional process from the intersecting perspectives of virtual communication, 
languages and personality. According to Gudykunst and Young (1997), intercultural 
communication is a transactional, symbolic process involving the attribution of 
meanings between people from different cultures. Intercultural communication 
could be defined as cultural variance in perception of social events and objects (see 
also Knapp et al., 1987). Sometimes intercultural communication is defined as 
communication between people who speak different languages (Lustig & Koester, 
1993), but, as one might immediately guess, it is not quite so simple. According to 
Dodd (1982), intercultural communication can be defined as communication 
between people of different cultural backgrounds i.e., social, political, or economic. 
Intercultural communication happens between and among individuals and not 
abstract cultures and it is not a distinctive, permanent feature that belongs to any 
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given individual (Pitkänen, 2012), regardless of their individual attributes, skills, or 
competences.  

As far as concrete notions in intercultural communication go, in earlier research, 
Taft (1981) highlighted the importance of understanding the other party’s language 
orally and in writing in relation to immigration, whereas in cross-cultural training 
contexts, Brislin (1993) and Lustig and Koester (1996) emphasised the willingness to 
use the other party’s language. Hannigan (1990) incorporated the concepts of cross-
cultural training and intercultural communication skills, emphasizing the ability to 
listen. Mendenhall and Oddou (1984) and Mendenhall and colleagues (1986) 
discussed the issue from the perspectives of cross-cultural studies in multinational 
organisations and recommended that cross-cultural communication training needs 
to vary according to the length of stay in a foreign country, but that regardless, it 
should contain components of language, communication and culture.  The ability to 
achieve reciprocal dialogue (Dinges, 1983) is still a relevant perspective in today’s 
transnational communication contexts. Some of the aspects researched, such as 
being able to communicate in a relaxed and appropriate way (laFromboise et al., 
1995; Taft, 1981), or to alter communication style when needed (Taft, 1981), are 
gaining new momentum in light of contemporary virtual communication contexts, 
as is the importance of nonverbal communication (Bos et al, 2002; Ngai & Koehn, 
2001; Olson & Olson, 2006).  

In this dissertation I follow Spitzberg and Cupach (2011) and Kool and Thije 
(2001) to define intercultural communication as a social, contextual exchange of 
information, practices and beliefs between people who perceive themselves to have a different view of 
the symbolic reality than their counterparts, thus manifesting in dissimilar expectations, behaviours, 
meanings and interpretations that are used as the basis of constructing common and shared 
communication practices. I research intercultural communication as an ongoing process 
in which the participants negotiate meanings (including assumptions, norms, 
possible roles and values, whether unconscious or known), according to which the 
situation progresses in order to find common ground (see also Kool and Thije, 
2001).  

Because I see culture as a social and language-related phenomenon, separating it 
from its surrounding society and languages is problematic. However, this 
combination of views in intercultural communication helps me to understand that 
we appear not to be, in fact, researching culture, but its social structures (see also 
Saarinen & Ennser-Kananen, 2020). Social structures only appear to be a concrete 
expression of an abstract culture. The dominant models of intercultural 
communication may not fit well with the communication style that is typical (even 
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stereotypical) in Finland. This is because intercultural communication often includes 
non-verbal hints and indirect messages, and participants in communication are 
expected to understand situations and meanings without exchanging verbal 
information (Salo & Poutiainen, 2010; Salo-Lee, 1998). 

Intercultural communication requires competences. These competences take 
different forms and require different skills from individuals in different professions. 
Intercultural communication skills are needed in order to understand and relate to 
new (social) environments (Cummins, 2000), to transfer knowledge, and to work 
cooperatively in social interaction (Friedman & Antal, 2005; Holden, 2002). Related 
themes were also identified by Secru (2004), who researched the intercultural dimensions 
of using English as a foreign language in higher education. Respecting others, patience, 
empathy, curiosity, openness, humour, tolerance of ambiguity (Lasonen & Halonen, 
2009), and the ability to listen to others and thus create a reciprocal relationship, are also 
of importance (Byram, 1997; Secru, 2004) in intercultural communication. Koester and 
Lustig (2015) argue that while intercultural communicative competence is often 
measured by self-reporting, self-perceived competence does not give an accurate 
account of the actual effectiveness or appropriateness dimensions of intercultural 
communicative competence. Koehn and Rosenau (2002) add the ability to understand 
to the list of attributes, and Fantini (2000) emphasises the ability to communicate 
effectively by changing the communicative medium, such as changing language. It is 
also worth noticing that as intercultural communicative competence is such a multi-
faceted phenomenon, knowing what to regard as competent communication is a 
challenge (Koester & Lustig, 2015). In this dissertation I define intercultural 
communicative competence as a context-related reciprocal communication skill in which the 
individual participant understands and is able to maintain relevant aspects to achieve effective 
communication by utilising personal and manifesting reciprocal communication skills.    

2.1.2 Transnational communication 

As theoretical concepts, intercultural communication and transnational 
communication are closely linked. Whereas ‘inter-’ is a widely used and well-known 
prefix in communication contexts - international, intercultural, interbehaviour, to 
mention just a few - the prefix ‘trans-’ can be understood to mean “to change, to 
cross, beyond” (Merriam-Webster, 2022). There are various terms linked to language 
and global communication - transmodal, translanguaging, translingual, transnational, 
transcultural, translocal, transspatial (see also Hawkins & Mori, 2018; Wagner, 2018) 
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- all of which bear an important relationship to intercultural and transnational 
communication and their competences, regardless of context. To consider current 
global contexts for communication, it is not merely a question of foreign language 
skills or individual communication skills. As Hawkins and Mori (2018: 1) point out, 
in a “trans-’ perspective, we must consider movement across nations and cultures, 
spaces and places, modes and semiotic resources, and autonomous named 
languages”. In this dissertation I use the concept of transnational communication to give 
intercultural communication (that I see as contextual) a larger framework, approaching intercultural 
communicative competence as contextual but also as a transferable set of skills and knowledge. 
Transnational communication also allows virtual communication contexts to find a 
place in the notion of intercultural communication, as in virtual environments 
communication is not necessarily ‘inter’, but more ‘trans’, as it may take place in any 
context at any given time.   

Even though ‘transnational communication’ is a more recent concept than 
‘intercultural communication’, it has been researched extensively from various 
perspectives. For the last decades, debate and discussion of the forms and directions 
of transnationalism has been vibrant, owing to the development of global 
communications, moving workforce and migration, to mention just a few (Koehn & 
Rosenau, 2002). Related issues have been researched by for example Block (2004), 
who examined second language identities, and Boccagni (2011), who studied 
transnational communication in day-to-day interactions. In this dissertation I 
understand transnational communication as communication in which the individual 
understands the requirements of the social situation well enough to create reciprocal, meaningful 
dialogue in a given sociocultural context by using their intercultural communication skills and being 
able to transfer that understanding into various differing contexts. The concept of transnational 
communication differs from intercultural communication by highlighting the notion 
of skills transferability from one communicative context to another, be it face-to-
face or virtual.        

Transnational communication competence, in turn, can be described as both altering 
society and becoming accustomed to it (see also Mendenhall et al., 1984). It can be 
seen as an ability to imagine, analyse and creatively approach local cultures; technical 
and cultural development projects on a local level; knowing local traditions and 
negotiation strategies; knowing business life, laws and public life; or as an ability to 
use English or other dominant languages and information technologies. As Thomas 
Faist (2006:5-6) wrote, transnational cultural diffusion implies “the transboundary 
movement of people, symbols, practices, texts - all of which help to establish a 
pattern of common cultural belief across borders and patterns of reciprocal 
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transactions between separate places, whereby cultural ideas in one place influence 
those in another”. This type of transnational culture can be of clear benefit in 
effective intercultural cooperation if its importance is understood correctly. 

At the core of all these aspects lies intercultural communication. Koehn and Rosenau 
(2002) have suggested the concept of intercultural communication be replaced with 
the concept of transnational competence, which entails aspects of social interaction. 
I see these two terms not as mutually exclusive, but rather as complementary. 
Behavioural-communicative competence is a dimension that can be used in contexts 
requiring transition of skills that relate to factors other than culture, language or 
communication, such as professional or educational contexts. Communicative 
transnational competence, according to Koehn and Rosenau (2002: 105-127), consists of 
the following aspects:  

 
1. The ability to use the other party’s or a commonly shared language 
2. The ability to interpret or to use an interpreter 
3. The ability to communicate nonverbally in an acceptable manner 
4. The ability to listen to messages related to cultures 
5. The ability to commit to meaningful dialogue and to enhance reciprocal self-disclosure 
6. The ability to avoid and resolve communicative misunderstandings when communicating 

with different styles 
Koehn and Rosenau (2016) state that communicative competence is most 

generally seen as verbal fluency in the other party’s first language and a willingness to 
use it. Elsewhere, Koehn and Rosenau (2016) consider that intercultural 
communication alone cannot prepare students for the multicultural challenges that 
transboundary working life will offer them. According to them, transnational 
competence is never fully realized, as it is contextual, relative, and can be acquired 
both via formal and informal learning (Koehn et al., 2016). 

Therefore, I would argue that understanding transnational communicative 
competence to be reciprocal, multi-faceted, partly contextual and a long-term 
oriented set of skills adds to the notion of intercultural communicative competence 
that I see here as largely context- based. In this dissertation I understand transnational 
communicative competence as a situation in which the individual understands the requirements of 
the social situation well enough to create reciprocal, meaningful dialogue in a given socio-cultural 
context by using their intercultural communication skills but also being able to extrapolate those 
skills in a longer timeframe, transcending contextual communicative competence to translocal, 
transnational communicative competence.   
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2.1.3 Intercultural communication and transnational communication: 
Complementary approaches 

Over the last decades internationalism has given way to transnationalism, and the 
steadily increasing movement across borders has been diversifying higher education 
and working environments – migration being the key element in globalisation 
(Jeronimo, 2013). In both higher education and working life contexts, it is typical 
that people cross nation-state borders to either study or work in a country foreign 
to them, either intending to stay there for a longer period of time or planning to 
move back to their country of origin. Because transnational movement in today’s 
world is so common, people can no longer necessarily be categorised as ‘migrants’ 
who are completely uprooted (Faist, 2013; Schiller et al., 1992). The issue was also 
reported in the World Migration Report (2020). 

Since the beginning of the 1990s researchers have examined the importance of 
people’s cross-border connections, such as those that connect these migrants (Glick 
Schiller et al., 1992; Faist, 2013), their social contexts, and eventually societies, 
together. Modern communication technologies and globalisation at various levels of 
everyday life make the transnational mobility of people easier and quicker, but also 
more volatile. There is a multitude of terms describing the different types and 
contexts of migrants, but the term of most importance to this dissertation is 
transmigrant. A transmigrant is a migrant who has continuous connections across 
nation-states and international borders and whose public identity is comprised of 
multiple ties to more than one nation-state (Glick Schiller et al., 1992; see also Glick 
Schiller et al., 1995). The focus of migration research has perhaps shifted beyond 
remittances and brain drain towards developing societal and cultural aspects in 
different contexts (Faist, 2013; see also World Migration Report, 2020). These 
contexts could be called ‘transnational social spaces’ (Faist, 2000; Faist, 2013; Pries, 
2001).  

In this dissertation the transnational social spaces under study are the field of ICT 
(Information and Communication Technologies) and higher education, which I 
examine from the perspective of international communication. The two theoretical 
starting points outlined in the previous sub-chapters are highly complementary. As 
the world is changing rapidly, creating new forms and spaces of social interaction, 
updating the theories of intercultural communication is, in my opinion, needed. I use 
the dimension of translocal social spaces to describe how intercultural 
communication can manifest itself in long-term communication, transferring needed 
skills into virtual communication contexts or third cultures (see Kramsch et al., 2013, 
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on how to approach and build competence in intercultural communication contexts 
by using a shared language; see also chapter 2.2.4). Contemporary intercultural 
communicative competence is not merely context-based or related to individual 
skills, but more future-oriented, long-term and reciprocal. Most of these skills are 
skills that encompass a larger entity: for example, listening skills can refer to any 
language or context, whereas nonverbal communication can refer to linguistic, 
contextual and communicative aspects. This interconnectedness between individual 
attributes, reciprocal characteristics and larger social contexts is what makes the issue 
of intercultural and transnational communication worth studying in more detail in 
the contemporary world. 

2.2 Contemporary perspectives on intercultural communication  

As can be seen from the previous sub-chapters, intercultural and transnational 
communication and their competences are interrelated and complementary. When 
investigating culture from a communicational, linguistic perspective, treating 
intercultural communication as a contextual phenomenon and seeing transnational 
communication as a larger context in which intercultural communicative 
competences can be both manifested and transferred, there are a few important 
concepts that require further investigation and explanation. First, at the core of all 
of this are individuals’ own attitudes, skills and cognition of themselves and the 
surrounding world. These are inevitably manifested in intercultural communication 
contexts. Secondly, if English is used as the common, shared, even undisputed 
language, it may bear different meanings, values and positions in intercultural and 
transnational communication and the competences of different people. There needs 
to be an understanding of the role and effect of individuals’ prior experiences in the 
given intercultural communication context. This is especially true in situations where 
individuals’ first languages are different, because in such communication contexts, 
as Kecskes (2011) argues, language is used more consciously. Third, it is important 
to reflect on whether using a foreign language affects feelings of belonging and 
identity, especially in contexts with various features that are also unfamiliar, as this 
is the premise of intercultural communication. Finally, in relation to using a foreign 
and/or common language in intercultural or transnational communication contexts, 
as well as the notion of language affecting identity and belonging, the concept of 
‘third culture’ is worthy of note (Kramsch, 2013). This competence might even be 
transferable into transnational communication contexts, making third culture the 
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unifying concept of all the linguistic, communication and culture-related 
terminology. 

2.2.1 Attitudinal orientation, skills and cognitive dimensions of intercultural 
communicative competence    

Personal attributes are manifested in communicative situations, and especially in 
intercultural communication contexts where individuals are challenging themselves 
to understand, cooperate and be effective. In her research with North American 
university students, Almeida (2004) found three characteristics in their views on 
intercultural communication competence. The first was the conception of competence 
as performance quality. The second was the different views of communication competence, 
varying from physical to intellectual. The third was the concept of communication competence 
being a social competence. The students appeared to see competence in terms of 
performance, that they evaluate in both positive and negative terms (Almeida 2004) 
and as individual attributes, individual performance and reciprocal performance. In 
addition, Ihmeideh and colleagues (2010) argue that communication skills appear to 
bear importance for students’ actual scholastic performance, and Kovac and Sirkovic 
(2017) found that as previous research indicates, senior students have more positive 
attitudes towards communicative skills. Almeida (2004) also notes that the aspect of 
self-consciousness is very important in researching communication competence.  

Since it is impossible to locate all factors in each communicative context, we can 
analyse situations from another perspective. Understanding these types of different 
perspectives in terms of intercultural communicative competence also enables 
engagement with attitudinal orientation, skills, and the cognitive dimension (Koester 
& Lustig, 2015). Approaching these intersecting and complementary factors is 
similar to Almeida’s (2004) findings, namely that there are personal attributes, 
reciprocal attributes and contextual factors in each intercultural communication 
context, each of which the participants in that particular circumstance master at 
different levels. These levels of different skills, these intersecting aspects of 
intercultural communication, are the challenge in 1) understanding the premise of 
the given intercultural communication context, and 2) being able to create a third 
culture (Kramsch, 2013). Each participant has their own attitudinal orientation, 
comprising values, interests, and opinions about themselves, others, and 
communication in general (see also Berry 2011; Inal et al., 2005). They also have 
different sets of cognitive skills, and different ways of understanding, processing, 
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and acting in new social environments (see also Cummins, 2000; Cunliffe, 2016). In 
their research, Friedman and Antal (2005) emphasized the importance of knowing 
how to negotiate reality in culturally complex contexts, whereas Hammar-Suutari 
(2005) approached the topic from the perspective of customer service situations and 
noted that reciprocal understanding of challenges in intercultural communication 
can be turned into intercultural learning. Holden (2002) examined understanding 
communication in international and cross-cultural management and concluded that 
understanding cross-cultural communication is a definite asset in any organisation. 
Lasonen and Halonen (2009) and Secru (2004) concentrated on illustrating the 
various connections between education and working life.  

Finally, individuals’ cognitive know-how, as well as their attitudinal orientation 
towards languages, cultures, communication, or the arena and medium of 
communication (such as face-to-face context, telephone, or video call, or the 
language of communication), will result in their manifested reciprocal, socially 
constructed communication skills (see also Berry, 2011; Fantini, 1997).  

2.2.2 Language skills: English as lingua franca 

In contemporary social contexts it is common for participants not to share a 
common language, let alone a first language. Therefore, it is important to understand 
how a common language is chosen and by whom, and what it means for the 
communicative context (Adriansen, 2020). This issue was also addressed by Lo 
Bianco (2014), who noted that the use of English as a common language should be 
considered in order to create democratised global communication. In turn, Saarinen 
and Ennser-Kananen (2020), and Saarinen and Taalas (2017), indicate that 
discussions of English as a language tend to oversimplify the societal role and power 
of language, also in the context of higher education. In intercultural or transnational 
communication effectiveness is not based solely on cultural knowledge, 
communication skills or language skills, but a combination of all of these. However, 
any given language affects individuals’ perceptions of the social context as well as 
themselves, making language selection an important issue. 

Technical communication skills are not the only skills needed or required in 
today’s transnational companies and universities. With globalisation, foreign 
language skills have also become a core competence for nationally and internationally 
effective businesses. The languages used in a given company or educational institute 
must be appropriate for the domestic and the migrant or transnational workers to 
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feel at ease and enable then to work effectively (see also Lindström & Sylvin (2014) 
for language use in university and Pennycook (2007) for English as lingua franca in 
transnational flows). English as a lingua franca dominates working environments in 
international – and sometimes even national – non-English-speaking businesses, and 
it has a clear position in higher education institutions as well (Adriansen, 2020; 
Lindström & Sylvin, 2014). This is a double-edged sword: English as a language both 
hinders and aids the integration and socialisation process of a migrant worker or 
student. It is debatable whether it would be better to use the nation’s official 
language(s) or stick with English in order to produce a more amiable and effective, 
sustainable outcome as was concluded by various researchers from different 
perspectives (Adriansen, 2020; Lindström & Sylvin, 2014; Lo Bianco, 2014; 
Pennycook, 2007; Saarinen & Ennser-Kananen, 2020; Saarinen & Taalas, 2017).   

Using English as the common or shared language does not come without 
challenges or complications, even for those who speak it as their first language. This 
is why I wanted to include North American English-speaking higher education 
students in this research (Article I, see chapter 4.2.2.1). As Ramjattan (2019) argues, 
English language teaching may uphold racist nativist notions. This may be the case, 
for example, if the assumption is that competent English teachers must be White 
native speakers of English. Related tendencies can be seen in the assumption that 
‘proper’ English, as well as its speakers, comes from predominantly White countries 
where English is an official language. However, in today’s transnational and 
intercultural world, different varieties of English are both localized and globalized 
(Seidlhofer, 2011). This means that the language used can have both global and local 
interpretations, usages and meanings. Therefore, transnational literacy is an asset 
(Lam et al., 2012) and context-appropriate use of English is important. This does 
not depend on whether the speakers have English as their first language.  

In recent years language skills have not lost their prominent position in related 
fields of study, but as in other fields, modern perspectives on language studies have 
given rise to new, interesting topics that are very much related to my dissertation 
topic. For instance, Bhatia (2014) studied genre and language use in professional 
contexts and Kung (2016) language and cultural identities in relation to expatriate 
identities, both finding that a multilingual, context-based approach to 
communicative situations is key, rather than trying to master all possible contexts in 
perfect linguistic form. Norton (1997, 2000; see also Pennycook, 2007) began 
discussing language identity and the ownership of English a long time ago, shedding 
light on the complex nature of constructing a (social) linguistic identity. Linguistics 
research tends to focus on examining the actual language, but language teaching 
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research has a broader lens. It has linked language studies with other fields of inquiry, 
such as intercultural and communication research, or research on global citizenship 
(Language Teaching Research, 2022). This has resulted, for instance, in exploring 
global citizenship and lingua franca in virtual exchanges (Lenkaitis & Loranc-
Paszylk, 2021) and research by Pennycook (2007) on transcultural flows in relation 
to English as lingua franca. Saarinen and Taalas (2017) have discussed the factors in 
multi-faceted notions behind Nordic language policies in higher education, 
indicating that internationalisation can become a national issue when it comes to 
motivations concerning language policies.  

Kramsch and Braun (2013) investigated language as an entity of language, culture and 
context, giving relevance to a discussion of the position of English as the medium 
of communication in contexts where it is not necessarily anyone’s first language. 
Complementary ideas related to this perspective are for example examination of 
English as business lingua franca by Ehrenreich (2010), and discussion on language 
policies by Lønsmann and Mortensen (2018) and Sanden (2015). To challenge the 
uncontested position of English as the main language, the concepts of international 
competence and dynamic multilingualism (see also Herdina & Jessner, 2002) were 
coined, acknowledging that participants are able to use various languages, even side-
by-side, without having to know all of them equally well. This requires a positive 
attitude and an open-minded outlook on communication, creating possibilities to 
participate in communication more equally. This type of competence relies on 
individuals being active and becoming aware of informal learning in their free time, 
in their work or in their studies, or, for instance, following global media and 
expanding their interdisciplinary networks (Herdina & Jessner, 2002; see also Arnaut 
et al., 2013).  

A common language is an important factor when negotiating the meanings and 
practices of communication (Thomas & McDonagh, 2013; Arnaut et al., 2013). 
People need a common language to be able to negotiate the shared set of rules, roles 
and expectations which guide their communication (Thomas & McDonagh, 2013; 
Yow & Lim, 2019). However, when a common language is a foreign language for 
most participants in an intercultural encounter, its meanings and terms are not 
shared, but must also be negotiated (Yoneoka, 2011; Yow & Lim, 2019). If some or 
most of the communicative features in a given social context are not shared, there 
are a variety of multiple perspectives in the process of negotiation (see also 
Gudykunst, 2005; Yow & Lim, 2019). If participants are not aware of the existence 
of various meanings, and if they are not able to explore and negotiate them, they will 
face serious misunderstandings (Yow & Lim, 2019). Misunderstandings also happen 
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because the participants may not understand a common language perfectly, or do 
not speak it very well (Yow & Lim, 2019). Various pronunciations and intonations 
may also be difficult to understand. Moreover, people may use a foreign language in 
the ways they use their first language (Romero & Manjarres, 2017); for example, in 
different cultures people express politeness in different ways, and the normal way of 
talking in one culture may be impolite in another.  

Even though international student mobility in higher education can be seen to 
offer value to individuals, groups, (educational) institutions, and nation-states, it is 
not unproblematic. There are various underlying cultural, ideological, pedagogical, 
social assumptions, expectations, and histories behind language use and migration 
(e.g., linguistic imperialism) that are manifested also in higher education mobility -
especially considering the effects of the recent pandemic (Waters et al., 2021). 
However, these challenges have been discussed long before the pandemic, for 
example from the perspectives of localised Englishes (Pennycook, 2010), and 
conceptualising English as a foreign language (Seidlhofer, 2011). 

2.2.3 Linguistic identity and belonging 

Belonging to a group or society is never a simple matter. As the extensive volume 
edited by Giugni and Grasso (2021) illustrates, citizenship and migration can be 
approached from normative, empirical or intersectional perspectives; analysed both 
qualitatively and quantitatively; and treated as an economic, political or social 
phenomenon. In this dissertation the scope is limited to individuals’ feelings of 
belonging through their linguistic identity, as one’s language is often as a part of 
official belonging to a nation state. 

Lam and colleagues (2012) examined the role of language in transnational 
migration and concluded that language plays an important role in both maintaining 
relationships across borders, and in helping individuals see themselves in relation to 
the surrounding society and different social contexts. Kecskes (2011) noted similar 
aspects concerning intercultural pragmatics, labelling the ideas as micro (interactions 
between individuals and underlying cognitions in a given communication context) 
and macro (norms, patterns and expectations of language use in a given context) 
perspectives on language, but also on culture and interaction, anchoring individual 
experiences in social patterns, norms and expectations. 

As Antonsich (2010) argues, the concept of belonging is used in various 
disciplines, but rarely explained in detail. He concludes, alongside Yuval-Davis 
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(2006), that belonging should be addressed in social science terms and in intersecting 
contexts that are both personal (i.e., the feeling of being at home in a given place) 
and socio-spatial (i.e., the politics of belonging) (Antonsich, 2010). In this research, 
I concentrate on the personal, intimate aspect of the concept rather on the politics 
of belonging at social or societal levels.  

In intercultural communication, Lustig and Koester (2003) understand identity to 
consist of cultural, social and personal identities. From a linguistics perspective it is 
vital that all language learners understand the important connections between, and 
complexity among, language, identity, culture and communication (Baker, 2015; 
Jousmäki et al., 2022). It seems that much research in intercultural communication 
pays little to no attention to the component of language, as some of the most well-
known intercultural textbooks are not based in linguistics, but in the intersecting 
fields of business studies (Chaney & Martin, 2004; Hofstede, 1991), communication 
studies (Martin & Nakayama, 2003), management studies (Gudykunst & Mody, 
2002; Lustig & Koester, 2007); and cultural studies (Rogers & Steinfatt, 1999). 
Identity has been examined in linguistics and communication sciences, but less so in 
relation to intercultural communication and its competence. As linguistic identity can 
be seen as part of intercultural communication, in which language/s is/are one of 
the core issues, it should be noted as part of creating the feeling of belonging, too.   

Block (2007, see also Jousmäki et al., 2022) linked identity to the notion of second 
language identity in relation to sociolinguistics and applied linguistics, linking the 
field of language study to other academic disciplines, intercultural communication 
bearing the largest significance to my research. Belonging and identity are of 
importance when intercultural communication is discussed, and these aspects are not 
created nor maintained by oneself in isolation (Block, 2007). Identity not only reflects 
changes in one’s social construct or contexts, but also manifests in individuals 
themselves, in how they perceive themselves and their place in the world. Whenever 
individuals are placed, or find themselves, in a new social context, it takes time to 
find a new communicative or cultural identity.  

From the point of view of language, identity and belonging can be thought to be 
linked to one’s (first) language, thus resulting in different feelings of belonging in 
social communicative contexts (Antonsich, 2010; Fantini, 2018) In their 
contemporary work, Kusse (2021) and Jousmäki et al. (2022) have discussed related 
subjects. This feeling of belonging is essential for people everywhere, but perhaps in 
particular in transnational settings, as people who have moved across borders benefit 
from a feeling that their communication is understood and appropriate. According 
to Wharton (2020, see also Jousmäki et al., 2022; Kusse, 2021), belonging and 
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identity can be investigated from a multi-level perspective. Consequently, the feeling 
of belonging can be seen as vertical, horizontal, societal, and contextual. These views 
of belonging and identity connect in linguistic and nonverbal social contexts, being 
inclusive and exclusive at the same time. Therefore, I believe it is useful to add the 
concepts of transcultural communication and third culture to diversify and clarify 
the intercultural communication focus I have taken in my research.  

Identity is an entity comprised of various intersecting components that are vital 
to the individual (Davis & et al., 2018, Desrochers et al., 2000). Stets and Burke 
(2000) and Stryker and Burke (2000) approached the issue from the perspective of 
social identity, highlighting the manifested, realised parts of identity. In this 
dissertation I am examining identity from the perspective of language, as it is a crucial 
component in intercultural communication and its competences in individual and 
social dimensions, both contextually and locally. Similar issues have been discussed 
by Davis et al. (2018), who investigated multi-layered identities and belonging; 
Fantini (2018), who examined connections between language and interculturality; 
and by Kusse (2021), who approached language boundaries in multicultural spaces. 
I realise and understand the importance of the multifaceted nature of identity and 
that it does not merely consist of language, communication and culture, but in order 
to maintain a cohesive perspective in this dissertation I approach identity from the 
perspective of a given language (first language or foreign) realised in a social context, 
creating a fluid, ever-changing medium of conveying belonging or feeling at home 
(see also Fantini, 2018; Faist, 2013; Kusse, 2021).  

Intercultural citizenship, introduced as a term related to teaching languages in 2017 
by Byram and colleagues to highlight the contribution of citizenship discussion in 
understanding contemporary intercultural communication. The underlying 
assumption was that intercultural citizenship education could fill the gaps between 
foreign language education and citizenship education by offering the best of both 
worlds (Byram et al., 2017). As Porto and colleagues (2018) note, the problem of 
first language speakers as the ‘norm’ still prevails, and the need to develop skills as 
an intercultural mediator are more important than previously understood.  

In my research I see a world where a changing, dynamic identity is a reality. In 
foreign language use, different (contextual) identities and surrounding cultures, the 
notion of belonging is a valid question, and the answers are contextual, processual 
and constantly evolving (see also Chin, 2019; Fantini, 2018; Kusse, 2021). If we 
approach intercultural communicative competence from the perspective of 
individual language or communication skills or cultural knowhow, we might lose 
sight of the actual context of communication and the shape it takes. To understand 
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effective intercultural communication in transnational working environments it 
might be more beneficial to concentrate on the general picture of intercultural 
communication instead of its different components, however intersecting, and to 
focus on the reciprocal nature of intercultural communication, hopefully resulting in 
creation of a shared communication context.  

2.2.4 Third culture: Preferred skills and bridging the gap 

An example of developing intercultural communication as a field of study is 
theorisation of third cultures as well as discussions of the negotiation of reality via 
communication. These perspectives have been quite extensively researched by, for 
instance, Friedman and Antal (2005), who show that cultural conflict could be a 
resource for learning, helping the conflicted parties to understand the role of identity 
in intercultural communication. Koole and Thije (2001) examine how to create 
common ground in intercultural communication while treating it as ‘normal’ 
communication.  The field of intercultural communication studies could also benefit 
from learning theorisation, such as work by Ramsey (2005), who reflects on narrative 
learning theories as an aspect of communal action. In Finland, related work has been 
carried out by Saastamoinen (2009), who argued that intercultural communication 
would benefit from a multidisciplinary approach and from investigating intercultural 
learning and skills development.  

An essential competence related to intercultural communication appears to be 
the ability to jointly negotiate and develop the cultural framework in which 
interaction and communication may take place. This framework may be called a third 
culture (see for instance Friedman & Antal 2005, 2008; Koole & Thije, 2001; 
Kramsch, 2013; Saastamoinen, 2009). Kramsch (2006; Kramsch & Whiteside, 2008) 
point out that the perspective of thirdness is an important requisite for effective, 
successful, and reciprocal communication. Furthermore, Saastamoinen (2009) 
argues that in constructing a third culture a group should aim at creating a shared 
understanding of cooperation without anybody´s domination.   

The concept of third culture is an important part of my research. According to 
Kramsch (2006) and Kramsch and Whiteside (2008), in third-culture situations 
where people use a shared language, which is not a first language to either party, 
communication ends up being of better quality than in situations where someone’s 
first language is being used. It is easier to achieve a co-operative orientation in 
communication, if the parameters of the social context are shared with all 
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participants. These parameters include, for instance, shared and commonly known 
rules of action, common (professional) background knowledge, or contextual 
restrictions such as time constraints. Understanding and possibly adhering to these 
conditions would enable effective communication which in turn would make it 
possible to start creating a third culture (Kramsch, 2006, 2013; Kramsch & 
Whiteside, 2008).  

The focus on intercultural communication as an exchange of information 
between individuals has moved towards constructing common meanings within the 
processes of communication. In third-culture contexts, there are no pre-existing 
meanings, but meanings are created in the process (Kramsch, 2013). The process of 
meaning-making itself is social, since the communicative actions of one participant 
affect the communicative actions of the other participant(s). The participants are 
constructing their communicative situation together by responding to each other’s 
behaviour, whether the communication or behaviour be verbal or nonverbal (Koole 
& Thije, 2001; Kramsch, 2013). Misunderstandings are a part of the process in which 
shared understanding is constructed (Koole & Thije, 2001), and it is important that 
they are clarified. 

Learning how shared meanings are created in a third culture is not simple and it 
does not solely rely on participants’ communication skills. Friedman and Antal 
(2005) argue that to be able to participate in the construction process of a third 
culture we need to become conscious of our models of interpretation and action. 
We need to know when to stop our automatic action and start negotiating reality. 
We have developed our personal models of thinking and behaving through 
socialisation, cultural impacts and reflective thinking (Antonietti et al., 2017; Holliday 
et al., 2021). Hurrelmann and Bauer (2017) discussed the development of 
socialisation throughout our lifetime, emphasizing the sociological, educational and 
psychological aspects of socialisation. Furthermore, Bennett (1998; see also Cunliffe, 
2016; Hinner, 2017) showed that we might not know how our background limits our 
thinking and action before encountering misunderstandings or challenges in 
intercultural encounters.  

As in all learning, intercultural or otherwise, learning to question our models 
through critical reflection and critical self-reflection is vital. According to Gray 
(2007), if reflection is about examining the justifications of your beliefs, critical 
reflection is about examining on what those justifications are based, and what their 
consequences are. For Cunliffe (2016), critical reflection means that you are insecure 
towards the basic assumptions, discourses and practices you use in describing reality. 
Critical self-reflection is about redefining how you approach problems and within 
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which framework you observe, believe and act (Gray, 2007). Nowadays critical 
reflection is considered very significant in learning the skills of intercultural 
interaction and communication, including on an organisational level (for example, 
Berger, 2001; Cunliffe, 2016; Gray, 2007; Grech, 2021; Vince, 2002). Similar 
perspectives on critical reflection can be found in the works of Holliday and 
colleagues (2021), Morgan and Dennehy (2004), Neville (2007) and Raber Hedberg 
(2009). Sava and colleagues (2020) have proposed a collective, collaborative point of 
view on capacity-building via education, whereas Spellman (2010) turned the focus 
to a critical view of emotional competences.  

However, it may be more difficult to construct a third culture in virtual work 
communities where less information is shared than in face-to-face communities. The 
tools utilised in communication have various effects, too. People may feel more 
insecure being unable utilise facial expressions and gestures when communicating by 
phone, chat or e-mail. Secondly, constructing a third culture slows down when 
people do not get to know each other owing to a lack of face-to-face connection, 
resulting in difficulties in understanding others’ beliefs and practices, and in false 
expectations (Berry, 2011). In addition, members of a virtual work community do 
not necessarily know the restrictions or advantages of their technological 
communication tools and may be unable to utilise them in the most beneficial ways 
(Grosse, 2002; Morrison-Smith & Ruiz, 2020; Olson & Olson, 2000). 

In this dissertation, constructing a third culture refers to the process of interaction in 
which participants consciously or unconsciously create, maintain, or constitute their shared cultural 
framework while reflecting on their own communication and the contextual outcome. A third culture 
does not need to be equal to all participants, and it may favour some participants over others.  

Next, I will introduce two contemporary social contexts in which intercultural 
communication is both realised and analysed in my research, namely higher 
education and the field of ICT in Finland.  
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3 CONTEXT: HIGHER EDUCATION AND ICT IN 
FINLAND 

In this chapter I describe the context of my study. I give a short introduction to 
Finnish society and its higher education context, after which I describe ICT 
(Information & Communication Technology) as a work environment. I pay 
particular attention to the relevance of virtual communication in both of these 
working contexts.  

Contemporary ICT companies and higher education institutions had already been 
working online and transnationally for some years before the pandemic (Brewer, 
2015; Nokkala, 2007; see also Saarinen, 2007; Settle-Murphy, 2013) These two 
working contexts contribute to and enable the development of intercultural 
communicative competence by offering natural working contexts in which 
collaboration can be both multicultural and multilingual. It is evident that 
intercultural communication and virtual communication skills are vital for all higher 
education graduates (Nokkala, 2007). Similar issues have been highlighted in Finnish 
educational policies and guidelines for education exports (Opetushallitus, 2020), 
education and research (Opetus-ja kulttuuriministeriö, 2012) and internationalisation 
of education (Opetusministeriö, 2009). The issue has also been noted by the World 
Economic Forum (The Future of Jobs Report, 2020), illustrating the need to 
understand the issue further and in larger contexts.  

According to Pitkänen and colleagues (2017), transnational job recruitment 
processes create specific links between given profession-related labour markets in 
sending and receiving countries. Understanding these transnational contexts might 
make it possible to understand the demands and needs of particular job markets in 
greater detail, making it possible to equip higher education students with relevant 
skills for their future employment. Higher education and ICT companies can be seen 
as transnational social units (Pries, 2007). This is the point of view taken in this 
dissertation, where higher education institutions and ICT companies are treated as 
transnational micro-macro links that aim to describe the profession-education links 
in Finnish labour markets.  

Higher education institutions can be seen to represent reasonably stable and 
dense loci of intercultural cooperation and interaction. This is because the rules of 
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membership, given structures and processes, as well as goals and purposes, are clearly 
stated (Pries, 2007) at national and international levels. However, transnational 
educational institutions can also be approached as complex frameworks of routines, 
rules and norms, which structure significant communication arenas in life (Pries, 
2007), serving as a micro-macro link between everyday life experiences on an 
organisational level, and social conventions outside the organisation. The 
complementary nature of these two points of view is what makes intercultural 
communication research interesting as well as challenging. It is interesting to 
examine whether higher education students see the organisational structure and the 
norms of intercultural communication as transparent or hidden, and how these 
norms change in context. In my opinion, in higher education the phenomenon of 
intercultural communication is durable, socially important, and scientifically relevant 
(see also Pries, 2007), especially in light of the recent pandemic hastening and 
changing the current trends in teaching and virtual pedagogy (see also Liu & Gao, 
2022).   

3.1 Perspectives on Finnish society: Migration and languages 

Finland is a parliamentary republic and a Northern member state of the European 
Union, with a population of 5,55 million inhabitants in 2022 (Finland in Brief, 2022). 
Located in the Nordic countries, between Sweden and Russia, Finland has been a 
part of the European Union since 1995 (European Union, 2022). Finland also 
belongs to the Euro area (since 1999) and Schengen area (since 2001) (European 
Union, 2022). Finland can be called a welfare state (World Population Review, 2022) 
and has two national languages, Finnish and Swedish, as well as Samí in the Samí 
domicile areas of Northern Finland. The only indigenous people in the European 
Union, the Samí, live in an area that is partially located in Finland. There was an 
increase of migrants to Finland during the 1990s, due to the formation of new 
nation-states in Europe (see also Korkiasaari & Söderling, 2003). During the 2000’s 
the numbers of forced migrants, including refugees and asylum seekers, have varied 
between 1500 and 6000 annual arrivals (MIGRI, 2022a), with the exception of 2015, 
when over 32 000 asylum seekers came into the country. This resulted in an increase 
of 822 percent compared with the previous year’s forced migration to Finland 
(EUROSTAT, 2016). In 2021 there were almost 470 000 inhabitants in Finland who 
are of foreign origin (Tilastokeskus 2022b).   
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In light of the previous numbers on migration to Finland it must be noted that 
the number of voluntary migrants in Finland is higher than that of forced migrants. 
Voluntary migrants have chosen to come to Finland for quality education or work, 
or for family reasons (see also Forsander, 2002; Sutela & Larja, 2015; see also 
MIGRI, 2022a). According to the Finnish Immigration Service (MIGRI, 2022a), 
most people moved to Finland for work, while coming to study was the third most 
common reason, with 11 428 and 5 837 permissions granted respectively in 2021. 
Most extended permits were applied and granted for working purposes, and in 2020 
there were 27 750 accepted permits (MIGRI, 2022a). According to Statistics Finland 
(Tilastokeskus, 2022b, see also Nichols & Virsinger, 2022), at the end of 2021 there 
were over 460 000 foreigners in Finland, which comprises roughly 8 percent of the 
population and is the highest number of all time (Tilastokeskus, 2022a). 

Over 355 000 individuals use languages other than Finnish, Swedish or Samí as 
their first language and the numbers have been steadily increasing for decades 
(Tilastokeskus, 2022a). Finland promotes multilingual basic education (Jousmäki et 
al., 2022) and adheres to Common European Framework Levels in all language skills 
(CEFR, 2020). The challenges for migrants in finding a job are largely due to 
linguistic and communicative differences (see also Block, 2004; Forsander, 2002; 
Hernes et al., 2019; Lantolf & Thorne, 2006). Research carried out in Finland has 
found out largely Related topics, such as Pitkänen (2012), Suni (2010), Tarnanen and 
Pöyhönen (2011) and Tarnanen and Suni (2005). In Finland the number of migrants 
with employment sits roughly at 80%: there are around 142 000 non-Finnish workers 
and approximately 24 000 of these are unemployed (SVT, 2022). According to 
Tilastokeskus (SVT, 2022), the proportion of foreign language-speaking migrants 
who are unemployed is twice as high as that of Finnish-born workers. English is 
quite commonly used as the working language in the field of ICT, and in 2018 the 
Confederation of Finnish Industries (Elinkeinoelämän keskusliitto, 2018) proposed 
rather boldly that in order to fix this and to attract more workforce to the country, 
English should be made an official language, although this was never implemented. 
Similar discussion has taken place in Finnish universities, for example the University 
of Helsinki (Lindström & Sylvin, 2014; Saarinen & Taalas, 2017). Lindström and 
Sylvin (2014) noted that even though English is not the official language at the 
University of Helsinki, the language policies should be reviewed in light of its 
increased usage. Saarinen and Taalas (2017) in turn conclude that universities appear 
to act slowly to respond contemporary language needs and are hesitant to draft a 
language policy.  
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Migrants are seen to bring evident benefits to any given receiving society, such as 
investing in businesses, paying taxes, sharing knowledge and skills in various areas 
of business (Levitt & Lamba-Nieves, 2013). However, not all their skills are utilised. 
Discussion of the benefits of migration focuses largely on the economic aspects of 
mobility (Levitt et al., 2013), although social remittances - the ideas, identities, social 
capital and behaviour that flow between the sending and receiving countries (Levitt, 
1998) - are just as important, if not more so. For the past decades, numerous studies 
have been conducted on migrant employment from various fields of study. 
Examples of the vast field of migration are, for instance, migrant and trade unions 
(Alberti et al., 2013); linguistic identity in multinational companies (Bordia & Bordia, 
2015); migration and social transformation (Castles, 2007, 2016); migration in the 
modern world (Haas et al., 2020; Haas et al., 2022); international student migration 
(King & Raghuram, 2013; King, 2018); migration and wellbeing (Vathi & King, 
2017); gender and international migration (Kofman et al., 2000); comparative 
migration studies (Levy et al., 2020); labour market (Ozgen, 2021); psychology 
(Tabor & Milfont, 2011). All of these perspectives bring, in their own right, 
important information to migrant movement.  

From the perspective of a non-English speaking country such as Finland, 
language skills are at the top of the list for ensuring future economic growth and 
available workforce (Forsander, 2002; Pitkänen, 2012), even if linguistic capabilities 
cannot be directly measured with economic tools. This issue has also been noticed 
in working life contexts (Elinkeinoelämän keskusliitto, 2021). It has been noted that 
Finnish people can be challenging partners communication-wise owing to lack of 
nonverbal communication, use of silence, or high-context communication where a 
lot of information is implied rather than explicit (Lewis 2006; Wilkins & Isotalus, 
2009). According to Olbertz-Siitonen and Siitonen (2015; see also Li, 2020) these 
views are outdated, but they demonstrate that the communication required for 
employment is not solely a matter of knowing a language. One must also understand 
the nature of communication. 

3.2 Higher education in Finland 

As Välimaa (2019) outlines, the social and societal roles of Finnish higher education 
institutes have experienced several changes in the course of their history. Finnish 
higher education institutes have also undergone organisational changes, mostly in 
the last decades (Välimaa, 2019). These developments have created various layers of 
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function that are relevant to teaching, learning, and the ways in which we perceive 
higher education. Some of the functions, such as exams and disputations (Välimaa, 
2019), are mostly seen as useful and relevant, whereas others, such as flipped method 
or hybrid teaching, are more controversial.  

Educational attainment is valued in Finland (Mahlamäki-Kultanen et al., 2013; 
Mäki-Fränti, 2019; OECD, 2014) and during the last decades Finns have been, 
according to the Ministry of Education and Culture (Opetusministeriö, 2007), 
studying more than all other OECD country nationals. In 2020, Finns were still 
above the OECD median of tertiary attainment (OECD, 2020). This speaks volumes 
about the Finnish education system and value of higher education. However, 
completing a tertiary degree in Finland can take a relatively long time as the 
proportion of students who are denied a study place per year is the highest in the 
OECD countries (67percent), which might also reflect a lack of efficiency in the 
educational system (OECD, 2019). Finishing higher education degrees more quickly 
would enable longer working careers and thus address the lack of employable 
workforce in Finland.  

One of the main aims of higher education is to prepare students for working life, 
but this preparation becomes more complicated as working life itself becomes more 
diverse and transnational. Transnational work requires intercultural communicative 
competence (Nokkala 2007; Saarinen, 2007, see also OECD, 2021), and therefore 
the internationalisation strategies of the Ministry of Education and Culture state that 
the basic skills of internationalisation, that is, communication skills, language skills 
and cultural knowledge, are expected from all higher education graduates (Ministry 
of Education, 2017; Nokkala, 2007; Opetusministeriö, 2009.) In light of this, the new 
ERASMUS program for 2021-2027 received more funding than previously and 
focuses on international, participatory, digital inclusion, including alumni in the 
ECHE program (Erasmus Charter for Higher Education) (Kallio et al., 2019). This 
addition of digital aspects and the working life context indicates the relevance and 
importance of creating a continuum for higher education and working life on a larger 
European scale.   

For Finnish higher education to achieve and sustain, and ultimately become 
internationally known and acknowledged as a provider of, high-quality education, 
the aforementioned (new) skills should be recognised, acknowledged and addressed 
(Mathies & Karhunen, 2021; Ronkainen & Suni, 2019) The issue has also been 
recognized in official documents (Valtioneuvosto, 2019). Without an understanding 
of the requirements of new learning and working environments, professional skills 
and competences, as well as the new nature of working (virtually, novel time-
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orientation, new technologies etc.), intercultural communicative competence cannot 
be achieved in either higher education or workplace contexts. Therefore, the 
problem lies in recognizing the new requirements of intercultural and transnational 
communication contexts and enacting these skills in the learning contexts in Finnish 
tertiary education.   

3.2.1  Internationalisation of higher education 
Waters and colleague (2021) discuss in their book the different aspects of socio-

spatial relations that are relevant in the internationalisation of higher education. 
These aspects illustrate the value that international higher education can bring to 
individuals, groups, institutions and states. (Waters et al., 2021). In the case of higher 
education internationalisation, collaboration and open discussion are required 
between nation-states in order for individuals to be able to both access and 
subsequently utilise their education. As Harris and colleagues (2020) note, 
transnational mobility not only poses challenges in obtaining and using a degree, but 
it may be difficult for the youth in terms of establishing important relationships and 
finding a time and place to settle down. Without being able to form long-lasting 
relationships to the surrounding society, for instance because of not having a 
working permit (see also Mathies and Karhunen, 2021), might leave them temporally 
and spatially unattached in a multidirectional transnational process. Keeping this 
multidirectional perspective in mind, it appears to be especially important for higher 
education institutes who should then be able to offer international students 
possibilities to belong in various social contexts, enabling them to stay in that country 
after graduation. It is not merely a case of learning a language, finding employment 
or forming relationships with the ‘locals’, but the plurality of belonging (Antonsich, 
2010). More recently, Mathies and Karhunen (2021) came to a similar conclusion as 
they argue that family and labour market ties are both multifaceted factors and a 
prominent factor in retaining global talent in a given society. Therefore, higher 
education institutes seem to be in key role as far as facilitating both the growth of 
personal relationships and ensuring developing future work-related networks and 
thus would benefit from further research (Lam et al., 2012).    

According to previous Finnish research (see for example Aalto, 2003; Garam et 
al., 2009; Kinnunen, 2003) the pull factors of Finnish education are the fact that it is 
free and of good quality, based on internationally recognised, high-level research, 
and it is supported by solid institutional arrangements. More recently Li (2020) noted 
that higher education institutes and employers need to understand the importance 
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of bi-directional cultural accommodation in order to retain global talent. A large 
proportion of international students still wish to acquire important experience for 
their working career from Finland, not to mention the enticing opportunity to study 
one’s own interests in a foreign country in English (Kokko et al., 2020; Li, 2020). 
This is not a new trend, as it was already noticed by Kinnunen (2003) two decades 
ago. Many international students are interested in staying in Finland, and their 
employment percentages after graduation ranged between 35-56 percent in the years 
2013-2018 (ARENE, 2020; Li, 2020). According to a survey carried out by CIMO 
[previously the Centre for International Mobility, now a part of the Finnish National 
Agency for Education) reveals that graduates from universities of applied sciences 
are employed a little more frequently, doctoral graduates are employed the least, and 
the most employed graduates had social and healthcare degrees (CIMO, 2016). 
Graduates from African countries were employed the most, specifically 64 percent 
of them (CIMO, 2016). In general, staying and gaining employment in Finland after 
graduation is more common than in similar countries, such as Denmark and the 
Netherlands (ARENE, 2020).   

The goal of being committed to developing and sustaining the Finnish workforce 
in the future requires strong international cooperation with both organisations and 
educational institutions (Kokko et al., 2020). The Finnish context is not the only one 
that is discussing akin issues, such as Liu and Gao’s (2022) and de Wit and Altbac’s, 
(2020) research indicates. Educational exporting, virtual degrees and mobility, 
degrees in English, and international institutional cooperation are just a few of these 
new approaches to diversifying Finnish higher education (de Wit & Altbach, 2020; 
Kokko et al., 2020). The Covid-19 pandemic hastened the development of virtual 
communication methods as well as educational exports, making it a necessity in order 
for higher education institutions to survive the pandemic (Finardi & Giumaares, 
2020; de Wit & Altbach, 2020). Related topics have also been discussed on a national 
level in Finland (Education Finland, 2022). Critique of the aforementioned 
perspectives to internationalisation and new ventures comes from de Wit (2019), 
who states that external pressure in the form of revenue creation, branding, 
recruiting international students and personnel, writing publications, and using 
English as the language of teaching and research, are not commensurate with 
creating and sustaining inclusive international higher education, as they highlight the 
usage of English at the expense of other languages.  
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3.2.2 Higher education student recruitment and integration into Finnish 
society  

Understanding the nature and importance of internationalisation, Finland, among 
many other European countries, has become active in the recruitment of university 
students and highly-skilled professionals from abroad. The Bologna process aimed 
to create a unified European Education Area by 2010 and this can still be seen in 
Finland; for instance, in the number of English-language degree programs. In 2018 
higher education institutions reported a total number of 342 degree programs in 
English, and in 2020 this had already risen to 459; universities of applied sciences 
accounted for a rise of 30 percent and universities a rise of 37 percent (Opetus- ja 
kulttuuriministeriö , 2022). The Finnish National Agency for Education’s plan for 
education (Opetus- ja kulttuuriministeriö, 2012; see also Mahlamäki-Kultanen et al., 
2013) stated that there was a real aim to develop higher education institutions to be 
international study and research communities. One important aim of this strategy 
was to make it possible for students of international origin to create strong ties to 
Finnish society and workforce by developing Finnish and Swedish language 
education aimed at them (Opetus- ja kulttuuriministeriö, 2012; Juusola et al., 2021, Li, 
2020), as well as strengthening knowledge (both in teaching and in research) about 
partnering countries’ languages and cultures in order to create possibilities for co-
operation (Opetus- ja kulttuuriministeriö, 2012). Since the national 
internationalisation strategy was drafted in 2012, it has been understood that fixed-
time development plans are too rigid to suit the purposes of the fast-changing 
educational and organisational fields. Currently higher education in Finland is trying 
to quickly react to, and follow, international educational development, and is 
therefore expanding into new directions, utilising the know-how we already have in 
technologies, digitalisation and education (de Wit & Altbach, 2020; Kokko et al., 
2020; Ministry of Education, 2017).  

It is evident that studying abroad is a multi-faceted phenomenon. The underlying 
reason for students seeking out international education might be a need to obtain 
additional skills (see also Wilken & Dahlberg, 2016; Wilkins et al., 2012) and good-
quality education, advance one’s own professional development, or utilise 
possibilities offered by modern technologies in relation to these (Forsander, 2002; 
Nokkala, 2007 Pitkänen 2012; Wilken & Dahlberg, 2016). The issues have also been 
publicly discussed in Finland (Elinkeinoelämän keskusliitto, 2021; Opetusministeriö, 
2009; Opetus- ja kulttuuriministeriö, 2012; Opetushallitus, 2020). Alternatively, these 
needs may be related to a larger wish to achieve better quality of life or secure a 
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better income. As various studies indicate, improving language skills and the cultural 
experience acquired while studying or working abroad are additional advantages that 
are often the first things that come to mind, without examining the underlying 
politics of internationalisation as a whole (Adams & Kennedy, 2006; Buckner & 
Stein, 2020; de Wit, 2020; de Wit et al., 2015). In addition, Ilieva and colleague (2017) 
have approached the topic from the perspective of global higher education, whereas 
Kondakci (2011) focused on student satisfaction. Li (2020) discussed retaining global 
talent, while Lomer (2018) approached policies and student subjectification. All 
things considered, there are sacrifices to be made: moving to a new country is never 
a simple or straightforward task, economically, physically, emotionally, culturally, or 
linguistically (Jeronimo, 2013).  

As all companies, jobs and job-related required skills have their own distinctive 
features, companies are not necessarily able to recruit ‘ready’ professionals. 
Therefore, their attention has turned increasingly higher to education, and they have 
taken a more active role in recruiting higher education students, both nationally and 
internationally (see also Korhonen, 2014; Nichols & Virsinger, 2022). In the context 
of working life, higher education students can be seen as ‘semi-finished’ highly-
skilled workers (see also Lall, 2006).  

There are various ways in which countries can attract highly-skilled workforce, 
higher education institutions being the most important, according to Shumilova and 
Cai (2015). They can do this by attracting new international students, cultivating 
global talent, and retaining global talent (Li, 2020; Shumilova & Cai, 2015). The 
major reasons for study abroad fall into the following categories: lack of facilities at 
home, the commercial value of a foreign degree, and gaining experience in another 
country and culture (De Wit, 2008; Tremblay, 2005). Related notions were discussed 
by Wilken and Dahlberg (2016). During the pandemic, study abroad became virtual 
study abroad, and this may continue as a trend in the future (Liu & Gao, 2022).  

How these ways of attracting students work depends on the various push and 
pull factors for each country of origin/target, institution and individual. For instance, 
Li (2020) and Li & Bray (2007) have examined retaining global talent and cross-
border flows of higher education students, whereas Mazzarol and Soutar (2002) 
approached push-pull factors in student migration. Muslin et al. (2015) in turn 
discussed global migration in nursing. All of the studies conclude that researching 
international flows of higher education students require a multi-faceted perspective.   

The reasons for recruiting international higher education students might be that 
they make higher education more international, create multinational and 
multicultural learning and studying environments, and utilise their degree by staying 
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to work in Finland (see also Forsander, 2002; Lall, 2006). The topics were found to 
be relevant in the public sphere, too (Elinkeinoelämän keskusliitto, 2018; Opetus- ja 
kulttuuriministeriö, 2012; Opetusministeriö, 2007; World Economic Forum, 2020). 
Therefore, it is crucial to create higher education that in its turn enables and aids 
international students to stay and work here. According to business and 
administrative authorities, the key component for international students being 
employed in Finland are language skills in Finnish and/or Swedish, and sufficient 
opportunities to study these have to be offered for all students (Elinkeinoelämän 
keskusliitto, 2018; Opetusministeriö, 2007). International students have expressed 
their dissatisfaction with the availability of Finnish language skills, as well as foreign 
language education and English language services (see also Elinkeinoelämän 
keskusliitto, 2018; Nokkala 2007). The economic benefits of international students 
in a given nation depend on how they become employed – a sufficient number need 
to stay in Finland to work in a profession they studied for, followed preferably by 
their (future) children. According to a survey of foreign graduates, language skills, 
lack of networks, lack of work experience, few open positions in Finland and 
discrimination were, in that order, the main reasons for not being employed (CIMO, 
2016). 

After moving to a new country, staying there is altogether another matter. 
Huusko and Pyykkö’s (2020) research into working life-related international 
competences in Finland revealed that international students, similarily to previously 
introduced research (see Chapter 3) about migrants in Finland in general, integrated 
into the educational society only to a small degree, and that English language was 
perceived to hold a dominant role in communicative contexts (see also Adriansen, 
2020). Lo Bianco (2014) discussed the value of English as a lingua franca; while 
Saarinen and Ennser-Kananen (2020) approached the ambivalent nature of English 
as a language. Pyykkö’s (2020) extensive study in Finnish universities and universities 
of applied sciences revealed that skills in multi- or intercultural communication were 
not fully recognised (Huusko & Pyykkö, 2020; Sanden, 2015). This was especially 
visible in the field of ICT, which seems unable to employ international graduates 
despite the international and intercultural nature of their studies, and despite these 
studies being in English (Huusko & Pyykkö, 2020). It can be noted that the criteria 
for evaluating the internationalism of a given degree program or university are 
perhaps not sufficient at this time to truly grasp the multifaceted and increasingly 
virtual nature of internationalism in higher education (Huusko & Pyykkö, 2020), and 
that it highlights the position of English too often (see also Lo Bianco, 2014). For 
example, virtual mobility, hybrid mobility, internationalisation at home, and 
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transferring skills to working life are aspects that require further and expedited 
attention, regardless of the language in which they are carried out.  

In order to increase the number of employed international graduates or 
postgraduates, and to ensure students learn applicable skills and at least partly 
integrate into society, the role of higher education is vital (Juusola et al., 2021; Li, 
2020). Similar aspects can be found from Shumilova and Cai’s research (2015). 
According to Juusola and colleagues (2021) and Li (2020), the Finnish living-permit 
procedures for international degree students are being reviewed in order to facilitate 
staying in Finland after graduation. These transnational educational and professional 
networks have long been seen as beneficial to all parties, and to business 
(Elinkeinoelämän keskusliitto, 2018; Opetusministeriö, 2007). It is evident that 
contemporary business cannot solely rely on professional skills. Transnational 
companies need their employees to master and understand communication skills in 
foreign languages, in a different medium, and related to different cultures, ranging 
from national and organisational to individual and context-based. All these skills will 
support issues raised by workplace diversity, therefore offering the possibility to 
work abroad for a longer period of time or in various positions. Studying abroad is 
a fairly simple yet effective way to develop these competences as various research 
has noted (see also Cubillo et al., 2006; Hanada, 2019; Kondakci, 2011; see also Liu 
& Gao, 2022). Studying abroad is especially useful during higher education since it 
offers insight into one’s chosen profession and is often seen to lead to better-paid 
employment opportunities (di Giorgio, 2021). Studying in a foreign country itself is 
valued, largely independently of the actual place of study, as long as the place holds 
some value for the student (see also Cubillo et al., 2006; Lomer, 2018; Wilkins et al., 
2012). 

3.2.3  Statistics of international higher education in Finland 

International movement to and from Finland during the last decade has grown, 
despite the recent pandemic. The number of international students in Finland was 
23 794 in 2019 (Education Statistics Finland, 2022) and the total number of foreign 
language students in higher education has increased rapidly (Education Statistics 
Finland, 2022). In what follows, I introduce Finnish international higher education 
with graphs and text.  
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Figure 2.  Statistics of international higher education in Finland 
 

Since most countries of origin of international students in Finland do not belong 
to EU/ETA, universities have charged them tuition fees since 2017. This is an asset 
to our educational institutions, as the number of students paying for tuition has 
grown rapidly (Education Statistics Finland, 2022). However, a downside of tuition 
fees is that they discourage students from developing countries to apply to study in 
Finland.  
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Figure 3. Students in Finnish higher education from outside EU/ETA (Information adapted from 
Education Statistics Finland, 2022)

Figure 4. Foreign language students in Finland by year (Information adapted from Education 
Statistics Finland, 2022)
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The number of international students has grown rapidly during this millennium. 
In 2014 the total number of international degree students was already over 7 percent 
of the total number of degree students, and the numbers increased again in 2019 to 
8 percent, which is slightly more than the OECD average of 6,3 percent (OECD, 
2014; OECD, 2019, OECD, 2021). The number of international students has nearly 
doubled during the last ten years, with the total number of students being fairly equal 
between universities and universities of applied sciences, remaining at around 4,7
percent of all higher education students (CIMO, 2016; KARVI, 2020). The 
percentage of international students increases with the level of degree. However,
when compared with international numbers it has to be noted that the overall 
number of international students in Finland is fairly small.

Figure 5. Percentages of international students in Finland by degree level (Information adapted from 
OECD, 2021; Education Statistics Finland, 2022)

In 2019, 9 percent of first-time graduates in the OECD were international 
students. The trend for growth in internationalism in Finnish higher education 
institutions is similar to other European countries and this trend is expected to 
continue in the future (KARVI, 2020). The aim of the Ministry of Education and 
Culture is still to increase the number of international students and higher education 
employees coming to, and staying in, Finland (Opetushallitus, 2020a; Kokko et al., 
2020). 
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Figure 6.  New international higher education students in universities by year (Information adapted 
from Statistics Finland, 2022) 

Asian higher education students are still the largest group in Finland, as Figure 6 
above indicates; this is almost double the number of African students and over ten 
times more than the American students.  

In recent years, higher education students studying in Finland came mostly from 
Asia (45 percent) and Europe (39 percent), whereas Finnish higher education 
students mainly chose to study in Europe (89 percent) (CIMO, 2016). Most 
European students come to Finland from Russia and 2/3 of them study in 
universities of applied sciences, whereas the most popular field of study for foreign 
degree students is ICT (Opetus- ja kulttuuriministeriö, 2022; Education Statistics 
Finland, 2022). The number of Chinese and Russian applicants and first-year 
students has decreased (Opetus- ja kulttuuriministeriö, 2022; Education Statistics 
Finland, 2022). Most students apply to universities of applied sciences and previously 
most applications came from Russia, Nepal, Nigeria and Vietnam (CIMO, 2016), 
whereas in 2021 Bangladesh, Nigeria and Nepal were the most popular countries 
(Opetushallitus, 2022; Education Statistics Finland, 2022).  
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3.3 Perspectives on ICT in Finland: International and mobile 
workforce 

As a consequence of the emergence of transnational labour markets, an increasing 
number of people exercise their occupation in two or more countries or in virtual 
work communities. Not only has the volume of highly-skilled migration increased 
(Nichols & Virsinger, 2022; see also Engbersen et al., 2013; Iredale, 2001; Skeldon, 
2007), but the chains of transnational interaction have been lengthened and spread 
considerably. These transnational chains can begin with higher education, therefore 
making it only sensible to research it; both the current state and the future prospects 
related to one of the largest export fields of Finland. Even if these two contexts are 
not comparable as such, finding out the actual skills needed in working life would 
make it possible to develop higher education pedagogies to better meet those 
demands. The findings will not be generalizable to other fields of business, nor to 
other nation-states as such, but they do offer interesting perspectives into 
contemporary higher education in relation to intercultural and transnational 
communication.       

For highly-skilled employees there are many opportunities to join the 
transnational labour market (see also Nichols & Virsinger 2022). In particular, many 
ICT experts have adopted highly mobile transnational lifestyles (Habti & 
Koikkalainen, 2014; Koskela, 2010; Nichols & Virsinger, 2022). After having been 
recruited by a multinational company ICT experts may work in their home countries, 
travel between the units of a company or migrate to other countries for shorter or 
longer periods, all the time working through virtual environments. Transnational 
social spaces may themselves become communication of positioning; they may be 
‘citizens of the world’ whose main objective is to pursue career opportunities that 
will enable them to maximise their earnings and savings (Rao, 2001; Vertovec, 2007, 
2009).  

Finland has long been acknowledged as a country of high-quality education and 
technological know-how, as well as a country in which these factors are combined 
into strong professional knowledge and rapidly producible innovations (see DESI, 
2021; OECD, 2020b; OECD, 2020c). It has been noted that in the future Finland, 
too, will need a workforce with contemporary know-how in order not to lose 
business abroad (Mathies & Karhunen, 2021). The need for Master’s and Bachelor’s 
degree graduates is expected to rise by 14 percent in total during 2021-2025, and 
investing more in work-oriented immigration, among other suggestions, as already 
been noted as an attractive option to narrow the gap (Teknologiateollisuus, 2021).  
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ICT is the most important branch of export in Finland as technology companies 
(industries related to electronics, metal, and ICT) make up more than half of Finnish 
exports. In 2021 there were approximately 319 000 employees in the field of 
technology in Finland (Teknologiateollisuus, 2021). The number of new ICT 
professionals is expected to be thousands annually, with most positions requiring 
either university or vocational degrees (Teknologiateollisuus, 2021, 2022). Most 
companies in the field of technology appear to be interested in hiring international 
professionals in the next four years. As the technology industries need to hire over 
100 000 new employees in the next ten years if this field of business is to remain 
vital, that tax income, not to mention the human capital, will make a significant 
contribution to Finnish society (Forsander, 2002). This issue has also been noted in 
the industrial sector (Teknologiateollisuus, 2021, 2022). 

The number of Finnish ICT personnel working abroad has risen over the years, 
reaching over 20 000 in 2020, whereas the number of international people working 
in the field of ICT in Finland has fluctuated just slightly, increasing to nearly 75 000 
during 2021 (Teknologiateollisuus, 2022). This rise indicates a need for transnational 
communication skills, as employees need to abide by the same organisational rules 
and boundaries, whereas nation- and state-related, as well as societal, regulations are 
undoubtedly different. According to statistics from Technology Industries of 
Finland (2022), in 2020 there were in total 13 noteworthy destinations across the 
world, but 28 percent (over 80 500 persons) of employees abroad were stationed in 
countries that resulted in less than 2 percent of the total amount of people abroad, 
making the total number of countries substantial (Teknologiateollisuus, 2022.)     
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Figure 7.  Finnish employees abroad in 2020 by countries (Information adapted from 
Teknologiateollisuus, 2022) 

Employees in other areas of business have faced alike developments to those in 
ICT, at least to some degree (see also Pitkänen, 2012). Skills in intercultural 
communication have more importance in working life, as work communities have 
become more fragmented and diverse, taking form in various international, 
intercultural and often virtual environments (Nichols & Virsinger, 2022). Customers, 
ICT experts, their supervisors and other professionals working for the project or 
organisation may be located anywhere, and intercultural communication is a normal, 
daily action for most (Nichols & Virsinger, 2022). In 2010 and 2015 European 
business representatives were asked what type of skills they thought would be 
important in the future - see Figure 8 for their responses. 

Finnish employees abroad in 2020 by countries

China India United States Poland Other countries
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Figure 8.  Important skills in business 2010 and 2015 according to CVTS, Continuing vocational 
training (Information adapted from OSF 2010; OSF, 2015) 

Comparing the skills perceived to be needed with in-house training contents, 
practical skills, customer-related work and leadership skills were the most common 
topics, leaving communication and language courses far behind. Communication or 
language requirements were not seen as important in all areas of business (OSF, 
2010; OSF, 2015). Foreign language skills might also be higher with the current 
workforce than they were a decade or so ago, so currently language training within a 
workplace might not be as relevant (OSF, 2010). The concentration on non-
communication-related in-house training reveals a dichotomy between the perceived 
needs for and the actualisation of training. In higher education the emphasis in 
language teaching is on overall individual skills that need to be evaluated, whereas in 
working-life contexts the emphasis is on reciprocal communication skills, 
cooperation, and profession-related knowhow (Ehrenreich, 2010). As discussed in 
Chapter 2.2.2, when English is a foreign language for most employees, employees 
do not necessarily share a common understanding of meanings, terms and rules of 
discussion (Lønsmann & Mortensen, 2018). It appears that since transnational 
communities are a reality in contemporary learning and working contexts, these 
intercultural communication skills are a necessity in order to communicate and 
perform effectively, appropriately and sustainably. 

However, not all intercultural communication or transnationalism happens 
abroad. It can also happen in educational institutions or workplaces in one’s home 

Customer service skills

Technical skills

Teamwork skills

64 66 68 70 72 74

Important skills in business2010

Customer service skills

Technical skils

Teamwork skills

38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47

Important skills in business 2015
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country (Liu & Gao, 2022). As the pandemic has shown, intercultural and 
transnational communication and collaborative work can take place in the virtual 
world or through social contexts (including social media) and connections, such as 
virtual classrooms, virtual meetings and virtual teams located around the globe. In 
the contemporary world migration is not the only opportunity to join an 
international work community, as the amount of virtual work has increased in many 
areas (Garro-Abarca et al., 2021; Malhotra et al., 2007). In the business area of 
information and communication technology, many employees stay in their home 
countries while working in the international community by utilizing technological 
communication tools (see also Garro-Abarca et al., 2021), and higher education 
students are now, somewhat owing to the pandemic, able to do the same. Both 
higher education students and employees are likely to face challenges created by 
transnational communication, choosing a common language and virtual working 
contexts, on a daily basis (Adriansen, 2020; Ehrenreich, 2010; Lønsmann & 
Mortensen, 2018; OECD, 2021).  
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4 RESEARCH METHODS 

My dissertation research was carried out prior to the Covid-19 pandemic, at a time 
when working in virtual environments was not as common or familiar to us all as it 
is now. Given the long timespan of my study, from its beginning in 2004 up to this 
moment, it is very interesting to see development in the core issues, and to gain 
perspective on the development of intercultural communication research in recent 
years. The starting point of my doctoral research was to understand how higher 
education students feel about their intercultural communication skills and what those 
skills are. I wanted to understand what intercultural communicative competence 
requirements arise in contemporary highly-skilled work where the students are likely 
to work after they graduate, and whether higher education can meet those 
requirements. A secondary aim was to understand intercultural communication in a 
virtual working context and its relations to English used as lingua franca. Following 
from these interests, I also wanted to scrutinise how self-perceived intercultural 
communicative competence can be developed in multicultural or transnational 
settings.  

In this chapter, I discuss my methodological choices for this doctoral research. I 
start by presenting mixed methods as my overall research design. Then I introduce 
the more specific methods I used in each of the sub-studies. Thirdly, I present the 
data sampling, collection and analysis methods, followed by the epistemological and 
ontological discussions of my methodological choices. This sub-chapter ends with a 
discussion of the ethical choices behind all the sub-studies. 

Data collection in sub-study I was conducted by me, while in sub-studies II and 
IV data was collected collaboratively but I was mainly responsible for it. As discussed 
later, the data set from Article II was also used as a major component in sub-studies 
III and V, alongside new datasets collected by my co-authors. I wrote sub-studies I 
and II as sole author and was the primary author in sub-studies III and IV. In sub-
studies III, IV and V I worked with a co-author or in a research group, writing the 
articles collaboratively. However, all data analysis concerning higher education 
students and their correlations to other data sets was carried out by me. 
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4.1 Mixed methods as research design  

In this doctoral research I gathered data from higher education students using 
surveys, interviews, learning diaries, audio-visual course assignments and virtual 
forum discussions. In Article III and V data also came from highly-skilled ICT 
professionals, and in Article V from international higher education graduates. The 
main emphasis in my dissertation is on qualitative data. The quantitative data in the 
first Article, serving as the starting point for the whole research process, was 
collected from Finnish engineering students, Finnish speech communication 
students and North American communication students. This Article highlighted the 
importance of approaching self-perceived intercultural communicative competence 
in more detail, making way for further sub-studies. For sub-studies II, III and V I 
collected qualitative data by interviewing Finnish and international degree students 
whose data was then compared with datasets from working life and different 
working contexts. Article IV was a case study of degree students working in a virtual 
learning environment.       

I have conducted all the respective sub-studies from the viewpoint of pragmatic 
mixed methods, with a strong emphasis on qualitative methods and analysis. The 
chosen pragmatic paradigm (see also Plano Clark & Badiee, 2015; Creswell & Plano 
Clark, 2007; Plano Clark & Ivankova, 2017) meant that I used both quantitative and 
qualitative data collection and analysis methods, as both were needed to answer the 
research questions (Creswell, 2014). In mixed methods following a pragmatical 
paradigm, the researcher does not have to use a specific philosophical or 
methodological approach. Instead, the emphasis is on using the best approach in 
relation to a given research problem (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998, see also Plano 
Clark & Ivankova, 2017). In this dissertation, I conducted research by utilising an 
explanatory sequential mixed method between the sub-studies, i.e. I collected quantitative 
data first, then moved on to qualitative research in the following sub-studies 
(Maarouf, 2019). In Article 1, the use of quantitative data was descriptive by 
character. The published article 1 illustrates the quantitative data and quantitative 
analysis with selected qualitative quotations, as publishing qualitative findings was 
highly recommended by the editors of the publication. Despite the emphasis on 
qualitative findings in all published articles, the quantitative analysis provided the 
basis for all subsequent sub-studies and research questions.  The data from the first 
qualitative study (Article II) was analysed and interpreted from various intersecting 
perspectives to deepen my understanding in the sub-studies that followed (Creswell 
& Plano Clark, 2007). 
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Comparing quantitative survey data and qualitative interview data from higher 
education students/graduates with qualitative interview data from working-life 
contexts enabled me to form a more in-depth picture of the topic at hand. This 
would not have been possible by using exclusively qualitative or quantitative 
methods (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007; Plano Clark & Ivankova, 2017). The 
underlying purpose of the qualitative interviews was to produce information about 
the opinions, attitudes, and experiences of higher education students’ intercultural 
communication skills. The following image illustrates the mixed-method approach 
in my dissertation research process. 

Table 3.  This dissertation as a process 
Phase 1: Collecting 

information 

Phase 2: Based on the 

results of the 1st study 

Phase 3: Based on the 

findings of the 2nd study 

Phase 4: Based on all 

sub-studies 

Article I: QUAN 

research with QUAN 

analysis, QUAN results, 

described by using 

QUAL quotes  

Article II: QUAL 

research with QUAL 

analysis, QUAL 

findings 

Article III: QUAL 

research with QUAL 

analysis, QUAL findings 

in context 1 

Article IV: QUAL 

research with QUAL 

analysis, QUAL findings 

in context 2 

Article V: QUAL 

research with QUAL 

analysis, QUAL findings 

in context 3 

Overall 

interpretation of 

findings 

 
The strength of using a mixed-method approach is complementary forms of data 

gathering and analysis by triangulating data as well as findings between studies (see 
Plano Clark & Ivankova 2017; Glogowska, 2011; Greener, 2008; Johnson & 
Christensen, 2012; Mitchell, 2018; Molina-Azorin, 2016; Sale et al., 2002). In this 
dissertation, using a mixed-method approach enabled me to develop the research 
process in contemporary directions and to integrate novel perspectives into the 
existing framework while still being able to fully utilise the existing data. Working 
with different methods also made it possible to conduct research as an individual 
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researcher, as a research lead while working with a colleague, and finally to work as 
a part of a research group.    

4.2 Sub-studies and their methodological choices 

In this sub-chapter I describe the methodological choices of all sub-studies in more 
detail with regards to data sampling, data collection and data analysis. In Table 4 I 
outline the dissertation in terms of research methods and link each Article to the 
theoretical framework of the doctoral research conducted (see Chapter 2). 
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Table 4.   Sub-studies and their methodological choices 

 

Sub-
Studies in 
Chronologi
cal Order

Article Title Data Collection Methods Sample Data Analysis Method Aims

1 Kovalainen, N. (2009) 
Intercultural Communication and 
Its Competence: Needs in a 
Changing World. The 
International Journal of 
Interdisciplinary Social Sciences 3 
(4), 117-126.

Quantitative data consists of a 
survey questionnaire 

North American & 
Finnish HE students 
(N= 398)

Statistical analysis with SPSS and thematic 
grouping of open-ended answers according 

and participation in varied social settings)

other's projected social image

tension) (Duran, 1992). 

To link communication study 
more firmly to educational 
sciences, and to understand the 
role of foreign language in 
intercultural and transnational 
communication 

2 Kovalainen, N. (2011) Kulttuurien 
välinen vuorovaikutus 
korkeakoulutuksen areenalla. In 
P. Pitkänen (Ed.) Kulttuurien 
kohtaamisia arjessa . Tampere: 
Vastapaino. 

Qualitative data consists of 
qualitative semi-structured 
individual interviews 

HE degree students 
(N=31)

Deductive thematic analysis by coding the dat To understand the current 
competence requirements in 
highly-skilled work and 
challenges they pose to higher 
education. 

3 Keisala, K. & Kovalainen, N. 
(2012) The Role of Shared Foreign 
Language in Intercultural 
Communication: A Case of 
Working Environments. 
International Journal of 
Humanities and Social Science 2 
(20), 52-72.

Qualitative data consists of 
semi-structured individual 
interviews 

HE degree students 
(N=31) and ICT 

Inductive thematic analysis (e.g. intercultural 
communication Spitzberg & Cupach 1993; 
third culture Kramsch and Whiteside 2008) 
by analysing learning diaries, individual and 
group assignments, question and discussion 
forums, and email correspondence based on 
the findings of the second sub-study

To understand the current 
competence requirements in 
highly-skilled work and 
challenges they pose to higher 
education.                                          
To establish the notion of a third 
culture,  and virtual working 
environment as its own cultural 

4 Kovalainen, N. & Bethell, L. (2016) 
COMMUNICATION IN A 
MULTICULTURAL VIRTUAL 
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT:
Learning Communication Skills in 
Higher Education. Journal of 
Global Academic Institute 
Education and Social Sciences 2 
(2), 38-49. 

Qualitative data consists of a 
case study on Finnish and 
international HE students

HE students on a 
virtual course (N=11)

Abductive interpretative content analysis by 
coding the data with a scheme derived from 
the theoretical-conceptual framework (e.g. 
intercultural communication Spitzberg et al 
1993; communicative transnational 
competence Koehn et al 2002, third culture 
Kramsch 2006, Ramsey 2005) based on the 
findings of the second sub-study 

To establish the notion of a third 
culture,  and virtual working 
environment as its own cultural 

5 Keisala, K., Kovalainen, N., 
Majakulma, A. & Pitkänen, P. 
(2018) The Role of Language and 
Communicative Abilities in 
Transnational Labor Markets: 

International Journal of Society, 
Culture & Language. Volume 6 (2), 
59-72.

Qualitative data consists of 
semi-structured individual 
interviews, as well as company 
document analysis and phone 
call observations in an ICT 

HE degree students 
(N=31), Bachelor's 
degree graduates 
(N=21) and ICT 

Interpretative content analysis by coding the dTo understand the current 
competence requirements in 
highly-skilled work and 
challenges they pose to higher 
education.                                          
To establish the notion of a third 
culture,  and virtual working 
environments as its own cultural 
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4.2.1 Data Sampling Methods 

The aim of the first dub-study was to understand the role of language in self-
perceived intercultural communicative competence. The participants in were 398 
higher education students, including North American education and communication 
students who spoke English as their first language (N=81), Finnish speech 
communication students (N= 162) and Finnish engineering students (N=146). The 
participants of this sub-study were narrowed down to speech communication 
students in six Finnish Universities, engineering students from Tampere University 
of Technology and educational major students in Bradley University, Peoria, Illinois 
as well as communication course participants in Maryland University, Baltimore, 
Maryland and Rockhurst University, Kansas City, Missouri, USA. 

The sample was selected on the basis of stratification and purpose (Creswell & 
Poth, 2018). As one of my aims was to understand the role of foreign language in 
intercultural/transnational communication, I saw it as beneficial to also select the 
sample based on the students’ first languages (Article I, see Chapter 4.2.2.1). Another 
point of interest was to see if there were differences in approaching intercultural 
communication among students who study communication versus students who do 
not take specific communication courses as part of their studies, and therefore 
engineering students were chosen as a sample. The students were selected by 
contacting gatekeepers (see also Creswell & Poth, 2018). These included: 

1) teachers from Finnish universities who taught speech communication 

2) teachers from North America who taught speech communication 

3) teachers from Tampere University of Technology 

The sample was adequate in order to formulate generalisations to be further 
investigated in future studies. The total number of participants can represent a 
student body of over 10 000 with +/-5 percent precision (Israel, 1992). The sample 
represents the target population quite well, as, for instance, the number of 
communication student participants from Finland is quite extensive in relation to 
the total number of communication students in Finland. The data is well saturated 
as no new themes emerged in any of the answers (Mason, 2010).  

The aim of Article II was to obtain information on higher education students in 
different types of higher education institutions in Finland. Article II was undertaken 
as a part of a project called ”Recognition of Cultural Diversity in Everyday Life in Finland: 
Case Studies in Intercultural Interaction Arenas” (“Sulkeutuuko Suomi? Kulttuurien välinen 
vuorovaikutus kohtaamisen areenoilla”, PI Pirkko Pitkänen, TUNI). The project was 
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carried out during 2008-2010 by various researchers from Tampere University, 
University of Eastern Finland and the Family Federation of Finland. The project was 
funded by the Academy of Finland, the Association of Finnish Municipalities and 
the Ministry of Education and Culture. The project focused on the intercultural 
communication experiences of Finnish-born individuals and migrants in five 
different interaction arenas: higher education, healthcare, cultural occupations, the 
metal industry, and high technology.     

The assumption in this sub-study was that the best informants would be 1) 
international degree students, because long-term studies in a new country require 
more involvement, and perseverance to stay, in Finland for an extended period of 
time. We also wanted to include 2) students of Finnish origin in order to be able to 
make comparisons, and therefore this group of students was a stratified purposive 
sample (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Article II was undertaken as part of a wider research 
project, so the sampling strategy was designed collaboratively.  The research group 
randomly selected 31 degree students to take part in the study: 17 students who 
resided in Finland but did not necessarily have Finnish citizenship, and 14 students 
of Finnish origin. The students came from three universities and two universities of 
applied sciences from three cities: Joensuu, Helsinki and Tampere. The participants 
represented various study programs: eight were studying for a Bachelor’s degree, ten 
for a Master’s, and 12 for a Doctoral degree. The majority of the participants (21) 
were women, and nine were men. All respondents were recruited with the help of 
student organisations and staff members in the aforementioned organisations.  

The international interviewees came from 12 countries: Brazil, China, Ghana, 
India, Japan, Latvia, Morocco, Poland, Romania, Russia, Thailand, and Vietnam. All 
Finnish participants spoke Finnish as a first language, and the international 
participants had 12 different first languages (Akan/Twi, Arabic, Berber, Hindi, 
Japanese, Chinese, Portuguese, Polish, Romanian, Thai, Russian, and Vietnamese). 
The international students had been living in Finland for between a couple of weeks 
up to nearly twenty years, and their statuses of residence varied from yearly 
renewable student permissions to permanent residency. The majority of the 
respondents had come directly to Finland to study, but some had also been studying 
abroad before coming to the country. Only a small minority of the Finnish 
respondents had been studying outside Finland (see also Pitkänen, 2011). 

The aim of Article III was to explore virtual working contexts with regard to 
contemporary intercultural communicative competence requirements in highly-
skilled work and to compare those views with higher education students’ perceptions 
of their intercultural communication skills. The field of ICT was selected as the 
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context for the sample, as it is a potential field of employment for higher education 
students. Moreover, technology as a business area is crucial to Finnish workforce 
now and in the near future (for more information on skilled workforce, 
transnationalisation and recruitment, please see Chapter 2). Therefore, it may be 
expected that understanding workplace communication practices in the field of ICT 
could enhance Finland’s chances of acquiring skilled workforce in the future.  

The ICT data was collected by my co-author Katja Keisala in a research project 
called “Intercultural communication in work communities” (“Kulttuurien välinen viestintä 
työyhteisöissä”, PI Pirkko Pitkänen, TUNI) during 2011. The project lasted for a year 
and was funded by the Finnish Work Environment Fund (in Finnish, 
Työsuojelurahasto) and followed the project described above, Kulttuurienvälinen 
työ. The research was conducted in three work communities from education 
(teachers and students), social and healthcare (a foreman and team leaders), and 
information and communication technology (supervisors and professionals).  The 
data from the article (III) used in this dissertation comes from the field of ICT, 
namely a global ICT company. I used the same sample as in Article II (interviews 
with international and Finnish higher education students), comparing it to the ICT 
data sample consisting of twenty interviews with ICT professionals (N=20). These 
ICT professionals worked in shared work communities in different countries and 
represented different nationalities: eight Indians, four Finns, three Germans, two 
Chinese, two Portuguese and one Brazilian. In addition to these national 
backgrounds, the participants had different cultural and linguistic backgrounds, as 
well as different positions inside the company. A purposive sample was chosen 
(Creswell & Poth, 2018). All organisational units selected were relatively 
homogenous in terms of the nationalities of their staff, as most of the participants 
were local citizens.  The total size of the sample (N=51) was adequate for the 
phenomenon explored (Creswell, 1998, Creswell & Poth, 2018). 

The fourth Article (Article IV) aimed to understand how higher education 
students see intercultural communication, its skills and intercultural communicative 
competence in relation to working in a virtual learning environment. The sample of 
this Article was eleven students (N=11) who took part in a virtual course on 
intercultural communication during Spring 2012. The course was organised by 
FUAS (Federation of Universities of Applied Sciences, which operated from 2012-
2017). This was a case study with a stratified purposive sample (Creswell & Poth, 
2018). The students represented eight nationalities and had various cultural and 
linguistic backgrounds. Three participants considered themselves to have dual 
citizenship (two were Finnish/Russian and one Japanese/Chinese) and the 
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remaining nationalities were Finnish (N=3), Chinese (N=3), Nigerian (N=1) and 
Vietnamese (N=1). There were six women and five men.  

The fifth and last Article (Article V) in this research aimed to understand what 
kind of competences higher education students have and whether these are needed 
in working-life contexts, especially in relation to creating a third culture and virtual 
working environments. In Article V the sample consists of three separate data 
samples, two of which have also been used in previous sub-studies (higher education 
students (N=31) in Article II and III; ICT experts (N=20) in Article III). The third 
data sample (N=21) comes from Bachelor’s degree graduates, including 21 
Bachelor’s program graduates in various disciplines and of various global 
backgrounds (Africa (N=9), Asia (N=3), Central America (N=2), and Europe 
(N=7)), who were selected by random sampling (Creswell & Poth, 2018) during the 
years 2008-2010 and interviewed by my co-author Arja Majakulma. The interviewees 
had graduated between one and 12 years ago (mean 4.0 (1-5 = 17, 6-10 = 3, >10 = 
1)) from universities of applied sciences in various fields of study, such as engineering 
(N=2), healthcare (N=6), business (N=6) and social services (N=7). There were 13 
females and eight males, whose ages ranged from 24 to 55, the mean being 36.3 (<30 
= 5, 30-39 = 9, 40-49 = 5, >50 = 2).  

The sampling method in this third dataset, used as part of Article V, was first a 
maximum variation sample - that is, picking a wide range of cases for variation in 
the possible dimensions of interest, field of study and countries of origin. This 
selection was chosen in order to understand the heterogeneity in the population 
(Maxwell, 2005). After interviewing some participants, stratified purposive sampling 
(Creswell & Poth, 2018) continued in order to illustrate the characteristics of 
particular subgroups of interest and to facilitate comparisons. The total sample size 
in this Article was by far the largest of the qualitative sub-studies (N=72) and can be 
considered to be adequate (Creswell, 1998; Creswell & Poth, 2018). 

4.2.2 Data collection and analysis methods 

As stated above, in the first Article I used quantitative research methods, whereas 
the other sub-studies were qualitative (sub-studies II-V, i.e., Articles II-V). In the 
following sections, I first describe in detail how the data were collected and handled 
in the quantitative sub-study, Article I, and the qualitative sub-studies, Articles II-V. 
After these subsections I describe how the data was handled.   
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4.2.2.1 Quantitative data collection (Article I) 

Study I was carried out as a quantitative research survey with a self-report 
questionnaire called Intercultural Communication Competence Scale (ICCCS). I had 
developed the ICCCS questionnaire based on the CAS-SR (Communicative 
Adaptive Scale, Self-Reference Measures) created by Duran and Wheeless (1980), 
adding a component of foreign language or different cultures into each question (see 
Appendix 1; Kovalainen, 2006). This was used in a similar manner to CAS-SR and 
CAS would have been used, but the new component was attached to all questions. 
As CAS-SR was especially designed to be used with young adults (Duran, 1992) to 
investigate perceived socio-interpersonal relationships and the ability to adapt one's 
interaction goals and behaviours accordingly, it aligned with the aim of this Article. 
The ICCCS can be seen as an attitude inventory (Metsämuuronen, 2003) and uses a 
standard five-point scale. In the questionnaire the data were numerically categorised 
into pre-determined clusters and the respondents were asked to rate their self-
perceived communication competence manifestations (e.g., articulation, persuasion, 
tone, pronunciation, facial expressions, clarity of ideas, and answering questions, to 
name a few; see also Aune et al., 2001; Cai et al., 2000; Duran & Wheeless, 1980). 
The questionnaire consisted of thirty questions, which were separated into the 
following five dimensions:  

1. Social experience (affect for and participation in varied social 
settings) 

2. Social confirmation (maintenance of the other's projected social 
image) 

3. Social composure (the degree to which one feels relaxed in social 
situations) 

4. Appropriate disclosure (sensitivity to the intimacy level of social 
exchanges) 

5. Articulation (appropriateness of one's syntax and semantics) 
6. Wit (the use of humour to diffuse social tension) (Duran, 1992).  

 
According to Spitzberg (Spitzberg, 1988), CAS factors have been validated 

through study with multiple different scales, but they do not correlate much with 
COMSAT (Communication Satisfaction) or CSM (Communicators Style Measure). 
As previously stated, the quantitative data from this Article served as the starting 
point for my other sub-studies. Obtaining a larger amount of data (N=515) was 
important in order to gain insight into the students’ overall thoughts on intercultural 
communication, and using a survey was an appropriate choice to accomplish those 
needs. Gaining a large amount of data from the three different student groups 
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allowed me to see important similarities and differences in relation to self-perceived 
language, communication and cultural skills. 

4.2.2.2 Qualitative data collection (Sub-studies II-V) 

The findings of the quantitative Article I raised questions related to the role of 
foreign language skills, cultural knowledge and communication skills which needed 
more detailed and multifaceted investigation. The four following sub-studies built 
on these findings, aiming to find out more about the emergent issues related to 
identity and belonging, intercultural and transnational communicative competences, 
and virtual communication.  

All interviews were conducted in Finnish (with speakers of Finnish as a first 
language) or in English, and were conducted individually, either face-to-face in a 
location chosen by the participant, or in a virtual environment. All locations were 
free of distractions (Creswell & Poth, 2018). The interviews were 40-80 minutes long. 
All but one of the interviews were recorded and later transcribed. While interviewing, 
I simultaneously filled in a form with notes on emerging themes (Creswell & Poth, 
2018; see also Pitkänen, 2011.) I see interviewing as a social practice with a pragmatic 
perspective, taking into account that participants are articulating their experiences 
that happen outside the interview context, but also that the interview context affects 
the interview (Brinkman, 2018). The interviews were a dialogic instrument to achieve 
my research aims (Brinkman, 2018). 

Studies II, III and V utilised data collected as part of a research study called 
“Recognition of Cultural Diversity in Everyday Life in Finland: Case Studies in Intercultural 
Interaction Arenas” from 2008-2010. The research was carried out in two parts, namely 
1) policy document analysis and 2) qualitative interviews. It focused on the three 
cities of Helsinki, Tampere and Joensuu in order to gain insight into different local 
arenas. The themes for the interviews were chosen based on an analysis of Finnish 
integration policy documents, especially in relation to programs offered for the target 
group, including higher education students (and the metal industries, ICT, 
healthcare, culture and unemployment/ workforce training. The document analysis 
was carried out prior to the interview phase. The themes of the policy document 
analysis were used as the basis for conducting the interviews, focusing on 
intercultural communication (Friedman & Antal, 2005; Holden, 2002; Secru, 2004), 
transnational competence (Koehn & Rosenau, 2002), and third culture (Kramsch, 
2006). 
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The interviews presented in Article II (N=31, N=17 foreign students, N=14 
Finnish students) were semi-structured (Brinkman, 2018), which made it possible for 
me to obtain detailed concrete information based on the preconceived themes and 
the participants’ answers, creating a dialogue and aiming to form an understanding 
of the participants’ social experiences in that specific setting (Brinkman, 2018; 
Creswell & Poth, 2018). The framework for the interviews included questions about 
political, social, cultural and economic activities; social positions at local, national, 
global and transnational levels; integrative domains (Pitkänen, 2011) such as 
migratory background and plans; diversification;  membership (identity formation 
and membership); daily living conditions and participation in society; experiences 
and personal conceptions of belonging; language skills, communication, intercultural 
communication and culture.  

In Article III, a second set of data was brought in to shed light on linguistic 
factors. A special focus was on how the participants use a shared foreign language: 
what challenges arise and how they can create a joint language. This data (N=20) 
was gathered by the co-author Katja Keisala from semi-structured interviews with 
ICT experts in Helsinki, Tampere and Joensuu in the spring and summer of 2011 
and had related outlines to the interviews with higher education students, only 
differing slightly owing to differences in spatio-cultural contexts (see also Keisala, 
2012). The interview data is complemented by phone calls and field observations in 
the ICT organisation’s meetings. Company documents such as Human Resource 
Strategy, Directions for Managers, and Evaluation Standards were also investigated 
as background material, in order to understand the contexts in which the themes 
related to using a foreign language appear in the official material, as well as to analyse 
both the means and the aims of organisational intercultural communication (Keisala, 
2012). The Finnish respondents were interviewed in Finnish, and all other 
respondents in English. Utilizing different sets of interview data, as well as insight 
into organisational policy documents, was necessary in order to understand what 
kind of skills people need when working together in multicultural and even 
transnational environments, but also to see what kind of skills are recognised by 
organisations.  

As the previous sub-studies (I-III) had offered an insight into the intercultural 
communication skills of higher education students and the skills they might need in 
their future workplace, I then decided to concentrate on an issue raised specifically 
by the third Article but not included in my first sub-studies: intercultural 
communication in a virtual working environment. Article IV was a study aiming to 
form a more multifaceted picture of the phenomenon of intercultural 
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communication in a virtual learning environment, in a contemporary social context 
(Stake, 2000). I gathered qualitative data in the form of learning diaries and 
multimedia assignments, assisted by my co-teacher Lloyd Bethell. Other data sources 
were written or videoed responses to individual and group assignments, as well as 
question and discussion forums, and finally email correspondence. Data was 
gathered from one university course, treating it as a case, that is an object in which 
the phenomenon to be investigated exists (for definition of the term ‘case’, sees also 
Schwandt & Gates, 2018). I decided to use qualitative methods to describe and 
analyse the data gathered in this Article, because the sample size was small and 
heterogeneous (Gomm et al., 2000).  

The last Article (V) used three datasets, namely the higher education dataset from 
Article II, the ICT dataset from Article III, and a dataset comprising higher 
education graduates. Similarly, to the previously-described higher education and ICT 
data, the graduate data was collected by co-author Arja Majakulma interviewing 
international Bachelor’s degree graduates (N=21) from universities of applied 
sciences by using semi-structured, open-ended interviews (Barbour, 2008; Silverman, 
2006) in 2008-2010. The themes of the interviews were:  

1. Plans and expectations concerning employment at the start of studies 
and upon graduation 

2. Type of activity and employment since graduation 
3. Reasons for staying in Finland or going abroad after graduation 
4. Factors enhancing or impairing employability in Finland or abroad 
5. Factors in education that have influenced employability  
6. Developing education to support employability  

The guiding themes were introduced in the interviews and additional questions 
were used only if needed, as the interviewees were able to talk about the themes in 
whichever order they preferred. 

4.2.2.3 Data analysis 

Next, I will explain my analysis methods in more detail through sub-studies I to V. 
In each Article there are similarities within analytical themes, but also differences 
based on my review of academic literature, which was continuous throughout the 
study. The units of analysis were collated on the basis of the theoretical background, 
and either decided before analysis (sub-studies I, II, III and V, using deductive 
analysis) or on the basis of the findings (case study, Article IV, inductive analysis).   
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I analysed the quantitative data for the first Article using SPSS (Statistical Package 
for Social Sciences, version 12). The ICCCS is a self-administered attitude inventory 
(Metsämuuronen, 2003) that uses a five-scale Likert measurement tool. The 
questionnaire consisted of thirty questions grouped into five sub-sections, which in 
turn were divided into six intersecting dimensions for analysis: social experience, 
social composure, appropriate disclosure, wit, articulation and social confirmation. 
Each dimension includes the component of using a foreign language or social 
contact with a representative of another culture. These six dimensions examine the 
aforementioned five units of questions from different perspectives. The respondents 
did not know the numerical scale in which the answers are rated but were only given 
five numerical answer options ranging from “1 = never true of me” to “5 = always 
true of me” (Duran, 1992). Each question thus gets a score of 1-5, totalling 25 in 
each cluster, bringing the total score up to an overall maximum of 150 points. Each 
respondent group’s scores (for sampling, please see section 3.2.1) were analysed both 
individually and in comparison with the other two respondent groups to see 
similarities, differences, anomalies, medium and high/low scores in each individual 
question as well as in each dimension. The possible correlations with student’s 
background information were also analysed.  

In sub-study II, I analysed data using deductive thematic analysis. I chose 
thematic analysis because it offers an accessible method for conducting data analysis, 
especially when there are multiple research partners, and because highlighting 
differences and similarities and summarizing findings is relatively easy (Braun & 
Clarke, 2006; King, 2004; Nowelli, 2017). As Braun and Clarke (2006) pointed out, 
thematic analysis can be used in different epistemologies and research questions to 
provide results that can combine quantitative results with qualitative findings. As I 
use both quantitative and qualitative research and analysis methods in this 
dissertation, thematic analysis was an appropriate choice (see also Plano Clark & 
Ivankova, 2017) in these sub-studies. 

The units of data analysis in Article II were derived from previous research into 
migration, interculturality, societal integration, transnationalism, multicultural 
interaction arenas and international labour. The same themes were used as the 
guideline when the research group analysed the interaction policy and practice 
documents from the participating cities. The coding scheme for analysing the Article 
II data was created from the conceptual frameworks of communication competence 
(Spitzberg & Cupach, 2011), communicative transnational competence (Koehn & 
Rosenau, 2002), and third culture (Kramsch, 2006; Ramsey, 2005). The coding 
scheme was based on concepts related to: 
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1. Communication competence 
2. Intercultural communication competence 
3. Foreign language skills 
4. Transnational communication 

The third Article was a case study in which I analysed the data inductively. I 
investigated topics in a virtual working context in which intercultural communication 
is realised, as well as the language of communication used by the students. To 
determine the participants’ experiences, collating new themes and merging existing 
themes was done when it was seen as necessary (see also Brinkman, 2018). Based on 
my analysis, the following themes emerged as relevant and contemporary in higher 
education: a) cognitive dimension; b) skills; and c) attitudinal orientation. These 
themes were then selected to serve as the basis for qualitative inductive thematic 
analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006). After all data extracts had been added to the 
emerging themes, the themes were refined to find possible analysis patterns (Braun 
& Clarke, 2006; Creswell & Poth, 2018). 

The data in Articles IV and Article V were analysed qualitatively using 
interpretative content analysis (Ahuvia, 2001); in Article IV I used abductive 
interpretative content analysis and in Article V interpretative content analysis. The 
main difference from the deductive content analysis used in Article II is that the unit 
of analysis was an utterance or a part of it, or a piece of text, but the analysis also 
took into account the whole context of a given interview or longer text (see also 
Ahuvia, 2001). Interpretative content analysis is especially designed for latent content 
analysis, and for analysing a larger context behind and beyond the given utterances, 
looking for more subtle meanings and denotations (Ahuvia, 2001). As I was working 
with a research group and the data was already familiar to me, interpretative content 
analysis was an appropriate choice.  

In Article IV, when I coded and collated the interview data, I sorted all relevant 
extracts under relevant analytical themes (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Finally, I used the 
following qualitative coding scheme with my co-author: 

1. Use of Intercultural Communication Competence (ICC) for the 
benefit of individual migrants/movers (micro), transnational 
organisations (meso) and the source and destination countries 
(macro) 

2. Role of ICC in the highly-skilled diaspora 
3. Role of ICC in global knowledge transfer 
4. Increasing ICC through formal and informal education 

The coding scheme for the data in Article V, namely interviews with higher 
education students, was generated on the basis of the conceptual framework that 
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was informed by previous literature on intercultural communication (Spitzberg & 
Cupach, 2011), third culture (Kramsch, 2002), international recruitment (Buchan, 
2005), transnational working communities (Adams & Kennedy, 2006), and findings 
from the prior sub-studies. According to the analytical themes, and when collating 
all three datasets into the said themes, the following questions emerged to serve as 
the starting point for describing joint data analysis in Article V: 

1. What is the role of ICC in the global labour market? 
2. Is the data challenging the dominant description of ICC? 
3. How can ICC be increased through formal and informal 

education? 
4. What kind of skills or knowledge in ICC should be increased? 

4.3 Epistemological and ontological perspectives 

The overall orientation of my doctoral research is as follows. I am interested in 
understanding the cultural background and future development of intercultural 
communicative competence by interpreting it in different contemporary contexts. 
Therefore, my epistemological stance is pragmatic. I am first and foremost interested 
in developing existing practices, giving paramount importance to the research 
questions (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003). I see reality as an individual experience of 
“good” practices of whatever works in a given situation, depending on a person’s 
own experiences and (social) context. I see knowledge as based on unique, 
perception-based social experiences that are shared to an extent (Tashakkori & 
Teddlie, 2003; Kaushik & Walsh, 2019). This epistemological stance also means that 
I believe data should be collected by the means that work in a given context (Creswell 
& Plano Clark, 2007), making mixed-method research an appropriate choice for me.   

As a researcher I am able to both see and value individual experiences and their 
interpretations, but I can subjectively focus on aspects of that given experience that 
are meaningful in a wider context (see also Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003; Johnson & 
Christensen, 2012; Morgan, 2007; Kaushik & Walsh, 2019). My aim is to provide 
multiple perspectives to assess a given reality (Creswell & Poth, 2018, Creswell & 
Plano Clark, 2007), but I acknowledge that my research is value-laden.  
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4.4 Ethical choices 

In discussing research ethics, the focus is usually on the ethical treatment of 
participants. There is, however, an ethical relationship between me as a researcher 
and the readers of this dissertation, my epistemological and ontological communities, 
as well as, hopefully, the people who can build on the results of my research (Doucet 
& Mauthner, 2002). This dissertation aims to illustrate the interconnections of 
communication sciences, linguistics in terms of lingua franca, and cultural 
components, and it may therefore be of interest to different research communities 
that will approach it from their own perspectives. Using pragmatic mixed methods 
while mainly relying on qualitative research will most likely be regarded differently 
in different research communities. I agree with Doucet and Mautner (2012) that data 
analysis is a combination of ethical, epistemological and methodological choices 
upon which knowledge is built. In this dissertation I have described all of the 
aforementioned aspects as clearly as possible, but I do understand that the role of 
the researcher is very visible in the outcome of a given study. I have reflected on my 
theoretical, epistemological and ontological choices, my personal and organisational 
position as an individual, and finally, on my role as part of a research group (Doucet 
& Mautner, 2012).       

However, I also considered carefully my ethical duty to respect and protect the 
participants of my study. I planned the fieldwork and sample size so that I did not 
waste participants’ time, or the funds allocated for the research (Francis et al., 2010). 
All participation was voluntary, and participants had the option to decline taking part 
at any time before, during or after the study. The participants were given written (in 
Article II also oral) information about the benefits, purpose, risks, and funding of 
each study before consenting to participate, and were informed when their 
participation began and ended (Miller & Bell, 2002). They were also informed that 
the findings were, at the time of the interview, still unknown. Regardless, they were 
given as detailed information as possible so they would know what they were 
consenting to (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Miller & Bell, 2002). In the research resulting 
in Article II, that is, “Recognition of Cultural Diversity in Everyday Life in Finland: Case 
Studies in Intercultural Interaction Arenas”, ethical permission was granted by Tampereen 
alueen ihmistieteiden eettinen toimikunta (The Ethical Committee of the Humanities 
in Tampere Area, author translation). In sub-studies I and III research permissions 
were given by the participating institutions. In all sub-studies signed consent was 
sought prior to surveys and interviews and appropriate research agreements were 
sought from the participating educational institutions and organisations. After 
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interviews, some participants reported that they felt the interview gave them a sense 
of understanding themselves more and that it was a positive experience. These 
comments coincide with the notions of ethical responsibility in participation (see 
also Birch & Miller, 2002).   

All data that could be identified by name or other personal information was not 
published in any form. Only the interviewer knew the identities of the respondents 
before the data was anonymised. Steps were taken to minimise the potential for any 
kind of harm to participants. For the survey the students were allocated time during 
their lesson to take part. Data and other material were stored for five years in a secure 
location and destroyed after that.  

As the topic of this dissertation is self-perceived intercultural communicative 
competence, it is important to note that even though the categories of analysis came 
from the researcher, based on both data and theoretical literature, the respondents 
were free to express their own views, describe their own experiences, and form their 
own conclusions of the subjects at hand. All topics were recorded and treated as 
equally important facts that shed light on that specific communicative context 
regardless of the researchers’ knowledge or opinions of a given matter (Creswell & 
Poth, 2018). Given the highly individual and contextual data, it is important to notice 
that the findings are only transferable to a degree without revealing the respondents’ 
identities. Therefore, only vital pieces of participant information were made public. 
The findings of all sub-studies were given to participants and stakeholders and the 
findings were shared openly to invite comments (Creswell & Poth, 2018).   
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5 RESULTS 

In this chapter, I summarise the findings from the five sub-studies. First, I will 
illustrate my quantitative findings related to higher education students, indicating 
that their self-perceived skills in intercultural communication are not necessarily as 
multifaceted as they themselves perceive. The findings from the quantitative sub-
study (Article I) are introduced first, as they were the origin of all the subsequent 
research (sub-studies II-V). Secondly, I will present the findings in relation to the 
highly-skilled ICT professionals, who in the sub-studies illustrate a communication-
oriented perspective into intercultural communicative competence. Following this I 
will highlight the effects of working in a virtual environment on intercultural 
communication and how certain individual attributes could be perceived as being 
integral to intercultural communication contexts. Finally, I will explain how 
improving students’ intercultural communication skills for future professions might 
support the aim of creating a third culture in intercultural communication contexts. 
The sub-studies illustrate the continuum of research topics that each, in their turn, 
bring new perspectives to the research questions posed in this dissertation.  

The main research question in the dissertation is: What kind of intercultural 
communication skills are needed in increasingly transnational and multicultural learning and 
working environments in Finland? As illustrated in Chapter 1, there were four underlying 
sub-questions, which were addressed in the five sub-studies:  

1. What are the communication skills perceived by higher education 
students and highly-skilled professionals to enhance effective 
intercultural communication in their learning and working environments 
in Finland? 

2. What do these perceptions reveal about the students’ and professionals’ 
understanding of intercultural communication?  

3. What special needs for intercultural communication do virtual 
environments create?   

4. What could be done to improve the possibilities of higher education to 
equip students with communicative skills relevant for their future 
careers in transnational and/or multicultural working contexts? 
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The initial answers for these research questions have been published in articles I-
V. The findings presented in this chapter are summaries of the analyses from all the 
sub-studies. Participants in each sub-study were referred to differently in each of the 
articles used in this dissertation. In Article I the participants were identified by their 
study groups, whereas in Article II the participants were given an alias and their true 
age and gender was attached to it. In Article III the students were only identified as 
international or Finnish-born students. In Articles IV and V, where there were 
multiple respondent groups, identifier information differed between nationalities, 
continents of origin, or position (student, graduate or professional). In order to 
remain true to the original sub-studies as well as to offer the reader of this 
dissertation a sufficient amount of information of about the participants, I have left 
the identifier information in its original format.  I believe that in this manner I am 
able to illustrate the meaning of each quote in the best possible way. 

5.1 Intercultural communication skills in higher education: 
Confusion about self-perceived skills  

Analysis revealed that all three respondent groups, that is, Finnish engineering and 
communication students and North American communication and education 
students, felt that the main emphasis of self-perceived intercultural communicative 
competence was, in most instances, English-language skills. English was mentioned 
in almost all open-ended comments, whereas other languages, such as French, 
Spanish or German, were mentioned only once or occasionally. It should be noted 
that no language was mentioned by name in the survey questionnaire and the 
respondents were left to define ‘using a foreign language’ by themselves. On the 
other hand, personal attributes in intercultural communicative competence scored 
very low points. For instance, students had not thought of the appropriateness of 
their self-disclosure, or their nonverbal communication, and these low scores 
indicated that they failed to fully grasp the reciprocal nature of intercultural 
communication. 

These numerical results did not correlate with their open-ended comments, 
which indicated that they perceived intercultural communication to be based on 
national cultures and were largely negative and stereotypical: 
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Only when Arab men attack you on the street (Finnish Engineering student 5) 

I think the world is too Eurocentric and unappreciative of other cultures. (North  

American Communication student 8) 

 
The quantitative data from these two respondent groups also indicate that they 

were not very interested in or mindful of other cultures in general. The Finnish 
engineering students felt that they did not belong to ‘other’ cultural groups, whereas 
the North American respondents’ answers indicated that they did not appreciate 
people who did not make an effort to belong to their culture. This was visible in 
questions such as “I enjoy meeting new people from different cultures” (ICCCS 
question 13) and “I find it easy to get along with new people from different cultures” 
(ICCCS question 14).  

The numerical answers from North American and Finnish engineering students 
did not correlate in great detail in the cluster of relaxation in social encounters where a 
foreign language was being used. North American students did not know how to respond 
as they did not have as much experience in using a foreign language, while the 
Finnish engineering students had experience of, but did not enjoy, foreign language 
communication. Interestingly, both respondent groups gave similar reasons for their 
different numerical answers. This variance was further explained in open-ended 
comments as feelings of uneasiness or feeling the presence of prejudices as a 
hindrance to intercultural communication:  

I try to be warm to all except living standard refugees (elintasopakolainen, a term used in 
Finland as a derogatory term; Finnish Engineering student 6) 

 

With the Finnish communication students, the quantitative findings reflect 
another approach to intercultural communication. Their numerical answers to 
variables related to the aforementioned relaxation in social encounters taking place in a 
foreign language, as they felt more at ease, despite a lack of skills in foreign languages. 
This respondent group’s numerical results show that they relied more on 
communication skills (cluster 3 on social activeness especially) than on language skills 
(cluster 5); this can be seen in the comment below, which emphasises that the lack 
of language skills could be remediated with positive personal attributes: 

Friendliness is number one! (Finnish Communication student 3)  
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The questionnaire findings reveal that Finnish engineering students (whose first 
language is Finnish), who did not think they had sufficient skills in foreign languages, 
felt more incompetent in intercultural communication despite their positive answers 
in communication motivation or cultural knowledge. Similar answers were visible in 
the group of North American (first-language English) communication students, but 
the perspectives of the two groups were significantly different. The Finns felt they 
were the ‘outsiders’ in their own (inter)cultural environment, whereas North 
American students felt that their culture was the starting point of intercultural 
communication. This can be seen, for example, in the comments related to making 
others feel at ease in interaction: 

I would try (to be more supportive) if they felt bad.  

(North American Communication student 2) 

(I am nervous) if they (foreigners) are inappropriate when first meeting  

(North American Communication student 5) 

 
These results correlated with the numerical data from cluster 5, concerning 

language skills. The North American students had not thought about having to use 
a foreign language, making it easier for them to feel at ease, whereas the Finnish 
students, in both respondent groups, had experienced using a foreign language a lot 
more often. The lack of motivation to communicate in a foreign language was seen 
in the numerical data, for instance in questions such as “I like to be active in different 
social groups in a foreign language “and “I enjoy socializing with various groups of 
people in a foreign language”. The open-ended answers illustrate that it was mainly 
pronunciation or grammar skills that affected their inclination to speak in a foreign 
language. The North American students’ numerical answers indicated a similar 
position towards language skills. There were not enough open-ended answers to 
shed light on the reasons behind those choices but correlating the data from other 
clusters and interpreting the open-ended answers that were given, it appears that 
North American students perhaps do not feel a need to master any foreign language 
as their first language, English, is a lingua franca.     

Respondents did not have a clear idea of what intercultural communication 
meant, nor about how to be or become competent in intercultural communication. 
As the following quotes indicate, they were quite unaware of some of the aspects of 
intercultural communication:  

Sometimes I forget to think about other people (Finnish Engineering student 2) 
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Culture does not bother me (North American Communication student 6) 
 

It was difficult for the higher education students to put into words what kind of 
skills they lacked or needed in order to be able to communicate in intercultural 
communication contexts. Some of the respondents had given up trying to 
understand intercultural communication. This could be seen in their numerical 
answers, which did not correlate with their peer group’s answers at all, indicating 
confusion and a lack of motivation towards all communication in a foreign language: 

When in Rome … you can’t please all and you’re not supposed to. (Finnish 
Communication student 1) 

 

Therefore, it could be argued that the students might have been ethnocentric 
without realizing it. This can be seen, for example, in their responses related to their 
feelings in intercultural communication encounters. Two North American 
communication students noted that they had not even thought about other cultures, 
implying that they had not felt it was relevant to approach a communicative context 
from the other person’s perspective: 

I have never really thought about this (North American Communication student 1) 

This never really occurred to me (North American Communication student 3) 
 
On the other hand, a Finnish engineering student who scored quite low on 

relaxation in social encounters and empathy (clusters 1 and 2) commented that they did 
not appreciate how ‘others’ communicate in relation to their own communication 
style, but still made an effort:   

I try to be warm because I don’t want to let my possible prejudices show  

(Finnish Engineering student 3) 
 
It was evident that this student understood how possible prejudices might be 

visible in communication and how important nonverbal communication is. While 
they made an effort to act in a non-judgemental manner, they also expected others 
to conduct themselves in a related manner. 

In order to see which intercultural communication factors were perceived to be 
important for higher education students themselves, a larger amount of data was 
required. The data was collected in three diverse research contexts to provide as 
multifaceted answers as possible. The mainly numerical results illustrated the 
importance of investigating English as lingua franca, personal attributes, and the 
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notion of culture in intercultural communicative competence. The quantitative data 
aided me in further formulating my research questions into questions that were more 
qualitative in nature, and therefore the remaining sub-studies took a qualitative 
approach.  

5.2 Language skills, reciprocal communication and belonging 

The findings from the qualitative studies are in line with the quantitative part of my 
study. As stated in the previous sub-chapter, based on the findings from the first, 
quantitative article, I was able to focus more on the highlighted aspects of 
intercultural communication. The findings of the qualitative sub-studies (Articles II-
V) brought forth new nuances to self-perceived intercultural communication skills 
in context, giving a more profound picture of the phenomenon at hand. In this 
chapter I will illustrate findings in relation to language choice, linguistic identity, and 
the feeling of belonging.  

The role of English language in organisational communication needs to be 
carefully consider, as its usage can both enable and hinder integration. There also 
need to be enough context-related possibilities to learn to use it. This applies both 
to studying and to working life, and international students are aware of the 
dichotomy of language use:  

If things are not translated into English, people do not acculturate so easily. But if things 
are translated (into English), they do not learn Finnish and do not acculturate (Alise, 
woman 25 y) 

 
Some international students felt that using Finnish was imperative, meaning that 

using English felt almost impossible: 

You cannot ask people to speak in English, because you will be personally attacked (Jorge, 
man 29 y)  

 
The findings show that the importance of learning Finnish (and, depending on 

the context, Swedish) is not forgotten by students, and they see these languages as 
important in order to integrate into the surrounding society. However,  if English is 
chosen as the common language to create an equal starting point for a third culture, 
there need to be guidelines on how to do it and opportunities for doing so. These 
guidelines need to illustrate the importance of both Finnish and English. As the next 
quotations indicate, having a shared understanding of communication is crucial: 
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If someone is foreign, there is a shift to English. But who are you to decide what’s 
important for me or not? I will speak to someone in my mother tongue and I don’t care 
if you understand or not, because that’s what you do to me (Jorge, man 29 y) 

Sometimes in the coffee table there are ridiculous situations where you change into 
English for one person, who is not participating, but might be listening (Jussi, man, 31 y)* 
(author translation) 

 
The real aim of intercultural communication is to know how to commit to a 

reciprocal dialogue, and to interpret cultural messages. This kind of deeper 
understanding does not happen overnight, nor does it take place without deliberate 
intention to learn. Some student respondents had thought about their linguistic 
identity a lot, since English was not their first language. To some, English was merely 
a tool of communication that opened up a lot of possibilities:   

I will tell more about myself in English, because the language has more ambiguous 
meanings and formalities, you can talk in a less strict way. It is easier for you and perhaps 
for the other person (Laura, (Finnish) woman 25 y)* (author translation) 

My personality changes depending on the language I use. In my mother tongue I am shy, 
timid, because the Japanese society is with me, I have to be polite and I cannot say things 
directly. In English I am tentative, accommodating, one filter, but still you can say things 
directly. I am outspoken because I want to be understood (Nuria, woman 23 y) 

I tell more about me in English, it is a neutral zone for me, just a tool. Russian is a part of 
me, English is a sort of a buffer, I don’t reveal myself (Alise, woman 25 y) 

 
One respondent was insightful about the different roles the shared language 

might have, highlighting the importance of both understanding the role of linguistic 
identity and creating a shared, third culture: 

Language is a tool that can make you feel comfortable and uncomfortable at the same 
time. Accent, mode and style are important. Using a common language makes people 
vulnerable, because there are different backgrounds behind the same words (Nuria, 
woman 23 y) 

 
The quotes above indicate that in the second Article, focusing on Finnish and 

international degree students studying in Finland, students understood the different 
roles a language can have.  

Taken together, the first two sub-studies brought raised the question of where 
the foreign degree graduates are expected to work after completing their studies in 
Finnish universities: here in Finland or abroad? Learning not only Finnish skills, but 
also learning how intercultural communication affects one’s perception, behaviour, 
and communication in Finnish working life contexts, are essential if foreign 
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graduates are to stay in Finland. Student respondents felt that networking is an 
important factor during their studies but were unable to utilise the networking 
possibilities created at universities. This was perhaps due to a lack of clear 
documentation on issues related to intercultural communication. This type of 
organisational clarity in communication-related procedures is needed with regard to 
used and (un)official languages, communication protocol, and (silent) cultural 
knowledge related to shared working contexts. Knowing the organisational rules or 
guidelines for working in intercultural or multinational groups enables effective 
intercultural communication and not only benefits the individual, but also the 
organisation itself.  

5.3 Intercultural communication skills in working life 

In contrast to higher education’s short-term course- and degree-oriented 
communication contexts, working-life contexts are perhaps more durable in terms 
of expectations of staying for a longer period of time or communicating with 
colleagues. The importance of language and communication skills are perhaps as 
important in working-life contexts as in higher education, especially in terms of 
organisation- and profession-specific reciprocal communication. In higher education 
students are not expected to have a full set of communication skills yet as they are 
still practising them, even on topic-dedicated courses. This contrasts with working 
life, where individuals are expected to know how to communicate in various working 
contexts, and to continue developing those skills, perhaps largely independently or 
in your own time. Therefore, the purpose of educating foreign degree students here 
in Finland is, yet again, relevant. If graduated students are to stay in Finland to work, 
Finnish (and/or Swedish) skills are essential. According to my findings, English 
seems not to be sufficient either as a separate skill or as a major component of 
intercultural communicative competence. As can be interpreted from the following 
quote, being aware of the way in which to use a given language in context is vital:  

I think the most of the thing I know about this multinational company is you can speak 
very straight. Sometimes it is against our traditional Chinese way. I think it´s very open 
and you can charged by saying, not by people. You can think regarding to one error you 
want, I think it is very good (ICT Professional no 16/Chinese) 

 
However, if students are in Finland just to finish a degree and then start to work 

internationally, the skills they are aiming to learn might be different. Therefore, in 
light of the results of this dissertation, it is justifiable to note that if the aim is to 
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attract international students to remain in Finland as workforce, intercultural 
communication skills that are relevant for our organisations are indeed required, and 
ought to be documented and shared. Some graduate respondents already understood 
its importance after graduation: 

[T]he Finnish culture is so apart from other cultures in a sense, that it is a big thing how 
things should be run in Finland because I think that if you go to the States everyone knows 
how the Americans are, there are so many examples all over the place, but not many know 
how Finnish people are. The cultural aspect is quite a big thing in Finland (European 
graduate, country not specified) 

 
As it is not feasible to try to approach and manage all necessary skills in Finnish 

companies, nor for the information taught to remain on a largely stereotypical, 
generalisable national level, the best focus would be to ensure profession-related and 
organisational-level skills. This would also make documentation and sharing of 
information easier and more applicable to each context. In this respect, higher 
education institutions and working-life representatives ought to collaborate. It is 
important to be certain that there are possibilities to learn foreign language skills 
(here, Finnish and Swedish) in higher education in order to be able to use them in 
the workplace and in society in general. It is also vital to network socially on an 
individual level, and to feel part of a given group on a societal level. Therefore, it is 
evident that responsibility for making sure learning intercultural communication is 
available for all employees should not be placed on any individual, but on the 
organisation itself. If an organisation takes on the responsibility, the practices may 
become widespread and long-lasting.  

The findings of the Article III, focusing on higher education students and ICT 
professionals indicate that unlike higher education students, ICT experts saw 
intercultural communication and interculturality more as a shared, commonly 
created context that was not solely based on individuals’ linguistic or communication 
skills. This can be seen in their answers, which illustrate an understanding of 
reciprocal communication and contextual culture: 

[W]e in the project have long experience now with the Indian colleagues and also the 
Indian colleagues with us, so that means they know quite well what we expect and we 
know better what we can expect from them (ICT Professional no 5/German) 

 
In addition to the contextual perspective on language use, a positive disposition 

towards different types of communicators was seen as one of the key skills, as the  
following quote illustrates: 
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I think they have to be open first, open to receive different information came from 
different outsource background people. And they also need to communicate with people, 
they need to be also capable to express their own opinion to others (ICT Professional no 
16/Chinese) 

 
Unlike higher education students, the ICT professionals were already more 

insightful in terms of negative aspects of intercultural communication. Their answers 
indicated an understanding of communicative challenges caused by different 
communication styles or attitudes, as the following quotes demonstrate: 

The other person was impolite, but it was not impoliteness, it was just his frankness, 
honestness (= honesty) in his attitude (ICT Professional no 10/Indian) 

[T]heir answers are very short and hard somehow, so maybe I have felt hurt a little bit 
personally in the beginning /.../ when I had more exchange or phone call then I got used 
to it somehow and also understood that that is how they are /.../ that is somehow their 
style (ICT Professional no 5/German) 

5.4 Challenges in intercultural communication in virtual working 
environments 

Both working-life and student respondents had similar issues working in virtual 
groups, where there was no opportunity to meet face-to-face. Opportunities for 
engaging in informal communication, challenges of self-disclosure, selecting an 
effective communication method and delays in communication were seen to be 
important. For example, some respondents felt that delays in communication made 
it impossible to stay focused on the task at hand: 

It is hard to catch the person, if he [sic] doesn’t want to answer. He or she just doesn’t 
mind to answer for your e-mail and that’s it (International student)  

Virtual courses are easy to forgot (you don't see your group mates who would remind 
you) (International student) 

 
In contrast, some individuals saw that communication being slower-paced made 

it better quality:  

My partner’s English is not so fluent that talking may be more difficult for us to 
communicate. However, when we use writing, she would have enough time to think 
(International student)  

I feel more comfortable and confident having enough time to think about what [to]say in 
most suitable way (International student) 
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As the previous quotes indicate, in effective intercultural communication it is vital 
to understand and be able to relay information related to your own communication 
preferences and methods. Reciprocal self-disclosure that is relevant for the working 
context would serve as a real starting point for building a third culture. 

[C]ommunication not at work or small talk or things like that could then be a bit hard if 
values are very different/.../ I missed somehow to get more personal contact with these 
people/.../ if it is a bit hard to get personal contact then of course all interaction together 
is more difficult (ICT Professional no 5/ German) 

  

As the quotes above indicate, respondents somewhat understood the important 
role of a common shared language as making a real difference for themselves and 
for others in the given social context of a virtual working environment. They also 
appear to understand the role of technology in virtual communication and that it can 
either hinder or aid in building an effective communication context, as the following 
quotes indicate:  

I've been missing face to face group work during this course and I've realised how much 
effort it takes to successfully interculturally communicate online without actually meeting 
the person … there have been some misunderstandings and difficulties that perhaps 
wouldn't have been there if we had met face to face (International student)  

As long as we talk most of technology, whether a person is belonging to South India or 
person belonging to United States or person belonging to Finland, anyway technology 
remains the same (ICT Professional no 11/Indian)  

 

In light of these findings, it feels justified to argue that respondents understood 
the concept of creating a third culture by selecting a common foreign language to be 
used as a starting point for communication in this intercultural virtual learning 
environment.  

The challenges of intercultural communication in a virtual domain raised issues 
related to planning, implementing and communicating in virtual environments in 
general. They also gave novel perspectives on the kind of communication skills that 
could realistically be required in virtual learning environments. For example, the 
aforementioned communication delays due to time-orientation or time zone 
differences were also seen to be relevant when analysing the resolution of 
communication conflicts, when questions, answers and responses could not be 
communicated instantly owing to the nature of virtual working environments: 

Our communication style is not effective enough because ever since I sent him a mail, I 
never got a reply back and that frustrated me and left me confused… (International 
student) 
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According to the findings presented in this dissertation, higher education 

students need guidance and clear rules in order to be able to work independently in 
intercultural virtual learning environments. Some students, for example, approached 
working in virtual courses as “work during our spare time” (International student) and 
did not treat them in the same manner as classroom courses. This was not the case 
with the ICT professionals, but the findings from the graduate interviews also 
indicate that clear communication rules are needed in working environments:  

Trying to understand the culture of the people here is also another factor. We really do 
not understand, we have differences in culture, the way we act towards people, for 
example, it matters a lot ... If we have a very good understanding of differences in the 
culture it helps (African graduate, country not specified) 

[P]eople have their own culture, they have their own views, you know they have their own 
values, you understand what I mean, so it is always very important to look at interaction 
as in a global sense … So you look at it first, globally, what it means and then practically, 
in that situation (African graduate, country not specified) 

 
Findings indicate that the respondent groups - higher education students, 

graduates and ICT professionals - reported encountering various challenges when 
working in a multicultural, intercultural working environment. A significant 
challenge shared among the groups was the perceived lack of knowledge about 
colleagues’ ways of reasoning, interpreting, or behaviour. Misunderstanding related 
to these caused inevitable delays in work, confusion in how to proceed with 
teamwork, sharing responsibilities, and even a breakdown in communication: 

I´ve seen some mail things going on with slight misunderstanding, and there will be 
hundreds of people sitting in different cities, and then each one interpreting it their own 
ways and there is a huge change in the topic that you didn’t want to (ICT Professional no 
7/Indian)   

 

It was noted that building personal relationships and understanding informal 
communication in virtual environments was slower and more complicated than in 
person. Shared professional knowledge was not seen to help in informal 
communication, although it was vital in formal communication, as the following 
quote indicates: 

[C]ommunication not at work or small talk or things like that could then be a bit hard if 
values are very different ... I missed somehow to get more personal contact with these 
people ... if it is a bit hard to get personal contact then of course all interaction together 
is more difficult (ICT Professional no 5/German) 
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5.5 Individual attributes in intercultural communication 

An important factor in effective intercultural communication was attitudinal 
orientation. Student respondents highlighted the importance of a positive and open 
attitude towards otherness. This was similar to the working-life respondents. 
However, students who perceived themselves to lack English skills did not assume 
an active role in ensuring the success of communication in intercultural 
communication contexts. A student respondent’s comment illustrates that this is an 
important topic for them, resulting in strong feelings:  

(I don’t like interacting with other cultures) that’s just the way it is (Finnish Engineering 
student 1) 

 
Working-life participants in the sub-studies saw intercultural communication as a 

more interactive, shared entity and were somewhat more prepared to put more effort 
into making intercultural communication a success. This is well explained in the 
following quote: 

At the first we are trying to speak in the gentle way. And see that the person responds. 
Then we can get to know, Okay, he´s more interested in this part, or He is having doubts 
on this, or how he is thinking, we try to understand that. And then we try to respond (ICT 
Professional no 13/Indian) 

 
The findings indicate that among higher education students, intercultural 

communicative competence was seen as an individual performance quality rather 
than a reciprocal, interactive skill. Therefore, the participants thought it could be 
measured with English skills and not as a social, reciprocal communicative 
competence. Respondents of Finnish origin had different views on selecting a 
common language to their foreign counterparts, which created challenges related to 
communication. Finnish respondents saw the need for practising language skills as 
self-evident, whereas North American English-speaking students did not.  

The feeling of belonging in a given social context was perceived very differently 
between Finnish and North American students, as the following quotes illustrate: 

People from different cultures rarely bother me (North American Communication 
student 7) 

Meeting representatives of other cultures is interesting but frightening (Finnish 
Communication student 2) 
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The difference in these quotes may be because North American students are less 
often challenged to use a foreign language, a challenge which would prompt self-
reflection in terms of communication skills or communicative identity. Part of the 
feeling of belonging comes from the fact that if you are or are not challenged to use 
a foreign language, you will approach the situation differently, and using a foreign 
language will similarly challenge a person to consider other aspects of intercultural 
communication. 

As most studies in higher education institutions are courses that last one term 
(half a year), the nature of academic years creates challenges for more long-term-
oriented contact and learning that would be more likely to enable reciprocal self-
disclosure. Long-term-oriented contact with various social groups can be seen as an 
important factor for learning practical skills - communication skills, cultural 
knowledge and language skills - in intercultural communication. Mastering these 
skills might eventually even lead to gaining intercultural communicative competence.  

However, using a foreign language was more challenging for student respondents 
than for ICT professionals, as students felt language was a part of their identity.  
International students in Finland, especially, had thought about using English a lot. 
Language was referred to as “a mirror” and as “giving a sense of belonging”. It was 
argued that without language one gets lost and is “identity-less”, or that when using 
English they felt they lost a part of themselves. One respondent noted, however, 
that s/he preferred using English because it made her/him more effective, positive 
and helpful:   

I always feel somehow more alive when I communicate in some other language than my 
own mother tongue (International student) 

 
Both students and graduates who had to use English in their everyday lives, saw 

the effects of using a foreign language on their personality: 

My self-expression suffers when I do (speak in a foreign language). I'm a slower speaker, 
my language is more simple and I think twice (sometimes three times) before I say 
anything (International student) 

A language is a reflection of the culture of the people that are speaking. For example 
Finnish, and I joke about this, Finnish is like data compressor, it is a language designed to 
give the largest amount of knowledge in the shortest amount of time (Mexican graduate) 

 

There is a dichotomy in respondents’ answers in relation to individual skills, 
reciprocal communication and individual attitudes. It can be argued that in my 
findings, general communicative competence such as listening skills and an open, 
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positive outlook towards otherness were regarded as general competences in 
improving (intercultural) work in groups. Self-disclosure and engaging in informal 
communication were seen as a challenge owing to the time delay in communication, 
not being able to see each other face-to-face, or not knowing enough of the language. 
However, respondents failed to grasp the reciprocal nature of virtual 
communication, and rarely discussed intercultural communication from other than 
their own perspective. That is to say, they were able to see their own intercultural 
communication skills as a multifaceted entity, but credited others’ intercultural 
communication skills as a national or linguistic trait. Even though technological 
media and skills play a part in virtual intercultural communication, technical choices, 
such as programs or applications, were not questioned once, but issues such as delays 
in communication were put down to personal attributes. 

If higher education students are not being specifically taught intercultural 
communication, its components, and its value to their working career, they cannot 
seem to distinguish the actual skills needed in intercultural communication contexts 
and may rely heavily on knowing how to use English as a lingua franca. Furthermore, 
measuring their individual communicative competence only by using their 
productive English skills as the measuring tool means that the vital aspect of 
reciprocity and interaction in intercultural communication is completely forgotten. 
The findings also highlight the importance of learning how to use Finnish or 
Swedish. Respondents’ answers indicate that they feel knowing how to communicate 
in Finnish is not necessarily important in the working context if the working language 
is shared, but it is crucial in finding employment and integrating into society.  

The respondents noted that when English is used as a lingua franca in a higher 
education it is an easy option for most, but it not only aids in learning and managing 
intercultural encounters; it also hinders the students from seeing the importance of 
learning Finnish or Swedish. This in turn detracts from the sense of belonging, as 
the following quote illustrates:  

I’m not Finnish as I don’t speak Finnish (Hoa, woman 22 y) 
 

The participants reported that Finland has low hierarchy, and this can aid in 
intercultural communication. On the other hand, it was understood that this type of 
communication already requires that a person understands how to work effectively 
independently and the nature of nonverbal communication. Finns and international 
respondents seemed to approach communication from quite distinct perspectives. 
Finns treated small-talk pleasantries as real communication, and used self-
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deprecation and honesty in contexts that confused their international counterparts, 
as the following quotes illustrate: 

I don’t like when Finns always tell negative things when I ask them how they are - it’s 
nothing personal (Bianca, woman 44 y) 

I don’t know how to react to self-deprecation of Finns or Japanese, because I don’t want 
confrontations or conflicts. Self-deprecation make it more difficult to get to know a 
person (Nuria, woman 23 y) 

 

Most international respondents were aware of the nature of Finnish nonverbal 
communication, and made an effort to conduct themselves in appropriate ways, even 
though it was seen as challenging: 

“Respect the bubble”: All touching, respect the bubble, and don’t be over-expressive, try 
not to change yourself but find a small part you can (Jorge, man 29 y) 

 

In contrast to higher education students, respondents from working life contexts 
could already see that a feeling of belonging to Finnish society requires various social 
contacts outside immigrant or work-related groups, especially in informal social 
settings. This can be seen, for example, in the following quotes:  

I feel in fact that I belong to the group, and I am not a stranger, I know many people who 
have found their place in Finland, talk Finnish well, have found a good place to work, 
have a Finnish family. I have paid attention to this that they wish to live separately from 
other Russians, they are the lucky ones (Dmitry, man 53 y) 

I don’t know enough Finns to say I am Finnish but Finnishness still has a special meaning 
for me (Alise, woman 25 y). 

 
In summary, these findings indicate that intercultural communication is a 

multifaceted notion close to our self-perceived communication skills and 
communicative identity. Higher education students also saw intercultural 
communication skills and competence mainly as an individual trait or capacity, 
whereas working-life respondents thought of it more as a commonly created and 
shared context, therefore enabling a third culture to be born. In light of these views, 
it appears that in order to minimise challenges in intercultural communication 
contexts, both higher education institutions and workplaces ought to teach their own 
perspectives on intercultural communication. It is important to be aware of what 
intercultural communicative competence is in that specific context, not forgetting 
the aspect of technological skills if they are part of communication practices.  
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5.6 Intercultural communication and third-culture formation 

As outlined in section 2.2.4, third culture can be seen as articulating silent knowledge; 
being able to negotiate meanings in behaviour and communication is the first step 
in realistically building a third culture. The importance of understanding the 
organisational context is highlighted in multinational and multicultural organisations, 
and even more so in virtual working environments. The capability to jointly negotiate 
a cultural framework where verbal and non-verbal communication can take place 
would diminish misunderstandings, reducing stereotypes based on nationality and 
increasing trust in others. Intercultural communication skills need to be relevant in 
the contexts in which they are used.  

When it comes to belonging to the university environment, Finnish and 
international student respondents felt very similarly. Findings indicate that higher 
education institutions serve as a place of feeling ‘at home’ for both Finnish and 
international students, but owing to the limited amount of interaction outside the 
university arena international students were not able to join Finnish social groups:  

Language “gives a sense of belonging” (International student)  

At the university people are just students, you cannot tell who is Finnish and who is 
foreign, everyone speaks English (Lauri, man 29 y) 

Student culture transcends Finnish and other cultures (Alise, woman 25 y) 
 
Finnish students were hoping for more possibilities for internationalisation at 

home, whereas foreign students longed for more social interaction in and out of the 
classroom. Neither of the student groups were utilizing the existing possibilities 
during their studies. This was partly due to the short-term nature of their studies, but 
also to not seeing the available possibilities, even though students defined 
interculturality as an open and a positive attitude towards others and otherness.  

In higher education institutions the absence of intercultural communication 
guidelines left the international students alone to figure out how to approach 
intercultural communication and conduct themselves in the new educational setting. 
As one of the respondents noted, Finnish students were not keen to befriend 
international students because they were thought to be leaving the country soon 
anyway: 

I don’t want to tell anything about myself to migrants, because they will move to another 
country soon anyway (Lauri, man 29 y) *author translation 
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On the contrary, in the ICT organisation intercultural communication and 
communication practices inside the company were documented and the official 
language of the company was English. It is evident that this enables personnel to 
work more effectively, and in case of challenges they have something unilateral to 
fall back on.  

In successful intercultural communication attitudinal orientation can be seen as 
crucial. Attending a virtual course, for example, was seen to require a lot of effort, 
not merely in the substance, but also in communication management. There was also 
evidence that students regarded the virtual course as different to a ‘normal’ course 
in the sense that they felt it had to be done in their free time, that is, during evenings 
at home. Virtual intercultural communication and a possible virtual third culture is 
worthy of a closer look in the future.     
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6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, I conclude the study by discussing the findings from the five sub-
studies in dialogue with previous research and the theories used. I will also address 
the trustworthiness of my research. I conclude the chapter by noting some 
interesting and important issues that are worthy of further research. The following 
table (Table 5) illustrates the primary findings of my sub-studies by article. 
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Table 5.  Primary findings by article 

 

Article Title Primary results
I Kovalainen, N. (2008) 

Intercultural 
Communication and Its 
Competence: Needs in a 
Changing World 

1) The self-perceived intercultural communication competence of university 
students was not entirely dependent on using one’s native language, but 
communicating with a foreign language posed some problems to 
communication motivation. 2) Students could not pinpoint the obstacles in 
intercultural communication. 3) Most of the students taking part in the 
present research appear to be relatively ethnocentric without realizing it. 4) 
Students observed intercultural communication to be communication 
between national or linguistic cultures.

II Kovalainen, N. (2011) 
Kulttuurien välinen 
vuorovaikutus 
korkeakoulutuksen 
areenalla. In P. Pitkänen 
(Ed.) Kulttuurien 
kohtaamisia arjessa

1) Language used as a tool for positioning and in socialization 2) Social 
networks related to working life important, but participation in social 
contexts was few 3) Not understanding the possible differences between 
the university context and working life context in relation to working 
practices created challenges 4) Language skills were perceived as important, 
but the importance of other skills were underestimated

III Kovalainen, N. & Keisala, 
K. (2012) The Role of 
Shared Foreign Language 
in Intercultural 
Communication: A Case 
of Working Environments

1) Intercultural communication in an intercultural context cannot be based 
on the language and communication skills of individuals 2) Understanding 
the communication context in organizational context is important in global 
and multi-national organizations 3) In situations of third culture where 
people use a shared foreign language, communication can end up being of 
better quality than in situations where someone´s native language is being 
used. This is possible if the people have a cooperative orientation 4) In the 
higher education context, communication competence was perceived as 
performance quality and measured with English skills. Communication 
competence is not seen as an intellectual quality or physical quality, but 
more as an individual, not a reciprocal, social competence. 

IV Kovalainen, N. & Bethell, 
L. (2016) Communication 
in a Multicultural Virtual 
Learning Environment: 
Learning Communication 
Skills in Higher Education

1) The results indicate that students understood the importance of 
choosing a shared language 2) Language was not merely seen as a tool, but 
also a part of one’s identity 3) Attitudinal orientation was seen as the key in 
successful intercultural communication 4) Virtual courses seemed to 
require a very active orientation and a communicative attitude towards 
course work 5) Delays in virtual communication resulted in challenges in 
reciprocal self-disclosure as well as group formation

V Keisala, K., Kovalainen, 
N., Majakulma, A. & 
Pitkänen, P. (2018) The 
Role of Language and 
Communicative Abilities 
in Transnational Labor 
Markets: Experiences 
from Finland

1) The interviewees often felt that without knowing the others´ culture it 
was hard to understand their ways of interpreting, reasoning and behaviour 
2) For most interviewees, building personal relationships and common 
understanding was difficult, especially in informal situations 3) Both the 
international students and the ICT experts would benefit from the skills for 
rendering tacit knowledge explicit and building a common understanding 
by negotiating a shared reality 4) Even though the interviewees were 
generally able to examine the differences between communication cultures, 
they did not know how to render explicit their own and others´ 
expectations, making them keen to acquire cultural knowledge
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My research sheds light on intercultural communicative competence and its 
relation to transnational communication. In this chapter, I discuss how my findings 
offer practical tools for developing educational policies for higher education, 
possibilities for societal integration for international migrants, and offer into 
developing transnational communication practices in the industrial sector. When 
discussing the findings, the two respondent groups of North American and Finnish 
students are only separated from each other if there was a clear distinction between 
the findings from the two groups. Not all North American or Finnish students can 
be thought to represent their respondent group equally nor in a similar manner.   

Preliminary hypotheses were that (1) foreign language skills, cultural knowledge, 
individual communication skills and technical skills all have an effect on the (self-) 
perceived success of communication, and that (2) there are differences between the 
capabilities needed in virtual and face-to-face communication contexts, especially 
when the context in question is transnational and/or multicultural. My initial 
hypothesis was that intercultural communication is possible and effective only if the 
participants know which communicative practices are appropriate and meaningful 
in a given working environment. In light of my findings, I believe that a common 
understanding of communicative practices is indeed essential for successful and 
effective intercultural communication. However, my research also indicates that 
individuals are not as aware of the reciprocal nature of intercultural communicative 
competence as I previously thought, and that they do not grasp the importance of 
individual attributes in a given intercultural communication context. In addition to 
these conclusions, I would argue that the concept of transnational communication 
is an integral part of developing intercultural communicative competence in future 
working environments. This appears to be especially important in virtual 
communication contexts.      

The following picture summarises my main findings and indicates their 
interrelations. I will then describe each component in more detail. 
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Figure 9. Perspectives into Intercultural Communicative Competence Today

I have reformulated the figure from Chapter 2 to illustrate the interrelations of 
the core concepts of my dissertation based upon my findings. My findings show that 
in order to understand the importance of intercultural communication, it is necessary
to focus on the individual attributes (inner dark blue circle) that are visible in 
communicative contexts as well as transnational communication. To gain 
competence in intercultural communication, a person needs skills (white squares) in 
languages, communication and cultural knowledge. They also need an understanding 
of how these skills affect their communicative identity (yellow squares). These, along 
with related components to one’s identity, will be visible as skills, attitudinal 
orientation and cognitive dimension in communication contexts (green squares). 
This constitutes intercultural communicative competence (second circle from within 
the picture), but intercultural communicative competence is a contextual competence. 
Understanding the importance of a lingua franca, constructing a third culture and 
the special demands of virtual working environments enhances intercultural 
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communicative competence, as these three concepts (blue squares) are somewhat 
transferable from one context to another (third circle). Therefore, it can be 
concluded that transnational communication (competence) (outer light blue circle) 
entails intercultural communicative competence that transcends contexts.   

6.1 Research findings 

In this sub-chapter I will discuss my research findings in three intersecting contexts 
related to intercultural communication. That is, the contexts of foreign language and 
third culture, transnational communication and virtual communication.   

6.1.1 Foreign language and third culture 

My research findings complement the notion that essentially all communication can 
be seen as intercultural, irrespective of place, time or method of communication (see 
also Gudykunst et al., 1997, Kecskes, 2011; Landar, 1966; Samovar et al., 1981). 
Virtual communication contexts only amplify this notion. Higher education students 
should learn to understand that effective intercultural and transnational 
communication does not rely solely on English language skills (Pennycook, 1994; 
Seidlhofer, 2011; Ramjattan, 2022; Waters et al., 2021). Based on my findings I agree 
with previous research that intercultural and transnational communication is a 
multifaceted concept, entailing understanding of individual and reciprocal 
communicative components (see also Koehn & Rosenau, 2002; Koole & Thije, 
2001; Lustig & Koester, 1993; Spitzberg & Cupach, 2011). Moreover, I concur that 
virtual communication necessitates different skills from face-to-face communication 
(Roy, 2012).  

As previous research indicates, third culture does not merely happen, for it is built 
in cooperation through communication (Kramsch, 2006; Kramsch & Whiteside, 
2008). According to my results, constructing a third culture is quite a demanding task 
for some higher education students if their skills are very much individual and 
context-related. Creating a third culture requires a lot of reciprocity and 
introspection, so understanding what is appropriate and meaningful is truly a 
challenge. My findings agree with Faist’s (2013) notion that emphasizing the 
possibilities for creating a third culture would enhance understanding of linguistic 
and communicative identities, feelings of home, and creating and sustaining 
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important communication contexts, whether formal or informal (see also Fantini, 
2018; Kusse, 2021). The underlying notions of English used either as a lingua franca 
or as a first language were present in most of my sub-studies and interview 
respondents had quite clear opinions on the matter. I agree with Seidlhofer (2011: 
127) that it seems non-conformity of form in English as lingua franca “does not 
preclude functional effectiveness but on the contrary can enhance it”. After 
understanding the aforementioned aspects of third culture, individuals may be more 
inclined to adapt to different transnational working environments and their 
organisational, professional and linguistic demands and guidelines. Understanding 
the concept of third culture and its reciprocal, equality-based nature would, perhaps, 
in turn create more effective workforce here in Finland and abroad (see also de 
Guzman et al., 2016).  

My findings concur with previous studies to indicate that besides communicative 
skills there is a real need to know languages, and even though one can get by with 
English in Finland, it is important to know enough Finnish in order to get 
employment (see also Li & Pitkänen, 2018; Martin & Nakayama, 2015; Vartiainen et 
al., 2017). Based on my findings, from both North American and Finnish students, 
lack of skills in a given language is regarded as a hindrance or a barrier in intercultural 
communication. This finding is in line with previous contemporary research in a 
university context (Leung & Yu, 2020), as well as different professional contexts, 
such as nurses’ skills (Allan & Westwood, 2016; Claassen et al., 2017) or blue-collar 
working environments (see also Kraft, 2019; Morita, 2021). The changes in the use 
of English as a lingua franca have not gone unnoticed in Finland either. For instance, 
Mauranen and colleagues (2020) have edited a volume of contemporary research on 
English as lingua franca. The contributions seem to agree that English is a dynamic, 
multilingual entity that takes different forms depending on the nature of contact and 
interaction (Mauranen et al., 2020) However, various students appeared to define 
their identities through first or foreign languages. As indicated by my respondents, 
the language in which the students feel they can openly share themselves differs 
between individuals, creating dissonance in communication contexts where a lingua 
franca is being used. If a person’s linguistic identity is related closely to their first 
language, they might not be willing to or able to share about themselves in a foreign 
language, making it challenging to build reciprocal communication in particular 
circumstances.  

My findings indicate that ICT professionals were more focused on the 
effectiveness of communication, using a language that was suitable in a given 
context. This is in line with research by Roshid and colleagues (2022), who argue 
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that in business contexts, English as lingua franca can be seen to take new, bilingual-
influenced hybrid forms in written work e-mails, accommodating the different needs 
of participants.  

If a given individual also believes that foreign language skills are the primary key 
to competent communication in intercultural contexts, it may in fact be their 
linguistic identity that hinders them from developing intercultural communication 
skills. On the other hand, if a person is inclined to share more of themselves in a 
foreign language (as perhaps their linguistic identity is not based on their first 
language) and perceive skills in the lingua franca as the core skills in intercultural 
communication, they might feel that their intercultural communication skills are 
better than they are, because they are willing to communicate a lot. My findings align 
with previous research in that however vital a skill, knowing foreign languages is not 
a guarantee for finding one’s place in the surrounding society and social context 
(Fantini, 2018; Faist, 2013; Kusse, 2021; Leung & Yu, 2020; Vartiainen et al., 2017).  

My findings support Martynyuk and Kravchenko (2020), who argue that there is 
a need to examine (foreign) language teaching from a novel, more reciprocal 
perspective, and ultimately enhance the transnational communication skills of the 
workforce in Finland. As stated above, transnational communication and 
intercultural communication do not have to take place abroad. Considering the 
recent Covid-19 pandemic combined with recent technological advances, virtual 
learning and working contexts require new communication skills everywhere and in 
various different occupations (Adriansen, 2020; Ehrenreich, 2010; Garro-Abarca et 
al., 2021; Lønsmann & Mortensen, 2018; Malhotra et al., 2007; OECD, 2021). 
Similarly, Mauranen and colleagues (2020) see contemporary English as a set of 
dynamic linguistic variants and social networks. Lam and colleagues (2012) note that 
transnational literacy in the workplace is an area in which we need more information. 
Both of these perspectives on English as lingua franca indicate that it is a vast area 
of contemporary life, making it impossible to tackle it all in a single dissertation. 

My research suggests that there should be a shift of focus from teaching languages 
and culture separately from other substantive studies, and from each other. As 
already understood during the last decade, language teaching should not be related 
to stereotypical nation-state-related information. As Robertson and colleagues (1999) 
argued over 20 years ago, teaching language needs to be interdisciplinary and 
reciprocal in nature (see also Locke, 2015). My research findings align with this 
notion, perhaps also indicating that interdisciplinarity is yet to be seen in the higher 
education classroom. ICT professionals’ answers, in turn, illustrate that 
communication in the workplace requires a multifaceted skillset, where the individual 
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is able to understand the requirements of the task at hand, know how to convey the 
message effectively, and be open-minded towards developing reciprocal 
collaborative communication in which both parties can remain positive and open, 
feeling that their communicative identity is appreciated and understood.  

In contemporary working-life contexts, language teaching should have a more 
cooperative orientation and approach real needs in working life, related to future 
professions. Virtual communication skills should be re-evaluated from the 
perspective of creating a third culture and reciprocal communicative orientation, and 
should be linked more closely to communication skills, not merely used as a tool 
owing to circumstances or because it is the latest trend in teaching. My findings 
indicate that Finnish students do not necessarily understand how to approach 
problems in virtual communication environments, nor take an active role in solving 
the situation. They seem to understand that the problem, for instance not answering 
e-mails, is related to individual attitudes, but they still do not utilise the virtual tools 
available to correct the situation. This is in line with Al-Quahtani (2019), who studied 
university students’ virtual communication pre-pandemic and noted that students 
felt technical problems to be the main challenge in virtual environments. However, 
as noted earlier, according to my findings the highly-skilled professionals already 
understood the importance of virtual communication skills as opposed to technical 
skills and highlighted trying to understand the other party’s communication culture 
in situations that posed problems or felt challenging to understand. The ICT 
professionals also utilised technology to remain active in that specific circumstance, 
displaying an understanding of the need for reciprocal communication.    

According to my findings, the aspect of using a foreign language tends to hinder 
people’s views of their cultural knowledge and skills. This is to say that respondents 
seem to put too much emphasis on foreign/English language skills and do not give 
enough recognition to their skills in communication or their knowledge of cultural 
aspects. Communication is not a neutral process in which participants present their 
true selves, but is shaped by culturally situated meanings, group dynamics, and socio-
historical processes. Working together in a foreign language, whether common or 
just shared, always brings up cultural issues, for instance in negotiation and meeting 
styles and conventions. The same can be said of culturally-related experiences as well 
as communication styles, as languages are an integral part of intercultural 
communication. All these aspects can both fill in for and substitute each other. 
Understanding the importance of this entity calls yet again for diverse transnational 
communication education on all degree programmes in higher education. Both 
linguistic challenges and challenges in social networking could be resolved in higher 
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education contexts by enabling studies in both languages and Finnish working 
cultures, as well as making sure there are possibilities to interact in meaningful ways 
outside the educational contexts that could carry the students into working life, 
whether here in Finland or abroad. According to my findings, ICT professionals see 
the value of building reciprocal communicative relationships and are also willing to 
share information about themselves, even in a foreign language. This type of future-
oriented perspective on intercultural communication would enable higher education 
students to anchor themselves in social contexts, increasing the feeling of belonging.    

My research findings complement Berry’s (2011) claims that virtual 
communication is more issue-specific than face-to-face communication and 
emphasises the efficiency of issue-specific communication. There are also 
indications in my findings that, as Alsharo and colleagues (2017) argue, virtual team 
collaboration can actually increase individual productivity. It was evident that 
respondents felt that having time to think about their message (especially concerning 
e-mails) made their messages clearer and more appropriate. According to my 
findings, constructing a third culture appears to be vital, since without it, employees 
interpret their colleagues by utilising meanings present in their own, local, 
organisational, linguistic cultures - a finding consistent with previous research 
(Brewer, 2015; Garro-Abarca et al., 2021; Settle-Murphy, 2013; Starke-Meyerring & 
Andrews, 2006). Garro-Abarca and colleagues (2021) have argued that in the absence 
of a third culture the probability of misunderstandings increases (see also Starke-
Meyerring & Andrews, 2006; Bjørn & Ngwenyama, 2009). My findings indicate 
similar tendencies, especially visible in initial communication contexts and in virtual 
working environments.   

In light of the ongoing pandemic, as more people have gotten to experience and 
become accustomed to virtual working environments, there are vast number of 
research environments, contexts, and working practices that would enable the topic 
of issue-specific communication to be approached from various perspectives (see 
also Adriansen, 2020; Garro-Abarca et al., 2021; Ehrenreich, 2010; Lønsmann & 
Mortensen, 2018; Malhotra et al., 2007). Considering the findings of my sub-studies, 
it seems plausible that creating a common, third culture comes somewhat naturally 
to people. If there are more challenges to communication than a foreign language, 
such as working in a virtual environment, organisations need both clear guidelines 
for communicating in virtual contexts and recognition of factors related to 
intercultural communication. Without an understanding of the interrelated concepts 
of intercultural communication, it might be challenging to transfer any skills in 
communication to novel working contexts. 
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6.1.2 Intercultural communication in transnational contexts 

As transnational communication entails communication across different types of 
borders, it is an important concept linked to intercultural communication (Koehn & 
Rosenau, 2002). My research concurs that transnationalisation in the context of 
higher education is not, indeed, merely about moving to a new country, working 
abroad or using new (foreign) working languages. Instead, transnational 
communication is also about the notion of belonging and feelings of home, meaning 
some kind of emotional connection to the social space, languages used, surrounding 
cultures, and creating a social network across nation-states and languages (Chin, 
2019; Faist, 2013; Fantini, 2018; Kusse, 2021). This applies to formal contexts at 
workplaces and universities, as well as informal social contexts. According to my 
findings, higher education students either did not have, did not see or did not utilise 
social contexts outside the university environment, which leaves them unable to 
network, connect and identify themselves as someone who belongs in that society. 
This finding is in line with Masika and Jones (2016), who argue that higher education 
students really would benefit from feeling that they have various social groups they 
belong to.  In this respect, creating a third culture in the working environment would 
help.  

However, third culture (Kramsch, 2006; see section 2.2.4.) is not a linear process 
where there is one favourable outcome a person needs to strive towards but is rather 
long-term contextual effectiveness and cooperative reciprocal communication with 
which the parties feel content. It is possible that this kind of long-term orientation 
in higher education institutions is somewhat challenging or downright impossible to 
sustain, but in professional working environments a third culture would make it 
possible for international employees to feel more at home. According to Rajendan 
and colleagues (2017) and Cummings and Bromiley (1996), the feeling of belonging 
to a workplace is not solely based upon a shared or common language, but also on 
cultural and organisational barriers and individual factors. This supports my notion 
of the components leading up to being able to build a third culture.  

The remaining problem lies within the educational context, as we need 
international students to stay in the host country to work after graduation. The 
transnational arena of higher education has special features, as communication in a 
higher education institution needs to be both international, inter-institutional and 
local, as well as relatable to various international higher education institutions. These 
needs require communication to be local and translocal simultaneously. As such, the 
translocal nature of communication can also hinder the construction of social 
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relationships between Finnish and international degree students, and related aspects 
can be seen in the research findings from highly-skilled workers. Inability to build 
social relationships outside one’s ‘home organisation’ could be due to being unable 
to offer sufficient information or opportunities to practice communication in a 
context that would enable the transference of those skills into working life or the 
surrounding society. In this respect my findings correspond with Sorvari and 
colleagues (2020), whose findings in a higher education context demonstrated that 
interdisciplinarity in studies is a huge asset in transferring skills into working life as 
it imitates working conditions well, not to mention providing a reciprocal perspective 
on learning. Intercultural communication in interdisciplinary learning environments 
will most likely be approached in more detail in future research.  

But, however fascinating it may be, not all international activity has to take place 
abroad, as internationalisation at home offers real possibilities as well (see also 
Cubillo et al., 2006; Hanada, 2019; Kondakci, 2011). This can be seen, for instance, 
in virtual studies and degrees (Liu & Gao, 2022). Regardless of the actual place of 
international endeavours, the respondents in my research appeared to focus very 
often on knowing foreign languages, aligning with previous research results (see also 
Adriansen, 2020; Lo Bianco, 2014; Saarinen & Ennser-Kananen, 2020; Sanden, 
2015). The higher education respondents in my sub-studies, of course, represent 
merely a part of the higher education student body, and not all participants viewed 
intercultural communication from the viewpoint of foreign languages. 

In contrast, my findings illustrate that highly-skilled ICT professionals appeared 
to concentrate more on the task at hand, as well as on cultural differences, than on 
which language was being used. They did not place their notions of identity on 
linguistic identity, but rather on cultural or professional identity.     

6.1.3 Virtual communication contexts 

As the pandemic has shown us, despite its challenges, virtual communication has 
some benefits compared to face-to-face communication, as it enables both 
synchronous and asynchronous communication across the globe (Olson & Olson, 
2000; see also Owens & Lite, 2022). However, geographical distance between 
communicants or cooperative partners affects communication in various ways, such 
as different time zones (Brewer, 2015; Garro-Abarca et al., 2021; Malhotra et al., 
2007; Settle-Murphy, 2013) or differences in available technologies (Brewer, 2015). 
In addition to possibly using a foreign language, organisational structures, leadership 
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cultures and organisational communication might differ, causing challenges in 
establishing effective and appropriate communication (Armstrong, 1995; 
Holmstrom et al., 2006). Solving conflicts may, for instance, be more difficult when 
there are limited natural possibilities for informal discussion (Brewer, 2015; Malhotra 
et al., 2007; Settle-Murphy, 2013; Starke-Meyerring & Andrews, 2006).  

In light of the findings from the sub-studies, it appears that time-orientation 
towards working in virtual environments was a source of communicative problems. 
These problems were caused by not responding in a manner that would have been 
seen as ‘appropriate’ by the other party, and this dissonance was considered to be 
caused by personal attributes or cultural behaviour, and not technology, for instance. 
As Gervedink (2019) argues, mono-time and poly-time orientation towards 
communication should be identified as an important topic when drafting culturally 
sensitive curricula. When time-orientation differs in face-to-face contexts, its 
importance should be highlighted in virtual communication environments as 
individuals are not physically present to explain or illustrate their communication 
style, leaving room for different interpretations by the other party. Whereas working 
in traditional classrooms, face-to-face, creates possibilities for informal, 
unstructured, unprompted communication, virtual environments rarely do (Hersleb 
& Grinter, 1999; see also Willermark et al., 2022). Communication in a virtual 
environment requires some type of planning, be it typing into the chat or typing a 
message to a selected participant, unmuting your microphone or turning your camera 
on. Having to plan instead of spontaneously reacting also affects the timing of 
communication in a virtual environment, requiring novel skills from participants. 

However, participants also saw the positive aspects of virtual communication, 
such as having more time to think of an appropriate response to a message. The 
notion of having a longer period of time to learn to understand and become familiar 
with novel forms of communication was seen as desirable. Owing to the restrictions 
of academic year and other academic features such as obtaining a certain amount of 
course credit units, in higher education this type of long-term orientation towards 
learning intercultural communication and building a third culture is rarely possible. 
This in turn diminishes opportunities for integration of international students, 
making them less likely to stay in the country after graduation. With virtual learning 
especially, students need to engage in learning and not merely ‘be present’ (Brown et 
al., 2022; Chiu, 2022; Stewart & Lowenthal, 2022). As Willermark and Islind (2022) 
found in their study into virtual learning in Swedish schools, virtual attendance is 
different from participation or engagement. Students can attend virtual lessons but 
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do not necessarily feel the need to participate or engage, making it virtually 
impossible to construct any common practices for communication. 

As it is likely that the covid pandemic has permanently changed the way we 
communicate and work, it is important for to understand the effects and 
requirements of working together in virtual environments (McDonogh et al., 2001; 
Walsh et al., 2007; Willermark et al., 2022). Negotiating how to communicate 
effectively and appropriately in contemporary transnational contexts will remain an 
important issue for higher education institutions, transnational companies and 
societies like Finland, who need to anticipate the need for future workforce.  

6.2 Practical implications 

As one of the main aims of this study was to enhance understanding of the 
components of intercultural communication and its position in relation to 
transnational communication, it may be expected that the findings of this doctoral 
research will offer practical implications for higher education and working-life 
collaboration in Finland, ways of enhancing societal integration, developing higher 
education, and understanding the importance of language skills in a culture-specific 
manner. However, as these implications are related to ways in which we can change 
contemporary practices at individual, organisational and societal levels, some culture-
general notions relating to the general context of higher education can be articulated.  

According to my results, a proactive and close relationship between companies 
and higher education institutions is vital in making sure graduates have the skills 
needed for working life. My findings indicate that this relationship should not merely 
consist of collaboration and projects carried out for companies, but working-life 
representatives should also be involved in developing the curricula and course 
content, as well as the newer, more short-term educational alternatives.  

Understanding the importance of the different forms of integration during higher 
education studies is relevant for developing organisational communication practices. 
If, for example, higher education students are to stay in Finland after graduation and 
find their place in society, I agree with Kokko and colleagues (2020) that higher 
education has to find new forms of internationalisation. Without adequate societal 
adaptation, language skills and a social, societal and psychological support network, 
it will be an enormous challenge to utilise one’s own professional skills and 
consequently, to stay in the country (Forsander, 2002; Forsander et al., 2004; 
Pitkänen, 2012).  
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My findings indicate that perhaps we need to re-evaluate the nature of degree-
based higher education to enable a more agile approach to reacting to the needs of 
working life. However demanding, there should be time and space set aside for 
teaching personnel to modify methods of teaching and learning in order to meet 
with the contemporary and ever-changing needs of working life. In today’s higher 
education the luxury of drafting long-term curricula is not a realistic, nor a desirable, 
aim. It is demanding for higher education politics to react to the changes, let alone 
to be proactive, but if we are to find an answer to the skills gap, decision-making on 
the national level needs to do three things. First, it needs to be bold enough to rely 
on and anticipate future predictions concerning educational trends. Secondly, in 
relation to the specific context of Finland, national policies need to keep reviewing 
migration processes, licences related to studying, working and remaining in the 
country, as well as the timeframes in which they are issued, to make it easier for 
migrants to stay in Finland. This type of process is already taking effect, as residency 
permission practices have been made easier, and individuals are allowed to stay in 
Finland for a longer period of time after graduation to find employment (MIGRI, 
2022b). However, these improvements do not apply to all migrants; people coming 
to Finland through forced migration still face significant challenges in the permit 
process. Thirdly, the value of life-long learning is somewhat in the shadow. If higher 
education institutions in general were enabled and encouraged to offer agile, short-
term education to all interested parties, such as courses, badges, certificates, nano-
learning, telecollaboration, flipped learning etc., it would be possible to incorporate 
the ever-changing needs of working life into educational settings more directly. 
Lastly, we need to make sure we do not underestimate the immense social and 
societal impacts of Finnish higher education specifically; that is, the local, global and 
translocal impacts.           

Based on the evidence of my findings, sole responsibility for ensuring the 
direction of higher education in general should not lie with national organisations. 
Higher education institutions, whether working individually or in collaboration, 
should ensure that they are active agents in the inclusion and integration of 
international students. Firstly, my findings indicate that higher education students 
would benefit from clear communication guidelines. Higher education students, be 
they international or not, need to know the guidelines for communication in 
transnational educational contexts. Without a reference point, students are unable to 
fully see and utilise the given possibilities for internationalisation and intercultural 
communication. As my findings from the field of ICT professionals indicate, 
communication guidelines are both important and usable in the workplace. 
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Secondly, in the Finnish context, international and Finnish students need to 
understand the language requirements in their future professions, and their studies 
need to reflect those requirements. Higher education institutions need to accept that 
not all professions require similar languages, similar language skills, or similar aims 
for individuals’ overall communicative competencies. The findings from ICT 
professionals indicate that communication in the workplace is truly intercultural and 
multifaceted, whereas in higher education, language teaching is less likely to reflect 
realistic social contexts outside the university walls. My findings indicate, however, 
that if institutions are unable to provide profession- or degree-specific language 
education, they should create other supporting structures to fill the void. In addition 
to national and institutional levels of responsibility, individuals have to take some of 
the responsibility. If national and organisational structures were to offer various 
possibilities for integration and adding to feelings of home that were easy to 
understand and to utilise, the self-determination of a given individual would be 
greatly enhanced. According to my research, if the possibilities offered came from 
working life as soon as a need for a skill or know-how arose, and were short-term-
oriented, students would more likely understand their importance and be inclined to 
take advantage of them.  

6.3  Strategic implications 

Implementing the aforementioned suggestions for practical development might 
serve as a pathway for developing a contemporary strategy of work-related migration 
into Finland. At the present moment, some Finnish companies recruit personnel 
from abroad at the same time as migrants in our country are without work. 
According to my results, and in line with previous studies, societal adaptation 
depends partly on the individual’s communication skills and their feeling of 
belonging to their social environment (see also Fantini, 2018; Faist, 2013; Kusse, 
2021). There are many professionals of international origin in Finland, but we need 
to avoid losing our higher education students to abroad in the future, too. Higher 
education students need to be employable and at least partly integrated into Finnish 
society to consider staying here (Forsander, 2002; Pitkänen, 2012; see also 
Elinkeinoelämän keskusliitto, 2021; MIGRI, 2022b). Considering my findings, 
intercultural communication in the context of higher education and working life is 
not merely about moving and working abroad or using new working languages, but 
more about the fluid notion of belonging and feelings of home. Strategically this 
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implies that as a society we would need to draft a national higher education 
curriculum that highlights the importance of interdisciplinary studies and 
understands how to best incorporate connections to working life (see also 
Gervedink, 2019). The opportunity to study in more versatile formats than courses 
or projects, possibly utilising virtual studies, should be integral. These types of 
learning opportunities would also illustrate working conditions in professional 
contexts, as their versatility was illustrated by my findings from the field of ICT.  

My research demonstrates that in general, higher education students understand 
the importance of intercultural communication skills and are willing to learn and use 
them, but the somewhat distorted view of the importance of the components of said 
skills does not necessarily form a competence that meets the needs and requirements 
of contemporary working contexts, especially in virtual communication 
environments. My findings concur with previous research and notes that the 
importance of foreign language skills and using English as lingua franca are 
overemphasised (Adriansen, 2020; Lindström & Sylvin, 2014; Lo Bianco, 2014; 
Pennycook, 2007; Saarinen & Ennser-Kananen, 2020; Saarinen & Taalas, 2017). My 
findings indicate that this deflects the focus from other vital aspects of intercultural 
communicative competence, leaving cultural knowledge, reciprocal communication 
skills, and attitudinal orientation, just to mention a few, in the shade. Based on my 
results, higher students do not seem to grasp that intercultural communicative 
competence is a reciprocal, fluid skill that is formed in interaction, through forming 
a third culture. As the findings from ICT professionals illustrate, a reciprocal working 
culture, most likely using multiple languages and a virtual dimension, is a necessity 
in various working-life contexts. 

6.4 Trustworthiness 

All my sub-studies have been conducted from the viewpoint of pragmatic mixed 
methods, and I will evaluate the trustworthiness of each. After analysing the findings 
of the first article, which was quantitative in nature, it became evident that qualitative 
research methods would produce findings that could be evaluated with the 
traditional measurement of validity (see also Plano Clark & Badiee, 2015; Creswell 
& Plano Clark, 2007; Plano Clark & Ivankova, 2017). To add to the trustworthiness 
of my sub-studies’ and dissertation’s overall findings and to understand the topic in 
more depth, I deemed it necessary to use both qualitative and quantitative 
approaches (Creswell, 2014). However, in order to illustrate the connections between 
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data from different sub-studies and respond to my research questions, I saw the 
emphasis on qualitative analysis methods and methodological triangulation as valid 
choices. 

The trustworthiness of my research can be evaluated by using a quality 
assessment framework for mixed-method research. I have attempted to document 
the planning phase of each article clearly, following Creswell’s (2003) and Plano 
Clark and Ivankova’s (2017) quality framework for mixed-method research. When 
implemented, the chosen research methods remained true to the research design 
(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007; Plano Clark & Ivankova, 2017) as data description 
was transparent and sampling size and method were sufficient in their design 
contexts (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007; Plano Clark & Ivankova, 2017). Data 
techniques were also appropriately chosen to address the research questions in each 
article and finally, the findings are both theoretically and interpretively consistent 
(Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009; see also Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998; Plano Clark & 
Ivankova, 2017). It is possible to make more accurate and credible inferences and 
meta-inferences from the combination of my sub-studies than from a single study. 
The inferences made can be seen to correspond to the overall research questions 
and the purpose of my entire dissertation (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009, see also 
Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998; Plano Clark & Ivankova, 2017).    

Article I was the quantitative research study that functioned as the premise for all 
the following sub-studies, bringing to light the important factors of self-perceived 
intercultural communicative competence. As the premise for conceptualizing the 
questionnaire had been tested with CAS-SR numerous times and found to be good 
(see section 4.2.2.1), I believe the added concept of using a foreign language did not alter 
the basic aim significantly but was able to produce content-valid and criterion-valid 
data (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007) that could be built on to approach the underlying 
core concept of my dissertation, namely intercultural communication.  

Answers were interpreted through the methods I considered most reliable in 
relation to the chosen paradigm and data collection methods (Braun & Clarke, 2006; 
Brinkman, 2018; Creswell & Poth, 2018; Metsämuuronen, 2003). That is to say, in 
sub-studies II and IV, I analysed data using deductive thematic analysis, whereas in 
the third article I analysed the data inductively (Brinkman, 2018; Braun & Clarke, 
2006). The data in Article III and Article V was analysed qualitatively through 
interpretative content analysis (Ahuvia, 2001). In Article I the data was categorised 
and analysed quantitatively with SPSS. All data was organised formally into tables. 
When working with a research group, the analysis was checked with the group. 
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All data was themed and significant findings were chosen to be built upon, and 
strong predictors were followed in concurrent sub-studies (Creswell & Plano Clark, 
2007; see also Plano Clark & Ivankova, 2017). As all the findings are analysed 
together after the last article, it is evident that the concepts of third culture, self-
perceived intercultural communicative competence and insight into transnational 
communication competence connects all the data (see Chapter 4). The overall design 
was suitable to examine and answer the research questions, was appropriate for the 
research paradigm, and corresponded with the reason for using mixed methods in 
the first place (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007; Plano Clark & Ivankova, 2017). 

The emergent themes in each sub-study were the basis for the qualitative follow-
up in subsequent sub-studies (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007). The answers given in 
each interview set were also collated with the theoretical backgrounds of each sub-
study, which were used to provide the analytical themes (sub-studies II, III and IV). 
The confirmability of these sub-studies and the overall findings they produced, 
according to available theoretical and empirical information as well as data 
triangulation, appears to be valid (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007). According to Braun 
and Clarke (2006), in thematic analysis the themes do not come from single mentions 
or examples, but are consistent, thorough and inclusive of all data, each extract 
finding a theme. Thematic analysis tells a story with interpreted examples from the 
data and fits the epistemological stance of the research; that is, a pragmatic approach.    

Referential adequacy was checked by returning to the raw data, as I compared all 
data to the themes that were either predetermined or that emerged, and conclusions 
were grounded in the data gathered (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Data was validated by 
conducting peer reviews, member checks and triangulation validation strategies; 
quantitative data was validated by checking instrument use reliability scores (Creswell 
& Plano Clark, 2007; Creswell & Poth, 2018). Both an external and an internal 
member check was conducted with all sub-studies. A member check was conducted 
with each research group before publication for sub-studies II, III, IV and V, as well 
as an external member check with participating affiliates (e.g., university 
representatives, participants and founders) after all five sub-studies. The feedback 
from all affiliates about the findings of the analysis was positive and encouraging in 
terms of data representativeness. 

Qualitative studies are not specifically expected to make claims about the 
generalizability of their findings (Gomm et al., 2000; Donmoyer, 2000; Schwandt & 
Gates, 2018); rather, it is more important that the findings are useful to the intended 
audience. As the research question is related to a culturally specific context, that is, 
higher education in Finland, the results are generalisable only to an extent. However, 
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the findings provide invaluable insight into the thought processes of higher 
education students, graduates and ICT professionals on a topic that is valuable to all 
higher education institutions and working life, both in Finland and abroad. It was 
important for me to collect longitudinal data to seek the possibility of forming causal 
relations (Gomm et al., 2000), as all the other sub-studies were single-point studies, 
regardless of the in-depth nature of the individual interviews. My dissertation study 
can therefore offer possibilities and suggestions, giving access to a restricted social 
context from the perspective of a researcher, and it does not aim to dictate any 
specific action to be taken (Donmoyer, 2000). In my sub-studies, there were some 
overlapping data inserts that in analysis could have been added to more than one 
category (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Creswell & Poth, 2018), but all themes had data to 
support their existence (King, 2004; Nowelli, 2017). There were no findings without 
a relevant theme. All data within the given themes in each article coheres 
meaningfully, and there is a clear and identifiable distinction between the given 
analytical themes (Braun & Clarke, 2006). 

To conclude, the findings of each article offer insights into a version of reality 
that was socially constructed at that time (see also Mertens, 2017). These findings 
cannot be reproduced, nor is that the purpose of qualitative research (Creswell & 
Plano Clark, 2007). However, the findings can offer valuable insight into similar 
educational and social contexts and elucidate the importance and usefulness of 
intercultural communication skills in contexts related to today’s higher education 
(Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009; see also Rorty, 1999). I believe that while the long 
duration of my research process can be seen as a limitation, it also enhances the 
trustworthiness of my findings. The data, being gathered from various separate 
research contexts, investigated the research questions from complementary 
perspectives. Working as part of a research group or with a research partner also 
added inter-rater trustworthiness to the findings. My dissertation can offer ideas for 
creating and developing real-life practices and provoke discussion while empowering 
readers to seek, test out and adapt new social practices (Heikkinen et al., 2007). 

6.5   Limitations  

Despite the above-described measures in ensuring the high quality and 
trustworthiness of this study, this it is inevitable that a study of this size has some 
limitations. The first limitation of my research is that it took a long time to finish, 
making it demanding to keep up with developments in the field. The reasons for the 
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delay were connected to family (having my two lovely daughters and suffering the 
devastating effects of a sudden demise of a family member) as well as work 
conditions, most importantly finished funding and a necessity to work full-time as a 
lecturer. My position as an English senior lecturer, teaching on various degree 
programs in Laurea University of Applied Sciences in Vantaa, might also have led 
me to examine intercultural communication from a perspective that already entails 
some insight into the matter, whether I want it or not. My personal interests will 
inevitably have had an effect on the research and the interpretations of the data (Yin, 
2009). As a teacher of English, I have always been aware the position on English as 
a lingua franca, as well as the position English has over other languages in higher 
education institutions. I have been extremely careful in treating the component of 
language as just one of the variables, and not giving it a more prominent position.  

In addition, a completely unexpected change in the circumstances was brought 
by the Covid-19 pandemic. The pandemic changed the field of intercultural 
communication, transnational communication and virtual working environments 
much more than I even thought possible. The new global need to work and live 
online gave my dissertation new, interesting perspectives in relation to higher 
education and working-life contexts. However, being article-based, the research 
offered an opportunity to react quickly to this development, giving the entire process 
new perspectives and guiding it in contemporary directions. During the long process 
I was also able to take time and step back, gaining a wider perspective on the topics 
at hand, and remaining committed and interested.  

Due to the multi-faceted and intersecting nature of intercultural and transnational 
communication, and the fact that these concepts are simultaneously manifested in 
specific and generalisable contexts, the findings of this research are relevant for 
higher education in general, as well as for Finnish higher education in particular. I 
do not argue that the findings apply to all higher education contexts, or that the 
conclusions or implications would be equally relevant regardless of the context. 
However, I am confident that the reader will find perspectives and topics that are 
applicable to their own context. To assist in this, I have indicated findings that I 
consider more generalisable, as well as those that I think are more Finland-specific.     

Not being able to present the quantitative results in published Article I is a 
limitation, even though the data analysis was based on quantitative methods. The 
small sample size in Article II can also be seen as a limitation. However, I conducted 
this data collection mainly individually, and it would not have been possible to gather 
a larger sample (Cochran, 1977) and conduct a cost-effective study. The sample size 
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was also decided to be the same in all participating groups in the “Recognition of Cultural 
Diversity in Everyday Life in Finland: Case Studies in Intercultural Interaction Arenas” research.   

I worked both individually and in research groups. At the beginning of my 
dissertation journey, it was easier for me to work with numerical data, and this 
coincided well with my research needs and goals. Once my skills in research had 
improved, I was able to both take the lead in a given article and work in a research 
group. The research presented in this PhD is a result of both my individual work 
and that of research groups. However, I have specified my own input in these 
research projects throughout this thesis, leaving out parts that were conducted by 
other team members. Working individually gives me credit for the entirety of a given 
article, as I was able to collect and analyse data, and make all theoretical and practical 
decisions concerning the article, by myself.  In sub-studies III and V, where different 
datasets were compared, working in a research group allowed me to gain access to a 
larger dataset, obtaining a new perspective on my individually-collected data.  

Analysis methods, such as thematic analysis and interpretative content analysis, 
were chosen in the collaborative sub-studies to be able to work effectively and in a 
trustworthy manner with the complex coding categories, aiming at quality assurance 
through inter-rater reliability (Ahuvia, 2001). A common limitation in thematic 
analysis is that researchers working in a research group might not be able to 
coherently form the themes on the basis of the research data (Holloway & Todres, 
2003). To counterbalance this, in my dissertation I worked both as an individual 
researcher and in different research groups in order to gain as multifaceted a 
perspective into my dissertation topics as possible.  

Working in a research group also brings limitations of time, resources, and scope 
and it detracts from the total governing rights of a given research study. On the other 
hand, working in a research group facilitated the invaluable insight of my colleagues 
into the matter at hand (Ahuvia, 2001; Heikkinen et al., 2007; Holloway & Todres, 
2003). It is also valuable to get an insight from fellow researchers into your own 
dataset, as interpretations are not objective. Having stated this, I must also state that 
I carried out all the analysis by myself.   

In summary, I argue that I managed to work in line with pragmatism, that is, by 
remaining as objective as possible and as necessary, as understanding the existing 
organisational conditions have been important in seeing the bigger picture 
concerning contemporary intercultural communicative competence development 
(Kelly & Cordeiro, 2020). I recognise that remaining objective in a research context 
and topic as mine would be impossible. However, seeing thousands of higher 
education students in my classroom, each of them approaching communication 
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situations in their individual ways, has allowed me to observe that there is a lot more 
than language skills in communicative competence. This interest in the multifaceted 
nature of communication in intercultural contexts gave birth to my dissertation. 

6.6  Future prospects and concluding remarks 

The aim of my research was to provide empirically-validated knowledge which could 
enhance successful intercultural communication in work communities (Articles II-
V), and I believe I have succeeded in that. Based on my research and on previous 
literature, I can conclude that intercultural communicative competence should not 
be regarded as a separate skill at work, but as a normal part of teamwork in higher 
education courses or worker initiation process in working life. In this way, 
international, transnational or migrant study- and workforce would be seen as an 
invaluable asset, by enabling us all to better appreciate the (possibly) new working 
and communication culture and helping newcomers feel more at ease. As 
intercultural communicative competence is comprised of individuals’ skills, identities 
and attributes, understanding and appreciating intercultural communication and 
what it has to offer should start from an individual’s own interaction. In intercultural 
communication it is imperative to both be able to understand one’s own 
communication competences as well as realize the parameters set by the 
communication context. Both of these can be achieved via interpersonal interaction 
and collaborative learning. When the individual begins to see the aspects of 
intercultural communication that transcend contextual boundaries, we are 
approaching transnational communication. This does not mean that organisations 
and national institutions are without responsibility. Rather, they are responsible for 
providing both a larger framework for individuals within which to hone those skills, 
and for constructing and creating opportunities to educate themselves in ways that 
suit contemporary working and learning environments: that is, offering short-term, 
multifaceted educational possibilities that are communicative in nature and originate 
from real working-life needs. 
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Table 6.  Developing intercultural communication in Finnish higher education  

Individual level Ensuring individuals’ opportunities to 1) select studies to meet novel 
professional needs, and 2) network outside the organisation in professional and 
informal contexts 

Organisational 
level 

Offering educational opportunities for 1) short-term education within degrees, 
and 2) long-term skills development throughout degree studies 

National level Developing higher education by adding 1) alternatives to degree-based studies, 
and 2) interdisciplinary studies based on reciprocal communication methods 

 
There needs to be a shift from an individual perspective to a reciprocal, 

communicative perspective in objectives for learning and teaching. Learning 
environments should imitate real-life working contexts and their demands, not 
merely create teaching substance for courses to make it possible to fulfil numerical 
evaluation guidelines. This truly is a challenge, but a very important one to address 
if we want workforce to transcend national, linguistic and professional boundaries, 
whether face-to-face or virtually. As far as communication skills are concerned, a 
focus on transnational virtual communication will inevitably bring higher education 
students a new perspective on international and transnational working life, regardless 
of their language skills. Combining skills in technology-aided communication, 
foreign language skills and individual communicative skills can give students 
transferable skillsets regardless of their studies and future profession. 

As the times foster virtual work with increasing speed, we should try to apply the 
“pedagogy of the moment” (Glithero & Ibrahim, 2012) in higher education. Reacting 
quickly, or rather, being pro-active in pedagogical, technological and working-life-
related choices, would enable students to learn contemporary communication skills 
that are transferable to transnational communication contexts. This requires both 
cooperation between higher education institutions and organisations and the 
national level of governance, but also collaboration between studies within a given 
degree programme -not to forget international universities (see for instance Waters 
et al., 2021). All these topics would truly offer both interesting and important topics 
for future research that I have been unable to address in my dissertation. Related to 
these topics, Norton and colleagues (2018) highlight the importance of disruptions 
in conventional learning habitus, which would be an interesting perspective into 
intercultural communication research in virtual learning environments.  

Approaching intercultural communication and transnational contexts from the 
perspective of language places this dissertation int proximity to applied linguistics 
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which examines, for instance, multicultural professional contexts and languages in 
global communication contexts (Wei, 2011). Applied linguists are also interested in 
the socio-political and socio-cultural contexts of language competences. This 
broader context entails that language competence is not solely a linguistic 
competence, but also a sum of intertwined social and psychological components 
(Lam et al., 2012; Wei, 2011). This connects intercultural communication with the 
concepts of identity and belonging and highlights its relevance in current societal 
discussions. However, as my dissertation is focused on intercultural communication 
and its relation to English as lingua franca, societal discussion falls out of the scope 
of my research. In addition, another interesting approach to intercultural 
communication in contemporary social groups or societies would be to examine how 
co-cultural theory (Razzante et al., 2018) is manifested in interaction arenas where 
there is a dominant group present. As intercultural pragmatics are inevitably in 
constant change (see for instance Kecskes, 2011) co-cultural theory could shed light 
on communicative contexts in which cultural locations and memberships need to be 
communicated in a foreign language. 

Considering the notion of world Englishes and language variation, it would be 
interesting to examine English as a foreign language in Finnish higher education 
contexts from the perspectives of sociolinguistics. As noted by Seidlhofer (2011), 
further study on how individuals are performing their own English as lingua franca 
and how this shapes both the language and the speaker’s identities would illuminate 
the multifaceted nature of intercultural and transnational communication. This is 
true especially in relation to the concept of virtual language. I agree with Seidlhofer 
(2011) that research on English as lingua franca, alongside the emergence of virtual 
learning and virtual communication in recent years, has resulted in the need to 
rethink both the objectives and processes of learning and teaching English. Perhaps 
we are moving on from the notion of localized Englishes (see for example 
Blommaert, 2010; Pennycook, 2010) towards virtual languages, which in turn would 
be relevant for understanding more about migrant accents and employability 
(Ramjattan, 2022). 

In the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic, Hoffman and colleagues (2020) noted in 
their academic editorial that higher education was in a state of flux which opened up 
possibilities to see hidden or unused potential. It remains to be seen whether nation-
states, organisations and individuals are able to use multi-faceted and long-lasting 
methods of collaboration between higher education and working life, or do we fall 
short of this magnificent goal. 
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By keeping the world apart, the pandemic showed us how important 
communication is, how many ways it can be done, and how interesting it always is 
to learn more about it. If I am lucky, I might have an opportunity to conduct further 
research on some of these topics and to see how research practices in higher 
education are put into practice.    
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8 APPENDIX 1. INTERCULTURAL 
COMMUNICATION COMPETENCE SCALE 
(ICCCS) 

INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION COMPETENCE SCALE 
(ICCCS) 

This questionnaire is based upon the work done by Duran & Kelly (1980). Originally 
it was used to rate communication adaptability in any communication context as 
Communicative Adaptability Scale (CAS).  

In section one the questions deal with your background information.   

SECTION 1. Background information 
1. University 
2. Department  
3. Major focus area, if any     
4. Gender    
5. Age  ____  years 
6. Education   Vocational school graduate ___ 

Baccalaureate ___ 
Freshman ___ 
Sophomore ____ 
Junior ____ 
Senior ____ 
Graduate school ____ 
Something else, what 
________________________________ 

 
7. Nationality  Finnish ___ 

American ___ 
Canadian ___ 
Mexican ___ 
British ___ 
Chinese ___ 
Japanese ___ 
Other, what ________________________________ 
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8. Native language ________________ 
9. Bilingual    No   If yes, which languages? __________________ 

________________________________________ 

The following questions cover the university level. 
10. I have studied communication for approximately______ credits 
11. I have studied intercultural communication for approximately______credits 
12. I have studied cultural information for approximately______ credits 
13. I have studied foreign languages for approximately ______ credits 

___________________________________ 

________________________________________________ 
14. I have studied technological communication for  _____ credits 
15. I have studied something else related to communication, what? 

________________________________for    ____ credits 

_________________________________     ____ credits 

_________________________________     ____ credits 

 
16. Which language(s) do you use to study? 

a. Only Finnish                     ___ 
b. Only English                     ___ 
c. Only Swedish                    ___ 
d. Finnish and English          ___ 
e. Finnish and Swedish         ___ 
f. Other languages, which ones?   

_______________________________ 

 

SECTION 2.  

In section two there are statements about communication behaviors in 
intercultural situations where one has to use a language other than his or her 
native language. There can be either one person or many people from different 
cultures in the situation you are thinking about. Answer each item as it relates to your 
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general style of communication (the type of communicator you are most often) in 
intercultural social situations.  

Please indicate the degree to which each statement applies to you by placing the 
appropriate number (according to the scale below) in the space provided. 

  5 = Always true of me 

  4 = Often true of me 

  3 = Sometimes true of me 

  2 = Rarely true of me 

  1 = Never true of me 

 
After placing the number in the space provided, give a more detailed description 
of why you have chosen that particular number to represent your views on the 
subject matter. 

 

 For example:  

 3   1. I feel nervous in situations where there are people from different cultures. 

Because I am afraid of speaking a foreign language. 

 

___ 1. I feel nervous in situations where there are people from different cultures 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 2. In most situations where there are people from different cultures, I feel tense 
 and constrained. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 3. When talking a foreign language, my posture seems awkward and tense. 
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________________________________________________________________ 

___ 4. My voice sounds nervous when I talk with people from different cultures. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 5. I am relaxed when talking with people from different cultures. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 6. I try to make people from different cultures feel good. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 7. I try to make people from different cultures feel important. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 8. I try to be warm when communicating with people from different cultures. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 9. While I am talking, I think about how people from different cultures feel. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 10. I am verbally and nonverbally supportive of people from different cultures. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 11. I like to be active in different groups where there are people from different 
cultures. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 12. I enjoy socializing with various groups of people from different cultures. 

_______________________________________________________________ 

___ 13. I enjoy meeting new people from different cultures. 
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________________________________________________________________ 

___ 14. I find it easy to get along with new people from different cultures. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 15. I do not “mix” well at social functions with people from different cultures. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 16. I am aware of how intimate my disclosures are when talking with people 
from different cultures. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 17. I am aware of how intimate the disclosures of people from different cultures 
are. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 18. I disclose at the same level that people from different cultures disclose to 
me. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 19. I know how appropriate my self-disclosures are in situations where there are 
people from different cultures. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 20. When I self-disclose, I know what I am revealing to people from different 
 cultures. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 21. When speaking a foreign language, I have problems with grammar. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 22. At times I do not use appropriate verb tense in a foreign language. 

________________________________________________________________ 
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___ 23. When using foreign languages, I sometimes use one word when I mean to  
 use another. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 24. I sometimes use foreign words incorrectly. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 25. I have difficulty pronouncing some foreign words. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 26. When I am anxious in situations where there are people from different 
cultures, I often make jokes. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 27. I often make jokes in tense situations where there are people from different 
cultures. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 28. When I embarrass myself in situations where there are people from different 
cultures, I often make a joke about it. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 29. When people from different cultures make negative comments about me, I 
respond with a witty comeback. 

________________________________________________________________ 

___ 30. People from different cultures think I am witty.    
   

________________________________________________________________
__Free comments on any of the questions: 
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niina kovalainen

Kulttuurien välinen vuorovaikutus 
korkeakoulutuksen areenalla

Tässä artikkelissa tarkastellaan korkeakoulutuksen toimintaympä-
ristöjä eritaustaisten korkeakouluopiskelijoiden keskinäisen vuo-
rovaikutuksen näkökulmasta. Kulttuurien välisyyden tutkimista 
luonnehtii usein keskittyminen eroihin, erilaisuuteen ja vertaile-
miseen, mikä voi johtaa konfliktien korostamiseen tai kulttuurien 
näkemiseen omina erillisinä saarekkeinaan, joiden väliset suhteet 
ovat lähtökohtaisesti jotenkin ongelmallisia.1 Tässä artikkelissa 
aihetta lähestytään suomalais- ja ulkomaalaistaustaisten opiskeli-
joiden arkikokemusten kautta. Keskiössä ovat kulttuurien välisen 
viestinnän ja kommunikaation kokemukset. Tavoitteena on selvit-
tää, mistä korkeakouluopiskelijoiden kulttuurien välisen viestinnän 
osaaminen koostuu, ja miten näitä taitoja ja tietoja voidaan hyödyn-
tää ulkomaalaisopiskelijoiden kotoutumisprosessissa.

Kansainvälinen opiskelijaliikkuvuus on monitahoinen käsite, 
ja on tärkeää erottaa lyhytkestoineni vaihto-opiskelu pidempiai-
kaisesta tutkinto-opiskelusta. Tässä esiteltävässä tutkimuksessa 
kohderyhmänä olivat tutkinto-opiskelijat. Tutkimusta varten haas-
tateltiin suomalais- ja ulkomaalaistaustaisia opiskelijoita, jotka 
suorittivat yliopistossa tai ammattikorkeakoulussa joko alempaa tai 

1 Koch 2009; Phillips 2007; Thurlow 2000.
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ylempää korkeakoulututkintoa tai tohtorin tutkintoa. Ulkomaalai-
set tutkinto-opiskelijat asuvat uudessa maassa vaihto-opiskelijoita 
pidemmän aikaa ja joutuvat yleensä sopeutumaan uuteen ympäris-
töön syvemmin kuin opiskelijavaihdossa olevat. Myös mahdollisuus 
jäädä Suomeen opiskelun jälkeen on tutkinto-opiskelijoille konk-
reettisempi. Taulukon 1 mukaan vuonna 2008 eniten ulkomaalaisia 
opiskeli ylempään korkeakoulututkintoon ja tohtorin tutkintoon 
tähtäävässä koulutuksessa.

Suomen kohdalla korkeakouluopetuksen kansainvälistymi-
sen prosessi on ollut verrattain hidas, mutta tavoitteet ovat moni-
puolistuneet huomattavasti matkan varrella.2 Bolognan prosessin 
tavoitteena oli luoda eurooppalainen koulutusalue vuoteen 2010 
mennessä. Niinpä Suomessakin on aikaisempaa enemmän eng-
lanninkielisiä koulutusohjelmia. Kansainvälisen henkilönvaihdon 
keskuksen, cimon, mukaan vuonna 2009 Suomen yliopistoissa ja 
ammattikorkeakouluissa oli yhteensä 279 englanninkielistä koulu-
tusohjelmaa. Kuten taulukosta 2 näkyy, Euroopan ohella tutkinto-
opiskelijoita tulee Suomeen etupäässä Aasian ja Afrikan maista.

Suomessa opiskelevien ulkomaisten tutkinto-opiskelijoiden 
määrä on tällä vuosituhannella ollut vahvassa nousussa. Kasvua 
oli vuodesta 2000 vuoteen 2004 noin 40 prosenttia, ja vuoteen 2010 

2 Nokkala 2007, 11.

Koulutusaste Yhteensä Miehiä Naisia

Alempi korkeakoulututkinto 145 63 82

Ylempi korkeakoulututkinto 716 430 286

Lääkärien erikoistumiskoulutus 9 8 1

Lisensiaatintutkinto 23 15 8

Tohtorintutkinto 176 120 56

Yhteensä 1 069 636 433

TAULUKKO 1 Ulkomaalaisopiskelijoiden Suomen yliopistoissa suorittamat 
tutkinnot 2008 (Tilastokeskus, 2009).
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mennessä määrä oli lähes kaksinkertaistunut. Aiempien tutkimus-
ten valossa3 Suomen vetonauloja ovat ilmainen koulutus, kansainvä-
lisesti hyvän ja laadukkaan koulutuksen maine, korkeatasoinen tut-
kimustyö, kansainvälisesti merkitykselliset tutkimusalat ja -kohteet 
sekä hyvin toimivat käytännön järjestelyt. Taina Kinnusen mukaan 
suuri osa Suomeen opiskelemaan tulleista haluaa saada arvokasta 
kokemusta omalle tulevalle työuralleen Suomesta. Edellä mainit-
tujen tekijöiden lisäksi myös mahdollisuus opiskella oman alan tut-
kinto vieraassa maassa englannin kielellä nähdään jo itsessään hou-
kuttelevana tekijänä. Ulkomaalaisten tutkinto-opiskelijoiden osuus 
kaikista opiskelijoista on kansainvälisesti vertailtuna kuitenkin 
varsin alhainen. Vuonna 2008 Suomessa opiskeli noin 9 000 ulko-
maista tutkinto-opiskelijaa, joka oli vain kolme prosenttia kaikista 
opiskelijoista. Opetus- ja kulttuuriministeriön tavoitteena onkin, 
että ulkomailta tulevien osuutta korkeakoulujen opiskelijoista ja 
henkilöstöstä nostetaan. Koulutuksen ja tutkimuksen kehittämis-
suunnitelmassa vuosille 2007–2012 painotetaan erityisesti tutkijan-

3 Mm. Aalto 2003; Garam 2009; Kinnunen 1993.

Ammatti-
korkeakoulut

Yliopistot, 
kandidaatin 

tutkinto

Yliopistot, 
maisterin 

tutkinto

Eurooppa 1 927 402 1 396

Aasia 1 494 126 1 086

Afrikka 1 006 28 265

Pohjois-Amerikka 92 19 138

Etelä-Amerikka ja Karibia 79 11 98

Oseania 17 4 12

Tuntematon 17 5 29

Yhteensä 4 632 595 3 024

TAULUKKO 2 Ulkomaalaisten tutkinto-opiskelijoiden lähtömaat
(Tilastokeskus, 2009).
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koulutuksen rekrytointipohjan laajentamista. Samalla vahvistetaan 
erilaisten tukitoimien näkyvyyttä ja saatavuutta ulkomaisten opis-
kelijoiden ja tutkijoiden sitouttamiseksi Suomeen.4

Ulkomaalaistaustaisten korkeakouluopiskelijoiden rekrytoi-
miseen on monta syytä: ulkomaalaisopiskelijat voivat osaltaan 
kansainvälistää korkeakoulutusta, luoda monikulttuurisia opis-
keluympäristöjä ja hyödyntää saamaansa korkeakoulututkintoa 
jäämällä Suomeen töihin. Kaikki Suomeen opiskelemaan tulleet 
eivät kuitenkaan tavoittele työllistymistä Suomessa, eivätkä kaikki 
työtä täältä hakevat välttämättä onnistu pyrkimyksissään. Kriit-
tisenä kehityskohteena onkin sellaisen korkeakoulutuksen aree-
nan luominen, joka osaltaan edesauttaa ulkomaalaisopiskelijoiden 
integroitumista suomalaiseen yhteiskuntaan ja työelämään. Opiske-
lijoiden työllistymisen kannalta suomen tai ruotsin kielen taito on 
ensisijaisen tärkeää. Jotta työllistyminen Suomen työmarkkinoille 
olisi mahdollista, Suomeen tuleville ulkomaalaisille opiskelijoille 
tulisikin pystyä tarjoamaan riittävästi suomen ja tarvittaessa ruotsin 
kielen opintoja.5 Kansainväliset opiskelijat ovat aiemmissa tutki-
muksissa ilmaisseet tyytymättömyyttä paitsi suomen kielen tarjon-
taan myös vieraskielistä opetusta kohtaan sekä englanninkielisen 
tiedon ja palvelujen saantiin.6

Mistä muodostuu korkeakouluopiskelijan 
kulttuurien välisen viestinnän osaaminen?

Korkeakoulutuksen areena on tyypillisesti kansainvälinen toimin-
taympäristö, jossa toimiminen vaatii henkilöltä monenlaisia vuoro-
vaikutus- ja viestintätaitoja. Kulttuurien välisen vuorovaikutuksen 
ja kommunikaation valmiuksia tarvitsevat kaikki, niin suomalais- 
kuin ulkomaalaistaustaiset opiskelijat kuin heidän opettajansa. 

4 Ks. opm, 2007.
5 opm 2007.
6 Nokkala 2007, 13.
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Korkeakouluympäristöjen kansainvälistymisen tuskin voidaan 
olettaa tapahtuvan pelkästään vieraskielisen opetuksen, kielten 
opintojaksojen, kansainvälisten kurssien tai lyhyiden ulkomaan-
vaihtojaksojen avulla, vaan siihen tarvitaan keskeisten toimijoiden 
pitkäjänteistä sitoutumista kansainvälisen ja kulttuurien välisen 
vuorovaikutuksen valmiuksien kehittämiseen. Anna Niemelä, joka 
on tutkinut suomalaisten korkeakoulu-opiskelijoiden opiskelua 
englanninkielisissä koulutusohjelmissa, on todennut, että kansain-
välisyys määrittyy korkeakouluympäristössä ennen kaikkea oppimi-
seksi ja osaamiseksi, joka sisältää kyvyn erilaisuuden kohtaamiseen 
henkilökohtaisen elämänhallinnan ja oman alan kansainvälisten 
sisältöjen tuntemuksen kautta. Vieraskielisen tutkinnon uskotaan 
tuovan valmiuksia toimia kansainvälisillä työmarkkinoilla. Kou-
lutuksen keskeinen tavoite on valmistaa opiskelijoita työelämään, 
mutta tilanne mutkistuu kun toimintaympäristö monimuotoistuu 
ja työvoima koostuukin eri kansallisuuksien edustajista. Rajat ylit-
tävän yhteistyön lisääntyessä kulttuurien välistä osaamista tarvi-
taan enemmän.7 Opetusministeriön kansainvälistymisstrategiassa 
tuodaankin esiin, että kansainvälisyyden perustaitoja, kielitaitoa ja 
monipuolista kulttuurista osaamista edellytetään nykyään kaikilta 
korkeakoulututkinnon suorittaneilta.8

Kulttuurien välinen viestintäosaaminen voidaan ymmärtää paitsi 
valmiutena yhdessä toimimiseen ja sosiaaliseen vuorovaikutukseen9 
myös kykynä ymmärtää ja käsitellä uusia (sosiaalisia) ympäristöjä.10 
Myös toisen kunnioitus, kärsivällisyys, empatia, uteliaisuus, avoi-
muus, huumorintaju ja epätietoisuuden sieto11 sekä kyky kuunnella 
toista ja luoda vastavuoroinen suhde12 ovat tärkeitä kulttuurien väli-
sen viestinnän osaamisalueita. Alvino Fantini on puolestaan koros-

7 Nokkala 2007, 214; Saarinen 2007, 65–66.
8 Nokkala 2007, 52; opm 2009, 10.
9 Friedman & Antal 2005; Holden 2002; Secru 2004.
10 Cummins 2000, 8.
11 Pini Kemppainen 2009, 111.
12 Byram 1997; Secru 2004.
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tanut kykyä viestiä tehokkaasti viestintämuotoa muuttamalla, esi-
merkiksi vieraalla kielellä kommunikoitaessa. Peter Koehn ja James 
Rosenau lisäävät listaan vielä »ylirajaisen osaamisen» (transnational 
competence), mikä pitää sisällään sosiaalisessa vuorovaikutuksessa 
yleisesti sovellettavat ulottuvuudet: analyyttisen, emotionaalisen, 
luovan, kommunikatiivisen ja funktionaalisen osaamisen. Näistä 
kommunikatiivisen osaamisen osa-alue on käsillä olevan tutkimuksen 
kannalta keskeisin, sillä käsitteessä yhdistyvät kulttuurien välisen 
viestinnän ja kielen käytön vaatimat valmiudet. Kommunikatiivi-
nen ylirajainen osaaminen koostuu Koehnin ja Rosenaun13 mukaan 
seuraavista osatekijöistä, jotka toimivat jatkossa tutkimustulosten 
analysoinnin pohjana:

• kyky käyttää toisen osapuolen kieltä tai yhteistä jaettua kieltä
• kyky tulkita (tai käyttää tulkkia)
• kyky viestiä sanattomasti hyväksyttävällä tavalla (nonverbaali 

viestintä)
• kyky kuunnella kulttuuriin liittyviä viestejä
• kyky sitoutua merkitykselliseen dialogiin ja edistää vasta-

vuoroista itsestään kertomista
• kyky välttää ja ratkaista viestinnällisiä väärinkäsityksiä eri 

 viestintätyyleillä viestittäessä

Steven Vertovec (2007; 2009) määrittelee ylirajaisuuden kansallis-
valtioiden rajat ylittäviksi prosesseiksi ja suhteiksi, joissa keskeisessä 
roolissa ovat yksittäiset ihmiset ja muut ei-valtiolliset toimijat. Mil-
laisia haasteita ylirajainen toimintaympäristö sitten tuo arjen vuoro-
vaikutukselle? Ylirajaista viestintäosaamista ovat pohtineet monet 
tutkijat. Taft’in mukaan oleellista ylirajaisessa kommunikaatiossa on 
hallita toisen osapuolen käyttämää kieltä suullisesti ja kirjallisesti, 
kun taas toisten tutkijoiden mukaan14 tärkeintä on pikemminkin 

13 Koehn & Rosenau 2002, 105–127.
14 Brislin 1993, 215; Lustig & Koester 1996, 184.
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halu käyttää toisen osapuolen kieltä. Hannigan sekä Menden hall ja 
muut lisäävät listaan kyvyn kuunnella, ja Dinges kyvyn dialogiin ja 
vastavuoroiseen kommunikointiin. Ngai ja Koehn taas muistuttavat 
sanattoman viestinnän merkityksestä: ilmeiden, eleiden, asentojen 
ja muun nonverbaalin viestinnän tulkitseminen on haastavaa, mutta 
erittäin tärkeää. Vaikka lista on jo hengästyttävän pitkä, kaikkien 
edellä mainittujen vaatimusten ohella olisi vielä yritettävä viestiä 
rennosti ja asiallisella tavalla15 ja tarvittaessa osattava myös muut-
taa viestintätyyliä.16 Tutkijoiden mukaan kaikkia ylirajaisen vies-
tinnän osa-alueita ei kuitenkaan tarvitse hallita täydellisesti, vaan 
heikompia osa-alueita voi paikata muilla, vahvemmilla valmiuksilla 
tilanteesta riippuen.17

Korkeakouluopiskelijoiden kulttuurien välisen viestinnän kon-
tekstia voi luonnehtia myös »kolmannen kulttuurin» tilaksi.18 Kol-
mannen kulttuurin tilassa viestinnän perustana voi esimerkiksi olla 
kaikille vuorovaikutustilanteessa oleville yhteinen vieras kieli. Se ettei 
kukaan voi käyttää omaa äidinkieltään, tuo kommunikaatioon omat 
haasteensa, mutta voi toisaalta tehdä vuorovaikutustilanteesta tasa-
arvoisen. Claire Kramsch’n mukaan kolmannen kulttuurin vuoro-
vaikutustilanteissa, joissa käytetään kaikille vierasta kieltä, päädy-
tään usein parempaan kommunikaatioon kuin tilanteissa, joissa 
käytetään toisen osapuolen äidinkieltä. Lähtökohtana tehokkaalle, 
onnistuneelle, vastavuoroiselle ja tasa-arvoiselle viestinnälle on, että 
kenenkään oma kulttuuri ei ole tilanteen vuorovaikutusta mää-
rittävä, vaan kaikki työskentelevät kolmannen kulttuurin tilassa. 
Viestintää ja jaettuja tavoitteita tukeva yhteistyöorientaatio on hel-
pompi saavuttaa tilanteessa, jossa on myös muita viestintää helpot-
tavia tekijöitä, kuten yhteisesti tunnetut toimintasäännöt, yhteinen 
tietotaito sekä selkeät tilanteen asettamat rajoitukset, kuten ajan-
käyttö tai muut resurssit.

15 LaFramboise ym. 1995, 518; Taft 1981, 76.
16 Taft 1981, 77.
17 Lustig ym. 1996, 57–58; Mendenhall ym. 1984, 116.
18 Ks. Kramsch, 2006.
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Globalisaation myötä kielitaidosta on tullut keskeinen edelly-
tys menestymiselle kansallisilla ja kansainvälisillä työmarkkinoil-
la.19 Vieraiden kielten ja kulttuurien murroksessa myös sen poh-
timinen »mikä minä olen» tai »keihin minä kuulun» on jatkuva 
prosessi. Käsitys omasta kulttuurisesta identiteetistä muotoutuu 
keskeisesti vuorovaikutuksen kautta niin oman yhteisön sisällä 
kuin suhteissa ympäröivään maailmaan. Muuttuva identiteetti on 
nykypäivää myös korkeakoulutuksen areenalla.20 Seuraavassa sel-
vitetään, millainen rooli kielellä ja vieraan kielen käyttämisellä on 
opiskelijoiden arjessa. Miten kansainvälisyys ja ylirajaisuus näky-
vät korkeakouluareenalla? Miten opiskelijat pyrkivät tai pystyvät 
hyödyntämään korkeakoulutuksen ylirajaisia tai kulttuurien välisiä 
verkostoja? Onko kielitaidon puute hidaste vai este? Onko kieli vain 
vuorovaikutuksen väline vai määrittelevätkö opiskelijat identiteet-
tinsä äidinkielensä tai vieraan kielen kautta?

Tässä artikkelissa esiteltävä tutkimus suunnattiin tutkinto-
opiskelijoille, koska korkeakoulututkinnon suorittaminen edellyt-
tää pitkäkestoisempaa oleskelua Suomessa ja vahvempaa sitoutu-
mista koulutusjärjestelmään. Tutkimusta varten haastateltiin 31:tä 
tutkinto-opiskelijaa kolmesta yliopistosta ja kahdesta ammatti-
korkeakoulusta. Oppilaitokset sijaitsivat Helsingissä, Tampereella 
ja Joensuussa. Haastateltavat edustivat useita eri koulutusaloja. 
Heistä kahdeksan suoritti kandidaatin tutkintoa, kymmenen 
maisterin tutkintoa ja kaksitoista tohtorin tutkintoa. Vastaajat 
olivat pääosin naisia, kuten korkeakouluopiskelijat Suomessa 
yleensäkin; naisia oli 21 ja miehiä 9. Haastateltavat rekrytoitiin 
korkeakoulujen henkilökunnan ja opiskelijajärjestöjen avustuk-
sella. Haastattelut tehtiin syyskuun 2008 ja tammikuun 2009 
välillä. Haastattelupaikat valittiin yhdessä haastateltavan kanssa, 
ja ne vaihtelivat tutkijan työhuoneesta kirjastoon tai haastatelta-
van työhuoneeseen.

19 Väyrynen 2000, 32–33.
20 Ks. Laihiala-Kankainen ym. 2002.
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Suomalaisten opiskelijoiden (14) lisäksi vastaajia oli kahdesta-
toista eri maasta: Brasiliasta, Ghanasta, Intiasta, Japanista, Kiinasta, 
Latviasta, Marokosta, Puolasta, Romaniasta, Thaimaasta, Venäjältä 
ja Vietnamista. Kaikki suomalaisvastaajat puhuivat äidinkielenään 
suomea, ja ulkomaalaistaustaiset opiskelijat puhuivat äidinkiele-
nään kahtatoista eri kieltä (akan/twi, arabia, berberi, hindi, japani, 
kiina, portugali, puola, romania, thai, venäjä, vietnam). He olivat 
asuneet Suomessa hyvin vaihtelevia aikoja, muutamasta viikosta 
miltei 20 vuoteen. Myös juridiset maassaolon statukset vaihtelivat 
pysyvästä maassaolo-oikeudesta vuosittain uusittaviin opiskelu-
lupiin. Suurin osa oli tullut Suomeen suoraan, mutta jotkut vas-
taajista olivat opiskelleet ulkomailla jo ennen Suomeen tuloaan. 
Kantasuomalaisista vain pieni osa oli opiskellut ulkomailla. Osalle 
opiskeluun kuului tulevaisuudessa pakollinen ulkomaanharjoitte-
lujakso, jonka pituus vaihteli kuuden viikon, yhden lukukauden ja 
yhden lukuvuoden välillä.

Integroituminen korkeakouluympäristöön

Suoritetussa tutkimuksessa suomalaisia yliopistoja ja ammattikor-
keakouluja luonnehdittiin monimuotoisiksi ja joustaviksi toimin-
taympäristöiksi, joihin opiskelijoiden oli helppo sopeutua. Ulkomaa-
laistaustaiset opiskelijat kokivat kuuluvansa korkeakouluyhteisöön 
ja mainitsivat sen tärkeimmäksi sidosryhmäkseen, jotkut jopa 
ainoiksi sosiaalisiksi verkostoikseen. Myös muutama suomalaistaus-
tainen vastaaja koki yliopiston tärkeimmäksi toimintaympäristök-
seen. Nämä vastaajat olivat olleet useita vuosia poissa Suomesta tai 
matkustelleet niin paljon, ettei heillä ollut akateemisen maailman 
ulkopuolisia ystävyyssuhteita nykyisessä kotikaupungissaan tai koko 
Suomessa. Tärkein ryhmä, joka määritti heidän arkeaan, oli aka-
teeminen yhteisö, kuten myös miltei kaikille ulkomaalais taustaisille 
vastaajille. Ulkomaalaisopiskelijoiden    vastauksissa akateeminen 
työskentelykulttuuri koettiin tehokkaaksi, vapaaksi ja rennoksi. 
Myös alhainen hierarkia oli kiinnittänyt opiskelijoiden huomiota. 
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Suomessa professori tai opettaja ei ole »iso pomo», vaan hän voi 
olla myös ystävä ja häneen on helppo ottaa yhteyttä. Opettajia ei 
tarvinnut teititellä, ja opettajat olivat yhteydessä opiskelijoihin myös 
luokkahuoneen ulkopuolella. Suurin osa ulkomaalaisopiskelijoista 
ei ollut kokenut tällaista omassa lähtömaassaan.

Vapaudella oli kuitenkin kääntöpuolensa. Eräs venäläistaustai-
nen haastateltava koki opiskelun Suomessa liiankin vapaaksi. Hän 
ei ollut ajatuksineen yksin: myös muut ulkomaalaisopiskelijat olivat 
kiinnittäneet huomiota siihen, että Suomessa opiskelijoilta vaadi-
taan sellaista oma-aloitteisuutta, mihin he eivät aiemmissa opis-
keluympäristöissään olleet tottuneet. Suomessa opiskelijat esimer-
kiksi tekivät omat aikataulunsa itse. Eräs ulkomaalaistaustainen 
opiskelija sanoikin, että suomalainen opiskelutyyli sopii henkilöille, 
jotka ovat oma-aloitteisia, järjestelykykyisiä ja pitävät haasteista. 
Vaikka osa ulkomaalaisopiskelijoista koki tulleensa Suomessa 
aiempaa itsenäisemmäksi ja piti sitä erittäin positiivisena asiana, 
kaikille itsenäinen opiskelutyyli ei sopinut. Kääntöpuolena saat-
toi olla jopa opiskeluyhteisöstä syrjäytyminen. Eräs haastateltava 
kertoi, että niin oli käynyt Afrikasta Suomeen tulleen opiskelijan 
kohdalla. Hänen afrikkalaistaustainen opiskelutoverinsa oli valitta-
nut olevansa yksinäinen eikä käynyt luennoilla lainkaan. Pravin (38 
v. mies), joka suunnitteli hankkivansa lapsia Suomessa, tarkasteli 
asiaa yleisemmällä tasolla. Hänen mielestään lapsista voi kasvaa 
Suomessa »liian itsenäisiä», jotta he pitäisivät huolta vanhemmis-
taan tulevaisuudessa, tai että he voisivat koskaan palata aiempaan 
kotimaahansa.

Kielitaidon ohella myös muut kulttuurien välisen viestinnän 
valmiudet ovat sosiaalisten suhteiden ja verkostojen luomisessa 
keskeisessä asemassa. Erot kohteliaisuuskäytännöissä nousivat 
esiin niin ulkomaalais- kuin suomalaistaustaisten opiskelijoiden 
haastatteluissa. Ulkomaalaisopiskelijoita hämmensi se, että suo-
malaiset eivät aina tervehtineet heitä. Vastaajista se oli vähintään-
kin epäkohteliasta: »Häiritsee kun ei tervehditä, kylmää» (Alise, 
25 v.); »Joskus tervehtimättä jättäminen sattuu, en tunne oloani 
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loukatuksi mutta…» (Chang, 34 v. mies). Myös suomalaisopiskelijat 
toivat esiin tervehtimiseen liittyviä ongelmatilanteita. Heitä myös 
häiritsi se, että ulkomaalaiset tulivat liian lähelle. Tämä koettiin 
kiusalliseksi, kuten Liisan (27 v.) sitaatti osoittaa: »Sanoin oon suo-
malainen, voitko seisoa vähän kauempana.» Henkilökohtainen tila 
(personal space) koetaan yleisemminkin kulttuurien välisessä vuoro-
vaikutuksessa haasteelliseksi. Kulttuurien välisen viestinnän eroista 
kertoo myös se, että joidenkin ulkomaalaistaustaisten mielestä suo-
malainen hyve, vaatimattomuus, ilmeni joskus itsensä vähättelynä. 
Nuria (23 v. nainen) tosin oli huomannut tässä suhteessa saman-
kaltaisuutta suomalaisten ja japanilaisten välillä: »En tiedä, miten 
reagoida japanilaisten tai suomalaisten itsensä halventamiseen, sillä 
en halua konfrontaatiota tai konflikteja. Itsensä vähättely vaikeuttaa 
tuntemaan oppimista.»

Kommunikaatiotaidoilla oli kaikkien vastaajien mielestä 
suuri(n) rooli korkeakouluympäristöön sopeutumisessa. Tässä 
suhteessa tuotiin esiin paljon eroja, mutta myös mahdollisuuksia. 
Ulkomaalaistaustaiset vastaajat jakoivat suomalaiset kommunikaa-
tiovalmiuksien suhteen kahteen ryhmään: niihin jotka puhuvat ja 
niihin jotka eivät puhu. Toiset olivat avoimempia kulttuurien väli-
sille kontakteille ja kanssakäymiselle, kun taas sulkeutuneemmat 
suomalaiset lämpenivät hitaammin. Yleinen käsitys opiskelijoiden 
keskuudessa oli, että vanhemmat suomalaiset eivät puhu yhtä paljon 
kuin nuoremmat, joskin eräs ulkomaalaistaustainen vastaaja totesi, 
että tilanne on samanlainen myös muissa maissa. Jotkut ulkomaa-
laisvastaajat valittivat sitä, että julkiselle paikalla ei saa puhua tai 
nauraa kovaan ääneen, joitain taas häiritsi suomalaiseen viestintä-
kulttuuriin kuuluva sanattoman, nonverbaalin, viestinnän vähäisyys 
tai jopa ajoittainen puuttuminen. Osaa vastaajista se häiritsi kovas-
tikin, vaikka toisaalta he sen kyllä ymmärsivätkin: »Suomessa ei 
ole ollenkaan kehonkieltä» (Bianca, 44 v.); »En oleta suomalaisten 
näyttävän paljon tunteitaan ja siitä seuraa joskus ongelmia» (Alise, 
25 v.). Jorge (29 v.) uskoi usean vuoden Suomessa asumisen jäl-
keen osaavansa kommunikoida jo täysin suomalaiseen vähäeleiseen  
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tapaan: »Respect the bubble: All touching, respect the bubble, and 
don’t be overexpressive, try not to change yourself but find a small 
part you can.»21

Yksi kulttuurien välisen vuorovaikutuksen ongelmista liittyi 
»small talkiin». Ulkomaalaistaustaiset opiskelijat valittivat, että 
suomalaiset eivät hallitse small talkia, eikä sitä ole tarpeeksi muu-
alla kuin keskusteltaessa parhaan ystävän kanssa yksityisissä tilan-
teissa. Suomalaisopiskelijat puolestaan sanoivat, että he eivät osaa 
suhtautua small talkiin »tyhjänä puheena», vaan heille sillä on aito 
merkitys. Tätä ristiriitaa valottavat seuraavat esimerkit: »I don’t like 
when Finns always tell negative things when I ask them how they 
are ... It’s nothing personal…» (Bianca, 44 v.)22 »’How are you?’ on 
aito kysymys» (Kaisa, 46 v.)23 

Kaiken kaikkiaan sekä suomalais- että ulkomaalaistaustaisilla opis-
kelijoilla oli myönteinen käsitys kulttuurien välisen vuorovaikutuksen 
sujumisesta. He myös tiedostivat erilaisten viestintäkulttuurien erot ja 
samankaltaisuudet suhteellisen hyvin. Tosin jotkut ulkomaalaisopiske-
lijat olisivat toivoneet, että suomalaiset sanoisivat suoremmin, jos asiat 
eivät suju niin kuin pitää. Nyt he joutuivat arvailemaan, mitä suoma-
laisten päissä liikkui: »Voi nähdä heidän asennostaan ja ilmeestään, 
että nyt ei kaikki mene oikein». Korkeakoulutuksen areenalla näkyi 
tässä kirjassa monen muun ryhmän kohdalla esiin nousset piirre: suo-
malaisten haluttomuus kielteisen palautteen antamiseen. »Joskus näen 
heidän kasvoistaan, että he eivät tue minua, mutta silti he sanovat kyllä 
– ei tarvitsisi olla niin kohtelias», Tereza (45 v.) totesi. 

Suomalaisopiskelijat kertoivat, että vaikka he olivat kiinnostu-
neita muistakin kielistä, he pitivät englantia kuitenkin tärkeimpänä 
kulttuurien välisen vuorovaikutuksen kielenä. Monen vastaajan mie-

21 Kunnioita toisen tilaa: Kaikkea koskemista. Kunnioita toisen tilaa, äläkä 
ilmaisen tunteitasi liikaa. Älä muuta itseäsi kokonaan, mutta yritä löytää 
itsestäsi se osa jonka voit muuttaa (suom. N. K.)

22 En pidä siitä kun suomalaiset aina kertovat negatiivisia asioita, kun kysyn 
heiltä, kuinka he voivat... Se ei ole henkilökohtainen kysymys… (suom. N. K.)

23 ’Kuinka voit?’ on aito kysymys (suom. N. K.)
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lestä englanniksi oli helpompi olla sosiaalinen kuin suomeksi, ja he 
kokivat myös hallitsevansa small talkia paremmin englannin kuin 
suomen kielellä. Tästä syystä he hakeutuivat ulkomaalaistaustais-
ten opiskelijatovereidensa seuraan, jotta voisivat puhua englantia. 
Tämä saattoi ärsyttää joitain ulkomaalaisopiskelijoita, jotka puo-
lestaan olisivat halunneet parantaa suomen kielen taitoaan. Xui Li 
(22 v. nainen) kertoi kokemuksistaan suomenkielisten kanssa: »…
ymmärrän jotain suomeksi ja he haluavat parantaa englannin tai-
toaan, mutta he ovat erittäin noloina jolleivät muista jotain sanaa».

Englannin ja suomen kielen käyttäminen jakoi selkeästi mieli-
piteitä. Eräs suomalaisopiskelija halusi käyttää vain äidinkieltään, 
sillä englanti oli hänen mielestään saanut jo liikaa jalansijaa. Toi-
nen suomalaistaustainen opiskelija kertoi, että kun kahvihuoneessa 
puhutaan yhdessä oltaessa englantia, hän ei mene paikalle lainkaan. 
Samoin tosin totesi eräs ulkomaalaisopiskelija suomen kielen osalta. 
Kielten käyttötarkoitukset ja käyttötarpeet olivat myös hyvin eri-
laisia. Opiskeluympäristössä kaikki vastaajat pärjäsivät englan-
nin kielellä, sillä se oli kampuksella yleinen kommunikaatiokieli 
ja useimmiten myös opiskelukieli, kenties suomen kielen ohella: 
»Yliopistolla ihmiset on vaan opiskelijoita, ei niistä osaa sanoa kuka 
on suomalainen ja kuka ulkomaalainen, kaikki puhuu englantia.» 
(Lauri, 29 v.) »Opiskelijakulttuuri ylittää suomalaisen ja muiden 
kulttuurit.» (Alise, 25 v.)

Suomalaishaastateltava kertoi ehdottaneensa, että ulkomaalais-
opiskelijat kertoisivat itse, jos heitä ärsyttää suomen kielen käyt-
täminen. Ulkomaalaisopiskelija taas näki tilanteen aivan päinvas-
taisena todeten, että jos hän pyytää puhumaan englantia, häntä 
pidetään hankalana ja ärsyttävänä ihmisenä: »Et voi pyytää ihmi-
siä puhumaan englantia, sillä sitten sinua vastaan hyökätään hen-
kilökohtaisesti.» Samaan hengenvetoon vastaaja kuitenkin totesi, 
että hän yritti useana lukukautena opiskella suomea, mutta koska 
se oli liian vaikeaa ja englanniksikin pärjää, hän jätti kieliopinnot 
sikseen. Toinen ulkomaalaisvastaaja oli opiskellut suomea vain 
kaksi viikkoa, mutta pyrki käyttämään sitä joka päivä, ja olikin 
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ilokseen huomannut puhuvansa suomalaisille ystävilleen suomea, 
asiaa sen enempää ajattelematta. Pääasiallisena tavoitteena niin 
suomalais- kuin ulkomaalaistaustaiset opiskelijat pitivät viestin-
nän tehokkuutta, eli ymmärretyksi tulemista. Yhteisen kielen, tässä 
tapauksessa englannin, käyttäminen tilanteissa, joissa kumpikaan 
osapuolista ei puhunut sitä äidinkielenään, voi tuoda mukanaan 
myös ongelmia. Nuria (23 v. nainen) oli pohtinut asiaa: 

»Kieli on väline, jolla saa tuntemaan olonsa mukavaksi tai epämuka-
vaksi samanaikaisesti. Aksentti, moodi ja tyyli on tärkeää. Yhteisen 
kielen käyttäminen saa ihmiset haavoittuviksi, sillä samojen sanojen 
takana piilee erilaiset taustat.»

Toisaalta tärkeänä pidettiin myös sitä, ettei kenenkään tarvitse 
luopua omasta äidinkielestään. Kielen valitseminen ja monikieli-
sessä työ- ja opiskeluympäristössä toimiminen koettiin haastavana 
siitäkin syystä, että äidinkielen puuttuessa uuden kielen, useim-
missa tapauksissa englannin, käyttäminen vaikuttaa myös kan-
sallisen identiteetin kokemiseen, kuten Hoa (22 v. nainen) totesi: 
»En ole suomalainen sillä en puhu suomea». Jopa ystävystyminen 
riippui kielivalinnasta. Joidenkin vastaajien mielestä vieraalla kie-
lellä kommunikoitaessa ei voinut syntyä aitoja ystävyyssuhteita. 
Lauri (29 v.) huomautti, että hän ei halua kertoa maahanmuutta-
jille itsestään mitään, koska »ne muuttaa toiseen maahan kohta 
kuitenkin». Osa vastaajista taas oli sitä mieltä, että he kertovat 
itsestään enemmän silloin kun käytetään englannin kieltä. Var-
sinkin suomalaistaustaiset haastateltavat kokivat, että englannin 
käyttö lisäsi heidän vapauttaan keskustella avoimesti, antaa itses-
tään enemmän:

»Englanniksi kerron itsestäni enemmän, sillä kielellä on häilyviä mer-
kityksiä ja muodollisuuksia, voi puhua vähemmän jyrkästi. Se on hel-
pompaa itelle ja ehkä myös sille toiselle.» (Laura, 25 v.)
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Ulkomaalaisista haastatelluista osa koki oman äidinkielensä ase-
man paljon tärkeämmäksi kuin yleisen viestintäkielen, englannin, 
tai suomen kielen aseman. Englannin käyttäminen vaikutti paitsi 
heidän tapaansa viestiä myös itseilmaisuun laajemminkin:

»Persoonallisuuteni muuttuu riippuen käyttämästäni kielestä. Äidin-
kielelläni olen ujo, arka, koska japanilainen yhteiskunta on mukanani, 
minun täytyy olla kohtelias enkä voi sanoa asioita suoraan. Englan-
niksi olen tunnusteleva, sovitteleva, yksi filtteri mutta silti asiat voi 
sanoa suoraan. Olen suorapuheinen sillä haluan että minut ymmär-
retään.» (Nuria, 23 v. nainen)

Kerron enemmän englanniksi, se on minulle neutraalia aluetta, vain 
väline. Venäjä puolestaan on osa minuuttani, englannin kieli on ikään 
kuin bufferi, en silti paljasta itseäni. (Alise, 25 v.)

Sekä suomalais- että ulkomaalaistaustaiset haastateltavat olivat 
sitä mieltä, että vuorovaikutuksen syventyessä kielitaidon merkitys 
kasvaa. Vastaajat kertoivat kokeneensa suhteellisen usein tilanteita, 
joissa kielen valinta tuotti ongelmia, kuten alla olevat sitaatit osoit-
tavat:

»Jollei asioita käännetä englanniksi, eivät ihmiset kotiudu niin hel-
posti. Mutta jos käännetään, he eivät opi suomen kieltä eivätkä 
kotiudu.» (Alise, 25 v.)

»Välillä englannin kieli aiheuttaa naurettavia tilanteita, kun vaihde-
taan kieli yhden vuoksi kahvipöydässä, joka ei edes osallistu keskus-
teluun, jos se vaikka sattuu kuuntelemaan meitä.» ( Jussi, 31 v.)

Jotkut suomalaisvastaajat ajattelivat, että käytännössä Suomi on 
englanninkielinen maa, ja samaa mieltä oli myös osa ulkomaalais-
syntyisistä. Eräs heistä totesikin, että hän ei enää kysy, osaako joku 
englantia, vaan puhuu sitä kaikille tasapuolisesti. Ongelmalliseksi 
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asia muuttui hakeuduttaessa työelämään ja arjen vuorovaikutus-
tilanteisiin suomalaisten kanssa. Työelämään siirtymässä oleva 
ulkomaalaisopiskelija huomautti, että tosiasiassa Suomi ei ole kak-
sikielinen maa (hän ei tiennyt ruotsin kielen asemasta Suomessa), 
sillä hän oli huomannut, miten suomen osaamista painotetaan työ-
paikkoja täytettäessä. Työelämään jo siirtyneet opiskelijat panos-
tivat suomen opiskeluun, ja heidän kollegansa pitivät sitä erittäin 
positiivisena asiana.

Integroituminen suomalaiseen yhteiskuntaan

Tutkimustulosten valossa ulkomaalaistaustaisten opiskelijoiden 
on paljon helpompi sopeutua kansainväliseen opiskelijamaailmaan 
kuin suomalaiseen yhteiskuntaan. Voidaankin sanoa, että ulkomaa-
laisopiskelijat kokivat yliopistot ja ammattikorkeakoulut ikään kuin 
omiksi pieniksi »maailmoikseen», joissa pätevät erilaiset pelisään-
nöt kuin suomalaisessa yhteiskunnassa yleensä. He uskoivat, että 
opiskeluympäristöt olivat suvaitsevaisempia ja monimuotoisempia 
kuin suomalainen yhteiskunta ylipäätään. Eräs ulkomaalaistaus-
tainen vastaaja koki kuitenkin kuuluvansa tiiviisti suomalaiseen 
yhteiskuntaan ja aikoi jäädä Suomeen töihin. Toinen tutkimuk-
seen osallistuneista ulkomaalaisopiskelijoista suunnitteli tuovansa 
perheensä Suomeen opiskeltuaan täällä muutaman vuoden ajan. 
Voidaankin sanoa, että mitä parempia ulkomaalaisopiskelijoiden 
sosiaaliset verkostot suomalaisten kanssa olivat sitä positiivisem-
pia heidän mielipiteensä suomalaista yhteiskuntaa kohtaan oli-
vat. Erilaisuuden ja ulkopuolisuuden kokemukset olivat kuitenkin 
tavallisia. Kaikille yhteistä oli, ettei kukaan pitänyt siitä, että heidät 
»lasketaan aina ulkomaalaisiksi». Kun paluumuuttajana Suomeen 
aikoinaan tulleelta Dmitrylta (53 v.) tiedusteltiin kansallista taustaa, 
hän vastasi: 

»Venäläinen, koska tulen venäjältä ja olen venäjänkielinen, mutta olen 
asunut paluumuuttajana täällä niin kauan, että tunnen itseni osittain 
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suomalaiseksi… Ainoa ongelmani on suomen kieli. Kuulun molem-
piin. En voi olla koskaan suomalainen, sillä en ole syntynyt täällä. 
Olen erilainen kuin paikalliset, en parempi tai huonompi, mutta eri-
lainen.»

Suomalaisten suhtautuminen ei ollut aina positiivista, edes korkea-
kouluympäristössä. Liisan (43 v.) kommentista ilmenee ennakko-
luuloisuutta ulkomaalaisia kohtaan: »…tullaanko tänne asenteella, 
että tää on mun uus kotimaa, ja mä teen täällä parhaani, vai tul-
laanko nostamaan kaikki rahat mitkä lähtee». Ulkomaalaistaustai-
set opiskelijat toivat esiin asian toisen puolen. He kertoivat, kuinka 
kiitollisia he olivat Suomen tarjoamasta mahdollisuudesta opis-
kella ja asua täällä, vaikka »me joskus valitammekin». Tereza (45 
v.) totesi: » Sinun täytyy ottaa suomalaisilta juuri se, mitä he ovat 
valmiita antamaan, ja pyrkiä minimoimaan ne negatiiviset vaiku-
tukset, joita on jokaisessa yhteiskunnassa» Halu sopeutua ja kuulua 
suomalaiseen yhteiskuntaan luonnehtii edellä esitettyä sitaattia, ja 
vastaaja aikoikin jäädä perheineen Suomeen kaikista vaikeuksista 
huolimatta. Seuraava, inkeriläistaustaisen opiskelijan kommentti 
viestii vielä vahvemmasta halusta sopeutua suomalaiseen elämän-
tapaan, jopa halusta kulttuuriseen sulautumiseen:

»Tunnen itse asiassa kuuluvani ryhmään, enkä ole vieras, tunnen 
monta jotka ovat löytäneet paikkansa Suomessa, puhuvat Suomea 
hyvin, ovat löytäneet hyvän työpaikan, on suomalainen perhe. Olen 
kiinnittänyt huomiota tähän, että he haluavat elää erillään muista 
venäläisistä, he ovat niitä onnekkaita.» (Dmitry, 53 v.)

Jotkut muutkin ulkomaista syntyperää olevat vastaajat korostivat 
sopeutumista Suomeen ja sosiaalista verkostoitumista kantasuo-
malaisten kanssa. Osalla oli vahvoja siteitä lähtömaahan, osa taas 
ei halunnut olla missään tekemisissä oman kansallisuutensa edus-
tajien kanssa. Vastaajat pohtivat kansallista identiteettiään aktiivi-
sesti: »En tunne tarpeeksi montaa suomalaista sanoakseni olevani 
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suomalainen, mutta silti suomalaisuudella on minulle erityinen 
merkitys» (Alise, 25 v.).

Sekä suomalais- että ulkomaalaistaustaisille haastateltaville 
esitettiin kysymys, missä koti heidän mielestään sijaitsee? Suoma-
laisopiskelijoille koti oli hyvin konkreettinen asia, ja he sijoittivat 
kodin lähipiiriin riippumatta siitä, olivatko he asuneet ulkomailla. 
Heistä useimmille kotia edusti oma asunto, oma osoite tai nykyinen 
asuinkaupunki. Muutama määritteli Suomen kodikseen. Ulkomaa-
laistaustaiset opiskelijat puolestaan määrittelivät kodin hyvin eri 
tavoin. Useimmat mainitsivat kodikseen lähtömaansa, riippumatta 
siitä kuinka kauan he olivat Suomessa tai muualla maailmalla asu-
neet. Näin oli erityisesti Euroopan ulkopuolelta tulleiden kohdalla: 
»Koti, Kiina, vanhempani rakentavat sen» (Xui Li, 22 v. nainen); 
»En voi sanoa, että Joensuu olisi kotini, vaikka minulla onkin kaikki 
ulkomaalaisen oikeudet. Kotini on aina Marokko» (Mohammed, 
27 v.) Osa ulkomaalaistaustaisista tunsi myös Suomen kodikseen. 
He olivat yleensä opiskelijoita, jotka osasivat suomea (edes vähän) 
ja joilla oli sosiaalista kanssakäymistä suomalaisten kanssa (myös 
englanniksi): 

Olen ollut täällä jo jonkin aikaa, joten kyllä, tunnen olevani täällä 
kotona. (Alise, 25 v.)

Tällä hetkellä tunnen olevani enemmän [kotona] Suomessa kuin koti-
maassani. (Nuria, 23 v. nainen)

Voin tuntea oloni kotoisaksi täällä. ( Jorge, 29 v.)

Jotkut ulkomaalaisopiskelijat eivät määritelleet kotia paikkaan sido-
tusti, vaan koti oli pikemminkin mentaalinen tila: »Koti on paikka, 
missä ihmiset rakastavat sinua» (Khadija, 33 v. mies). Jälleen avain-
asemassa olivat sosiaaliset suhteet: koti on siellä missä ovat tärkeät 
ihmiset.
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»Perheeni ei ole täällä ja en ole vielä tehnyt uuttakaan perhettä, joten 
kotini on jaettu. Kotini on perheeni luona. Minua ei haittaa muut-
taa pois Puolasta, eikä se tarkoita sitä, etten pitäisi Puolasta. Tunnen 
oloni hyväksi kummassakin maassa.» (Agnieszka, 22 v.)

Rajat ylittävien elämäntapojen yleisyys näkyi monien opiskelijoi-
den kommenteissa: »Tunnen olevani kotona sekä täällä että kotona 
Portugalissa, kotini on osoitteeni»( Jorge, 29 v.); »Koti Suomessa, 
mutta haluan palata takaisin Kiinaan» (Xui Li, 22 v. nainen). Yksi 
ulkomaalaistaustaisista opiskelijoista oli asunut ulkomailla jo niin 
kauan, että hänelle kodin määritteleminen oli hyvin vaikeaa: 

»Minulla ei ole selvää kodin käsitettä, lähdin Japanista kun olin 16 ja 
olen ollut sen jälkeen jo kolmessa maassa. Takaisin mennessäni koin 
nostalgisia tunteita, mutta liian moni ihminen tuli puhumaan minulle. 
En tuntenut oloani kotoisaksi, vaikka minun pitäisi, olen japanilai-
nen. Äiti sanoi, että puhun kuin ulkomaalainen. Ihmiset luovat kodin, 
Lontoo on minulle mieluisin paikka, siellä kaikki ovat ulkomaalaisia.» 
(Nuria, 23 v. nainen)

Nurialle Lontoo edusti »kolmatta kulttuuria». Lontoossa oli miel-
lyttävää asua, koska kaikki muutkin olivat siellä ulkomaalaisia. 
Elämä kolmannen kulttuurin tai ylirajaisuuden tilassa saattoi joh-
taa myös ulkopuolisuuden kokemuksiin. Ekaterina tunsi elävänsä 
ikään kuin »välitilassa» lähtömaan ja nykyisen asuinmaan välissä, 
huolimatta siitä että oli päättänyt jäädä Suomeen ja opetella suo-
men kielen:

»Päätimme, että Suomi on adoptoitu kotimaamme. Kun tulimme 
tänne oli se kuin eri planeetta, eri ideologia. En kuulu enää kotimaa-
hani, olen välitilassa, mutta kun saavun Moskovaan olen kuin kotona, 
jollain tapaa. Haluan kuulua tähän maahan, ja suomen opiskelu aut-
taa, mutta en uskalla puhua sitä. Suomi antaa minulle niin paljon 
mahdollisuuksia, että en koskaan lähde.» (Ekaterina, 55 v.)
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Opiskeluun tai työhön liittyvät kokemukset eivät aina olleet positii-
visia. Alla on otteita erään jo aiemmin Suomeen muuttaneen opis-
kelijan kertomuksesta. Sitaatti kertoo paitsi integraation ongelmista 
myös siitä, että kaikista vaikeuksista huolimatta usko parempaan 
tulevaisuuteen saa yrittämään uudelleen:

»Tulin suoraan töihin ja onneksi en tarvinnut työvoimatoimiston palve-
luita, meitä katsottiin suomalaista rahaa hyväksikäyttävinä, yhteiskun-
nan tukia hyväksikäyttämään tulleina syöpäläisinä. Kaikkea muuta kuin 
mukavaa palvelua, kylmän välinpitämätöntä… Ne ei ole työvoimaa, ne 
on oikeita ihmisiä, ja niille syntyy suhteita ja omia suunnitelmia…on 
vaikeaa palata takaisin, poismuutto ei ole vaihtoehto, kasvojen menetys 
kysymys, ei haluta luovuttaa…uskoo että asiat paranee. Pelkään pahoin, 
että meistä on nyt pysyvä riesa Suomessa, ollaan järjestetty elämämme 
niin, että ollaan ja ei olla tekemisissä suomalaisten kanssa…hyvin har-
voin meitä otetaan meinä ja minua minuna suomalaisessa ympäris-
tössä.» (Ludmila, 43 v.)

Ulkomaalaistaustaiset opiskelijat kokivat kilpailevansa suomalais-
ten kanssa työpaikoista. Suomalaisopiskelijat sen sijaan eivät koke-
neet ulkomaalaisia uhkaksi eivätkä olleet asiasta huolissaan, sillä he 
uskoivat että ratkaiseva tekijä työn saannin kannalta oli suomen kie-
len osaaminen. Jussi arvelikin, että ulkomaalaiset eivät saa Suomesta 
töitä, sillä he eivät osaa suomea eivätkä halua integroitua suomalaiseen 
yhteiskuntaan: »Ulkomaalaiset ottaa tän ponnahduslautana, meijän 
sosiaaliturva, raha, vaikka siitä rahasta ei koskaan puhuta» ( Jussi, 31 v.). 
Ulkomaalaistaustaisten näkökulmasta tilanne oli toinen. Pravin kertoi, 
että hänen kokemustensa mukaan ammattitaidon ja kielitaidon lisäksi 
myös etnisellä taustalla oli merkitystä valintaprosessissa:

»Ainakin kysyä voisi työpaikkahaastatteluun, minulla on tohtorin tut-
kinto… onko tämä rotuasia? Haluaisin jatkaa työskentelyä täällä, tämä 
on niin ihana paikka! Lasteni vuoksi, mutta suomalaisten ja ulkomaa-
laisten välillä kilpailu työpaikoista on todellista.» (Pravin, 38 v. mies)
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Opiskelija, joka oli asunut Suomessa jo seitsemän vuotta, ihmet-
teli ettei ollut vieläkään saanut töitä. Kotimaassaan Thaimaassa 
hänellä olisi jo samassa ajassa turvattu työasema – täällä oli kui-
tenkin toisin. Toinen ulkomaalaistaustainen haastateltava puoles-
taan sanoi ymmärtävänsä asian suomalaisten kannalta. Hän huo-
mautti, että vaikka ulkomaalaiset jätetäänkin huomiotta työpaikkaa 
täytettäessä, se oli suomalaisten oikeus. Suomalaisilla oli »oikeus 

Suomen kielen puolustajat Englannin kielen puolustajat

Suomalais-
opiskelijat

–  Suomen kielen taito 
edistää työuraa

–  On osattava ainakin 
suomen alkeet, jos on 
»asettumassa taloksi»

–  Suomen kieltä on 
opeteltava jos aikoo 
päästä sisään suomalai-
seen kulttuuriin

–  Suomen kieli on tärkeä 
osa suomalaisuutta

–  Suomen kielen osaaminen 
parantaa elämän laatua.

–  Saa arvostusta ja 
kunnioitusta.

–  Suomen kielen opettelu 
on velvollisuus

–  Suomen kielen opiskelu 
on tärkeää oman hyvin-
voinnin kannalta

–  Englanti on virallisen 
viestinnän kieli

–  Englannin kielellä pärjää
–  Englannin kielen taito 

edistää sopeutumista 
Suomeen

–  Uuden kielen oppiminen 
on vaikeaa

–  Kieli on jokaisen oma asia

Ulkomaalais-
opiskelijat

–  Ilman suomen kielen 
taitoa ei saa töitä

–  Ilman suomen kielen tai-
toa ei pärjää työelämässä

–  Osakseen saa arvostusta, 
jos osaa puhua suomea

–  Suomen kieli on 
eksoottista

–  Kaikki puhuvat Suomessa 
englantia

–  Suomessa pärjää englannin 
kielellä

–  Englannin kielellä tulee 
ymmärretyksi

–  Suomen kielen oppiminen 
on vaikeaa

–  Suomen kielen opiskeluun 
ei ole motivaatiota

TAULUKKO 3 Argumentteja suomen ja englannin kielen puolesta.
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olla peloissaan» (Mohammed, 27 v.). Mohammedin mielestä ulko-
maalaisten täytyi integroitua Suomeen ja kunnioittaa suomalaista 
kulttuuria, jos aikoivat työllistyä. 

Suomen kielen osaamattomuus nähtiin puolin ja toisin ongel-
mana, paitsi ulkomaalaisten kotoutumisen myös työllistymisen 
kannalta. Tässä suhteessa opiskelijat tosin jakaantuivat kahteen 
ryhmään, suomen kielen ja englannin kielen puolestapuhujiin. Alla 
olevasta taulukosta (Taulukko 3), johon on koottu haastattelutilan-
teissa esitettyjä argumentteja suomen ja englannin kielen puolesta, 
näkyy, että suomalais- ja ulkomaalaisopiskelijoiden perustelut oli-
vat osin samoja. Suomen kielen oppiminen on vaikeaa ja sitä ilman 
pärjää, mutta kielitaito on tärkeää henkilökohtaisen hyvinvoinnin 
ja integraation kannalta.

Yhteenveto

Tutkimuksessa selvitettiin suomalaisten sekä Suomessa opiskele-
vien ulkomaalaistaustaisten tutkinto-opiskelijoiden kokemuksia 
kulttuurien välisestä viestinnästä, kotoutumisesta, opiskelusta ja 
työskentelystä Suomessa. Korkeakoulutuksen areena näyttäy-
tyi toimintaympäristönä, johon ulkomailta Suomeen tulevien on 
helppo »kotoutua». Sen sijaan akateemisen maailman ulkopuolinen 
vuorovaikutus osoittautui liian vähäiseksi, jotta ulkomaalaisopis-
kelijat pääsisivät mukaan kantasuomalaisten sosiaalisiin ryhmiin. 
Suurella osalla ulkomaalaistaustaisista haastatelluista oli sosiaalisia 
kontakteja lähinnä vain muiden ulkomaalaistaustaisten opiskelijoi-
den kanssa. Ne ulkomaista syntyperää olevat vastaajat, jotka kokivat 
kuuluvansa Suomeen tai suomalaiseen yhteiskuntaan, mainitsivat 
tärkeimmiksi syiksi joko sen, että he osasivat suomen kieltä tai että 
heillä oli suomalaisia ystäviä. Tutkimuksen perusteella voidaankin 
sanoa, että mikäli Suomeen opiskelemaan tulleet halutaan saada 
jäämään maahan myös opiskelun ja ammattitaidon hankkimisen 
jälkeen, olisi panostettava nykyistä enemmän ulkomaalaistaustais-
ten opiskelijoiden yhteiskunnalliseen integraatioon, riittävään suo-
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men/ruotsin kielen taitoon sekä sosiaalisen tukiverkoston synty-
miseen.

Avainasemassa yhteiskunnallisen integraation näkökulmasta 
ovat kulttuurien välisen vuorovaikutuksen valmiudet kaikessa 
laajuudessaan. Kulttuurien välinen viestintä ja kielitaito ovat työ-
elämään siirryttäessä selkeästi tärkeämmässä roolissa kuin kor-
keakoulutuksen areenalla. Keskeinen kysymys kuuluukin: Onko 
korkeakouluopetuksen tavoitteena integroida opiskelijat kan-
sainvälisille työmarkkinoille vai Suomen työelämään, vai kenties 
molempiin? Osa ulkomaalaissyntyisistä haastateltavista kertoi, 
että heidän alkuperäinen asuinmaansa tulee aina olemaan heidän 
kotinsa, huolimatta siitä että he viihtyvät Suomessa hyvin. Jotkut 
puolestaan kertoivat, että heidän yhteytensä lähtömaihin ovat hyvin 
vähäisiä. Jotkut vastaajat, sellaiset jotka olivat asuneet Suomessa 
jo useamman vuoden ajan, kokivat että lähtömaahan palaaminen 
olisi »luovuttamista», jopa häpeällistä. Jotkut perheelliset kertoivat, 
että he olivat jo investoineet niin paljon Suomeen jäämiseen, ettei 
palaaminen ollut enää mielekästä. Sikäli kuin tutkintonsa Suomessa 
(ainakin osin suomalaisen yhteiskunnan rahoituksella) suorittaneet 
halutaan kiinnittää Suomen työmarkkinoille, suomen tai ruotsin 
kielen opiskelu olisi syytä tehdä pakolliseksi. Kielitaidon ohella har-
joittelumahdollisuuksien edistäminen ja työperäisten sosiaalisten 
verkostojen luominen jo opiskeluaikana ovat tärkeitä.

Siinä missä ulkomaalaistaustaiset opiskelijat toivoivat lisää sosi-
aalista interaktiota niin luokkahuoneessa kuin sen ulkopuolella-
kin suomalaissyntyiset korkeakouluopiskelijat toivoivat enemmän 
mahdollisuuksia kotikansainvälistymiseen. Monet heistä korosti-
vat, että he eivät ole ainoastaan »suomalaisia» vaan pikemminkin 
»kansainvälisiä». Kansainvälisyyden ja ylirajaiset suhteet he näkivät 
itsearvoisesti positiivisina asioina. Suoritettu tutkimus kuitenkin 
osoittaa, että vaikka suomalaisopiskelijoilla oli paljon potentiaali-
sia mahdollisuuksia kulttuurien väliseen oppimiseen, he eivät aina 
hyödyntäneet näitä mahdollisuuksia. Pysyvien sosiaalisten ihmis-
suhteiden puuttuessa ja opiskelun syklisyydestä johtuen opiskelijat 
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eivät päässeet oppimisessa »syvemmälle» tasolle, vaan kulttuurien 
välinen viestintä jäi lähinnä englannin kielen harjoittamisen tasolle.

Vaikka suomalaisopiskelijat osoittivat olevansa kiinnostuneita 
kansainvälistymisestä ja kulttuurien välisestä viestinnästä, tulokset 
osoittavat, että heidän valmiutensa kulttuurien väliseen viestintään 
olivat osittain puutteellisia. Englannin kielen osaamista ylikorostet-
tiin muihin viestintävalmiuksiin nähden. Myös suurin osa ulkomaa-
laistaustaisista opiskelijoista koki, että riittävä englannin kielen taito 
tekee heistä hyviä kulttuurien välisen viestinnän osaajia. Kulttuurien 
välisyys määrittyi näiden opiskelijoiden silmissä ennen kaikkea avoi-
muudeksi ja positiiviseksi asenteeksi kulttuurista erilaisuutta ja toi-
seutta kohtaan. Yksikään tutkimukseen osallistuneista opiskelijoista 
ei maininnut kokeneensa suuria viestinnällisiä ongelmia tai konflik-
teja, ja pienemmistä väärinkäsityksistä vastaajat kertoivat selviävänsä 
arjessaan hyvin. Sosiaalinen kanssakäyminen vieraalla kielellä oli silti 
haaste kaikille osapuolille, joskin eri syistä. Joidenkin ulkomaalais-
taustaisten oli vaikea sisäistää suomalaista vaikenemisen kulttuuria. 
Myös small talkin puuttuminen hämmensi heitä. Ulkomaalaisopis-
kelijat kokivat, että he eivät joko pääse sisään suomalaiseen yhteis-
kuntaan ilman suomen kieltä, tai tunsivat olonsa ulkopuolisiksi jos 
suomea käytettiin, kuten alla olevat esimerkit osoittavat:

»Jollei asioita käännetä englanniksi, eivät ihmiset kotiudu niin 
helposti. Mutta jos käännetään, he eivät opi suomen kieltä eivät 
kotiudu.» (Alise, 25 v.)

»If someone is foreign, there is a shift to English. But who are you 
to decide what’s important for me or not? I will speak to someone in 
my mother tongue and I don’t care if you understand or not, because 
that’s what you do to me.» ( Jorge, 29 v.)24 

24 Jos joku on ulkomaalainen, kieli vaihtuu englanniksi. Mutta kuka sinä olet 
päättämään mikä on minulle tärkeää ja mikä ei? Puhun muille äidinkieltäni 
enkä välitä siitä ymmärrätkö minua vai et, sillä niin minullekin tehdään. 
(suom. N. K.)
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Keskeiseksi kysymykseksi nouseekin, miten korkeakouluopetus 
voisi edesauttaa suomen kielen taidon kehittymistä tasolle, joka 
mahdollistaa aidon osallisuuden suomalaisessa yhteiskunnassa. 
Osa ulkomaalaisopiskelijoista tunnisti itsekin, että merkitykselli-
seen dialogiin osallistuminen suomen tai ruotsin kielellä oli heille 
liian haastavaa. Heillä oli kuitenkin ristiriitaisia ajatuksia paikal-
lisen kielen opiskelusta. Halu oman kielitaidon parantamiseen ja 
epävarmuus haastavien tilanteiden selvittämisestä vieraalla kielellä 
tuli esiin monien vastauksissa. Jotkut valittivat, että suomen/ruotsin 
oppiminen on vaikeaa, koska opiskelutoverit puhuvat heidän kans-
saan englantia. Jotkut taas kertoivat kokevansa olonsa syrjityksi, 
jos suomalaiset käyttävät suomea heidän läsnä ollessaan. Monet 
myös kaihtoivat tilanteita, joissa suomalaiset puhuvat suomea kes-
kenään. Tällainen viestintäkäyttäytyminen voi saada aikaan »ryh-
mäytymistä» (englanninkieliset vs. suomenkieliset), joka ei edesauta 
kuulumisen tunteen syntymistä eikä varsinkaan kotoutumista tai 
Suomeen jäämistä.

Miten valitaan yhteinen kieli, missä tilanteessa ja kenen 
ehdoilla? Tästä olisi tutkimukseen osallistuneiden mielestä kes-
kusteltava yhdessä. Kielen valinta vaikuttaa paitsi viestintään myös 
identiteetin kehittymiseen. Monet vastaajat tiedostivat, että omaa 
kulttuuria ei sellaisenaan voi siirtää uuteen kotimaahan, ja että 
siitä voi syntyä isojakin ongelmia, kuten seuraava sitaatti antaa 
ymmärtää: »Oman mentaliteetin muuttaminen ei ole helppoa. 
Suurin osa ihmisistä kieltää ja torjuu uuden.» Haasteena onkin, 
kuten eräs vastaaja totesi, opetella muokkaamaan itsestään ne osat, 
jotka tuntee kykenevänsä muuttamaan ja jättää muokkaamatta 
oman identiteetin perusta. Sopeutumiskykyä ei vaadita vain ulko-
maalaistaustaisilta vaan myös kantasuomalaisilta; »kenenkään 
kulttuuri ei ole se paras vaihtoehto». Tärkeintä lienee olla avoin 
uusille tilanteille, kuten Jorge (29 v.) huomautti: »Just to have your 
eyes open».25

25 Pidä vain silmäsi auki (suom. N. K.) 
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Vaikka opiskeluyhteisö tukisi vuorovaikutustilanteita opiskelu-
ympäristössä, se ei tee sitä areenan ulkopuolella. Suoritetut haastat-
telut paljastivat, että vaikka opiskelijoilla oli arjen opiskelutilanteissa 
kulttuurien välisen oppimisen tilanteita hyvin usein, opiskelujen 
ulkopuolella niitä oli hyvin vähän. Korkeakouluympäristössä kult-
tuurien välisen vuorovaikutuksen ja viestinnän valmiuksia opit-
tiin etupäässä formaaleissa, organisoiduissa tilanteissa. Sen sijaan 
ulkopuolista kanssakäymistä opiskelijoilla oli lähinnä vain omien 
maanmiestensä ja muiden kansainvälisten opiskelijoiden kanssa. 
Voidaankin sanoa, että luontevaa ja vapaaehtoista (esim. harras-
tustoiminta) vuorovaikutusta eritaustaisten opiskelijoiden kesken 
tulisi pyrkiä lisäämään niin, että akateemisen maailman ulkopuo-
liset sosiaaliset verkostot monipuolistuisivat ja arkipäiväistyisivät.

Ulkomaalaistaustaisia opiskelijoita ei myöskään saisi passivoida 
puhumalla englantia tai sanoa ettei suomea tarvitse osata. Monilla 
ulkomaalaistaustaisilla opiskelijoilla oli vahva motivaatio suomen 
kielen ja kulttuurin opiskeluun. Vastaajat kertoivat, että lyhytkin 
luento suomalaisesta viestintä- ja työskentelykulttuurista tulisi 
tarpeeseen. Kaikkien vastaajien mielestä oli kuitenkin kaikkein 
tärkeintä olla tekemisissä paikallisten ihmisten kanssa heti alusta 
alkaen, jotta sosiaalinen verkosto voisi alkaa rakentua. Kieli voisi 
kontaktin alkuvaiheessa olla englanti tai muu yhteinen kieli, mutta 
siitä pitäisi vähitellen siirtyä suomen tai ruotsin kielen käyttöön, 
jotta kielitaito saisi mahdollisuuden parantua luontevassa ympäris-
tössä, arjen vuorovaikutuksessa tuttujen ihmisen kanssa.
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Abstract 
 

In this paper, experiences of sharing a common foreign language in intercultural communicative contexts among 
foreign students and ITC experts will be introduced as case studies with a view to applicability of lessons learned 
to other sectors. Recruiting internationally entails that an increasing number of people exercise their occupation 
in two or more countries and therefore building a third culture (cf. Kramsch) in intercultural communication 
contexts as well as reciprocal learning is paramount. Highly skilled professionals and students are increasingly 
going international, pulled by higher income and life opportunities elsewhere, or pushed by lack of opportunity at 
home. Globalization and geographical distance also have an effect on expectations of intercultural 
communication parameters. Transnational mobility of students and skilled migrants is facilitated by technology, 
globalization, easier transport and communications, and active recruitment by countries that are facing skills 
shortages. What kind of professional competences are needed; what is the role of language skills; which 
languages are used, with whom and in what kinds of situations? How do nonverbal skills and accents affect the 
third culture? A work place third culture needs to incorporate and self-analyze individual attitudes, social skills 
and emotional competence in order to successfully exist, since work and everyday life contexts are largely shaped 
by individuals’ readiness and willingness to use and learn languages in a manner needed or required.  
 

Key words: Third culture, communicative competence, shared foreign language 
 

1. Introduction 
 

With globalisation, foreign language skills have become a core competence for nationally and internationally 
effective businesses (Väyrynen 2000: 32-33). But how can we make sure that the languages used inside a given 
company are the correct ones for the immigrant or transnational workers to feel at ease and enable then to work 
effectively? English as a lingua franca is dominating the working environments in international –and sometimes 
even national- businesses, and it has a clear position in higher education institutes as well. This is a double-edge 
sword: English as a language both hinders and aids the acculturation and socialisation process of an immigrant 
worker or student. Would it be better to use the nation’s official language(s) or stick with English? Which 
decision will produce a more amiable and effective, sustainable outcome?  
 

Recruiting internationally entails that an increasing number of people exercise their occupation in two or more 
countries. Around 90 million people are currently working in countries other than those of their birth. Not just low 
income workers migrate to rich countries, but also highly skilled professionals are increasingly going 
international, pulled by higher income and life opportunities elsewhere, or pushed by lack of opportunity at home. 
These movements are occurring between high- and low-income countries, “developed” and “developing” worlds, 
but also among highly-industrialized and ”developing” countries, with different, but linked impacts and 
challenges in each case.  
 
Transnational mobility of skilled occupations is facilitated by globalization, easier transport and communications, 
and active recruitment by countries that are facing skills shortages. The total number of skilled migrants is 
unknown but, obviously, it is a minority of those who move.  
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Just who the skilled are is a matter for discussion. They include those with advanced degrees, students in tertiary 
education, businessmen and professional managers, but also usually encompass those with more practical skills 
(cf. Skeldon 2006, 2007). Migration is not the only opportunity to join to an international work community, 
however. The amount of virtual work has increased in many areas. In the area of information and communication 
technology, many of the employees stay at their home countries while working in the international work 
community by utilizing technological communication tools. In this kind of a virtual work community an 
employee might have foremen and colleagues from many countries. 
 

Different sectors of the economy naturally require different forms on language and intercultural communication 
skills. As Pitkänen (2011) writes, in health care knowing national languages in a must, whereas Raunio & Säävälä 
(2011) note, in “blue-collar” occupations more emphasis is put on doing the work, and not as much on socialising 
–and there appears to be very few problematic issues in intercultural communication in the metallic industry. 
Intercultural communication in international expert organisations is carried out by using a common language, 
English, in daily communication. This supposedly creates an equal basis for all workers and there are few 
problems in work-related communication. The situation in higher education seems to be very similar, as 
Kovalainen (2011) points out. This kind of jointly created third culture (cf. Kramsch; Tiittula 2005: 134) usually 
results in better and more effective communication than using someone’s native language (for term definition, see 
chapter two). Regardless of the job sector, intercultural communication skills are needed and required when 
transnational movement and cooperation in the given company increases (Nokkala 2007: 214). Therefore these 
skills are also required from all higher education graduates (Nokkala 2007: 52; Ministry of Education 2009: 10). 
 

The transnational arena of higher education transcends and alters communication, and it can also hinder students 
from building social relationships between native and foreign degree students. How are students able to or aiming 
at utilising the transnational or intercultural networks and their possibilities? Is a lack of skills in a given language 
a hindrance or a barrier? Is language merely a tool for positioning, or do students define their identities through 
native or foreign languages? In order for making it easier, and sometimes even possible, for higher education 
students to stay in Finland after acquiring their professions, tertiary education has to become even more 
international. Without adequate societal adaptation, language skills and constructing a social, societal and 
psychological support network it will be an enormous challenge to utilise one’s own professional skills and 
consequently, to stay it that country (Koulutus ja tutkimus 2003-2008; Tiede, teknologia, innovaatiot 2006; 
Forsander et al 2000; Forsander 2002; Pitkänen 2005). At the present moment a part of Finnish companies is 
recruiting personnel from aboard while at the same time the immigrants, returnees and refugees in our country are 
without work.. There is a large dichotomy in the situation, and an effort has to be made to correct it. The change 
has to begin in the field tertiary education.  
 

Even if there are very few problems in the working or studying environments, not knowing enough about the 
surrounding native language(s) can result in a false sense of society, i.e. if working or studying is the only way of 
attaching oneself to the place of residence, there will be problems in other social communication situations in 
everyday life. Obviously some workers or students are not in a foreign country to stay, some are there simply for 
a fixed period of time. But for the ones who are planning to stay, long-term integration to the society and socio-
cultural acculturation are dependent of knowing local language(s). Language skills, personal and social attitudes 
as well as transferring professional skills to the new working environment are the key areas that hinder 
immigrants finding jobs.  
 

ICT experts face new challenges when their work communities have become more fragmented and diverse. More 
and more functions have been outsourced or moved to low cost countries, which increases the need for 
intercultural communication, often happening in a virtual environment. There is an increasing amount of 
international projects and cooperation in the ICT business. In addition, employees need to get along with 
colleagues of various backgrounds in their local work communities because of the global movement of labour and 
specialization of work tasks. At the same time work processes lean increasingly on communication and 
cooperation.  Employees of other areas of business have faced similar developments than those from the field of 
ICT, at least in some degree. As a result, the skills of intercultural communication have more and more 
importance in the work life. Although intercultural communication includes much more than a language, a 
common language sets the basis for communication. Without a common language it is almost impossible to 
participate in communication and interaction.  
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Employees must share a common language also to be able to integrate into their work community. English has 
become a working language for many. When English is a foreign language for most of employees, they do not 
necessarily share a common understanding of meanings, terms and rules of discussion.  In this paper we examine 
linguistic factors that affect communication in cases where participants use a shared foreign language. What kind 
of linguistic challenges employees face when constructing a common and shared basis for their communication 
and how do they have solved those challenges? 
 

This research paper is based on empiria gathered in the areas of information and communication technology and 
higher education students. By investigating the perceptions, attitudes and experiences of individuals of foreign 
origin and their mainstream colleagues and fellows in different intercultural interaction arenas we aim to 
understand the capabilities needed for different agents to live and work side by side in environments that are 
becoming even more transnational and multicultural. 
 

Half of the research material consists of twenty interviews of the ICT experts, who belong into the same work 
community but work in different countries and represent various nationalities. The interviewees represented 
various national, cultural and linguistic backgrounds and were in different organizational positions, including 
foremen and subordinate positions. Both genders and many generations were represented even though men under 
50 years old were in majority. Among the twenty interviewees there were two Chinese, four Finns, three 
Germans, eight Indians, two Portuguese and one Brazilian. Most of them worked in the units located in their 
national countries, and at the moment only one of them was an immigrant. Some of them had worked abroad 
earlier and many had immigrant fellows in their working unit. However, units are not very multinational or 
intercultural, since most of the employees represent local citizens. 
 

Similar experiences of intercultural interaction were studied in diverse intercultural interaction arenas in higher 
education institutes of Helsinki, Tampere and Joensuu. The group of respondents (31 in total) consists of people 
of foreign origin (n= 17) and their Finnish fellows and colleagues (n= 14) covering (1) people who are citizens of 
Finland and (2) people who were born abroad, are currently living in Finland, but do not enjoy citizen status in 
their country of residence. 
 

2. Defining the Core Concepts 
 

2.1 Intercultural Communication Competence 
 

Intercultural communication competence in different professions will inevitably take different forms and requires 
different skills from individuals. Intercultural communication can be defined on the basis of the terms of culture 
and communication. When communication is both verbal and non-verbal exchange of opinions and thoughts 
between individuals and groups in social events, intercultural communication can be seen in this research as 
communication between such social groupings whose shared images of the symbolic reality they themselves have 
created are not completely correlative to each other. In a given social context communication means trying to 
bring the different worldviews and meaning attributions closer to each other through and with the help of verbal 
and non-verbal interaction. Intercultural communication is also supposed to overcome any possible value 
hierarchies and emotional and cognitive differences, which may be obstacles on the way to reaching 
communicative competence. The term intercultural can only be defined by the people in that specific social 
situation, i.e. communication is intercultural if there is an aspect of the counterpart they do not feel they can relate 
with or understand. Cai et al (2000) found out in their respective study of intercultural negotiation situations that 
contextual collectivism increases the joint profit, but that culture in context perspective facilitates both the 
negotiation and enhances the understanding of the cultural values of others. The following definition by Spitzberg 
et al is significant for the aims of the present paper, since it articulates that there exists a dissimilarity of 
expectations, which complicates creating shared meanings. For Spitzberg et all, intercultural communication is  
 

“a symbolic, interpretative, transactional and contextual process in which the degree of 
difference between people is large and important enough to create dissimilar interpretations and 
expectations about what are regarded as competent behaviours that should be used to create 
shared meanings”. 
 

(Spitzberg et al 1993: 58) 
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The main idea in this article is to consider the larger communication arena (professional context), the space in 
which the intercultural communication is realised (communication between the people in that specific context), 
the language of communication (joint, or foreign to either of the parties) as well as identity (a kind of a result of 
all of the before-mentioned aspects). The aim is not to simply describe the interpersonal communication situations 
between people from different cultural backgrounds, but more to analyse the aspects of intercultural 
communication competence that lie behind the described intercultural communication situations in order to 
produce a guideline for seeing intercultural communication competence at work as a normal part of worker 
initiation process. This way transnational or immigrant workforce would be seen as an invaluable asset, by 
making them appreciate the (possibly) new working and communication culture better and letting them feel more 
at ease. The aim of this research is to provide empirically validated knowledge needed to enhance successful 
intercultural communication in work communities. 
 

Understanding intercultural communication and the meaning of interculturalism requires social, cultural and 
linguistic skills and abilities to function in different (working) environments. In this article the analysed 
environments are professional working environments that have intercultural features. Intercultural communication 
can be seen as a switch, as a transaction, and as a symbolic process to which all the meaning attributions of the 
(multi-) cultural participants belong. According to Gudykunst et al (1997: 17) intercultural communication is a 
transactional, symbolic process involving the attribution of meanings between people from different cultures. A 
very broad definition, but if one does not know the definition of culture it is virtually impossible to know what is 
meant by the first definition. Intercultural communication could be defined as cultural variance in perception of 
social events and objects (cf. also Knapp et al 1987: 1). Usually intercultural communication is defined as 
communication between people who speak different languages (Lustig et al 1993: 157), but, as one might 
immediately guess, it is not quite so simple. According to e.g. Dodd (1982: 8) intercultural communication can be 
defined as communication between people of different cultural backgrounds, i.e. social, political, or economic 
backgrounds.  
 

Almeida (2004) conducted a study about university students’ perceptions of communication competence and 
researched three interconnected aspects, namely language use, the communication of beliefs or cognitions and 
social interaction, through examining thematic structures, repetitive patterns of phrasing as well as concept 
clustering (Almeida 2004: 359). Almeida (2004: 357) found out that three characteristics emerged from the 
analysis results. The first was the conception of competence as performance quality. The second was the different 
views of communication competence, varying from physical to intellectual. The third characteristic was the 
concepts of communication competence being a social competence.The students appear to see competence in 
terms of performance that they evaluate in both positive and negative terms (Almeida 2004: 363). Almeida (2004: 
363) also notes that the aspect of self-consciousness is very important in researching communication competence. 
The aspect of using a foreign language tends to hinder people’s views on their cultural knowledge and skills.  
 

An interesting research has been conducted by Kirra (2000). Kirra concentrates on Finns’ perceptions of 
problematic phenomena in their communication with non-Finns. The author has defined these problematic 
incidents to be situations experienced as funny, irritating, embarrassing etc. Some of the most intriguing findings 
as far as the present research is concerned are: 
 

- Finn or non-Finn lacking language proficiency 
- Non-Finns perceived as too direct (in their actions) 
- Expectations about the amount of talk 
- Finns gestures misinterpreted by non-Finns 
- Degree of expressiveness, emotion and animation 

 

When these kinds of findings or indications are added onto an intercultural context, they will inevitably be visible 
in the results of the present research.  
 

Because culture is a social phenomenon, separating it from the surrounding society is problematic. We do not 
appear to be, in fact, researching culture, but its social structures. Social structures only appear to be a concrete 
expression of an abstract culture. In the present study the respondents will have to define the concepts of culture, 
intercultural and foreign language themselves.  
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One hypothesis might be that respondents will see interculturality as either a linguistic or national dimension, 
since these two aspects of intercultural communication in a working or studying environment are both easily 
perceived as well as easily generalised. 
 

Intercultural communication can be approached in many interdisciplinary ways. For example, it can be seen from 
the viewpoint of social sciences, developmental communication, or humanistic sciences. This research 
concentrates to the social sciences’ and humanistic approach. We follow Kool and Thije (2001) and consider the 
intercultural communication as a general communication situation where communication becomes possible only 
if the participants construct common and shared basis of meanings and practices. From the social constructivist 
viewpoint the communication situation is understood as an on-going process where the participants negotiate of 
meanings (including assumptions, norms, possible roles and values) according which the situation is progressing. 
This viewpoint supports the anti-essentialist picture of individuals, and helps us to reflect the ways of bringing the 
cultural and often unconscious assumptions, norms, roles and values affecting the communication into the 
daylight. The most essential competence of the intercultural communication appears to be the ability to jointly 
negotiate and develop that cultural framework in which interaction and communication may take place. This 
framework may be called a third culture, a hybrid culture, a team culture, an interculture or a state of negotiating 
reality (Friedman & Antal 2005, 2008; Koole & Thije 2001: 575; Saastamoinen 2009: 59.). In this type of a 
situation there are no pre-existing meanings, but they are created in the process. The process itself is social, since 
the act of one participant affects the act the other participant(s). The participants are constructing their 
communication situation together by responding to each other´s behavior. Misunderstandings are a part of the 
process in which shared understanding is constructed (Koole & Thije 2001: 584), and it is important that they are 
clarified. 
 

2.2 Transnational Communication Skills 
 

The ability to jointly negotiate and develop a cultural framework upon which interaction and communication may 
be based may be considered as a competence consisting of many skills relevant to intercultural or transnational 
communication. Transnational communication skills can be described as both altering society and accustoming to 
it (Mendenhall et al 1984:109). It can be seen as an ability to imagine, analyse and creatively approach local 
cultures; technical and cultural development projects on a local level; knowing local traditions and negotiation 
strategies; knowing business life, laws and public life; or as an ability to use English or other dominant language 
and information technologies. But at the core of all these aspects lies intercultural communication, i.e. an ability 
to understand and process new (social) environments (Cummins 2000: 8), readiness for information transfer and 
acting together in social contexts (cf. e.g. Lasonen et al 2009; Friedman & Antal 2005, Holden 2002; Hammar-
Suutari 2005: 115; Sercu 2004). For instance respecting others, patience, empathy, curiosity, openness, humour, 
uncertainty acceptance (Lasonen et al 2009: 111) as well as an ability to listen to others and create a reciprocal 
relationship (Byram 1997, Sercu 2004) are important aspects in intercultural communication. Information can be 
public or context-related specific, subjective information. Koehn and Rosenau (2002) add listening and 
understanding to the previous list, whereas Fantini (1997) emphasises an ability to communicate effectively in a 
foreign language Lasonen et al 2009: 116) without changing the meaning of the message conveyed.  
 

Koehn and Rosenau (2002) have suggested the concept of intercultural communication to be somewhat replaced 
with the concept of transnational competence which entails aspects of social interaction. Behavioural-
communicative competence is a dimension that can very well be used in contexts other than intercultural 
communication, e.g. when moving from education into working life. Communicative transnational competence 
according to Koehn et al (2002: 105-127) consist of the following aspects that will be used as the basis of the 
present research article. 
 

1. The ability to use the other party’s or a commonly shared language 
2. The ability to interpret or to use an interpreter 
3. The ability to communicate nonverbally in an acceptable manner 
4. The ability to listen to messages related to cultures 
5. The ability to commit to a meaningful dialogue and to enhance reciprocal self-  disclosure 
6. The ability to avoid and resolve communicative misunderstandings when communicating with different 

styles 
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According to Taft (1981: 73) the most important thing is to know the other party’s language orally and in writing. 
Other researchers (Brislin 1993: 215, Lustig et al 1996: 184) emphasise the willingness to use the language of the 
other party, whereas Hannigan (1990: 103) and Mendenhall et al (1984: 114) add listening to the list. Dinges 
(1983: 196) writes that being able to sustain meaningful dialogue and reciprocal self-disclosure is in the core as 
well. Ngai and Koehn (2001) remind that nonverbal communication (gestures, expressions, postures, use of space 
and other nonverbal aspects) is challenging to interpret, but crucial. Among all these aspects it is important to 
communicate in a relaxed and appropriate manner (Taft 1981: 76, laFramboise et al 1995: 518), and to be able to 
change your communication according to feedback if so needed (Taft 1981: 77). It is important to remember that 
one does not have to master all the important aspects mentioned above, but to be able to compensate the weaker 
skills with the stronger skills one has-transnational communication is always context-related (Mendenhall et al 
1984: 116; Lustig and Koester 1996: 57-8). How you present yourself will always have an effect on 
communication, and your personal cultural identity is formed in relation to the power relationships within and 
outside your own community.  
 

Kramsch’s (1993, 2006), Kramsch et al (2008) concept of symbolic competence / third culture/ third space is at 
the core of this research. According to Kramsch (2006), Kramsch et al (2008) in situations of third culture where 
people use a shared language, which is not a mother tongue to either party, communication ends up being of better 
quality than in situations where someone’s native language is being used. A co-operative orientation that supports 
both communication and shared goals is easier to accomplish is social situations where other aids, such as shared 
and commonly known rules of action, common (professional) background knowledge, clear contextual 
restrictions such as time constraints or other resources, can also be utilised in order to help communication. When 
discussing about intercultural communication competence it is important to notice that the most important factor 
in effective, successful, reciprocal and equal communication is all individuals’ approaching the communication 
situation from the perspective of thirdness. No-one’s own cultural background, however it may be defined, should 
be the starting point or define communication rules. The concept of symbolic competence entails the notions of 
communicative and intercultural competence that makes thirdness a requirement for the entire communication 
context.  
 

2.3 Critical Reflection in Constructing a Third Culture 
 

In this paper we emphasize the skills needed in constructing a third culture. We follow here Caroline Ramsey 
(2005: 226) who suggests that we should focus on how we cooperate and negotiate with others instead of focusing 
on what we know about others. Constructing a third culture refers here to the process of interaction, in which 
participants consciously or unconsciously create, maintain or constitute their shared cultural framework.  
 

A third culture does not need to be equal and it may favor some participants over others. However, as Kramsch 
(2006), Kramsch et al(2008) point out, the perspective of thirdness is an important requisite for effective, 
successful and reciprocal communication. Also Riitta Saastamoinen (2009: 50-59) argues that in constructing a 
third culture a group should aim at creating a shared understanding of cooperation without anybody´s domination. 
We assume that in the areas where learning and innovation is crucial, as in the education and ICT, it is even more 
important than elsewhere to emphasise the perspective of thirdness and the equality of a third culture. Learning 
and innovation becomes easier with more voices and viewpoints. 
 

Friedman and Antal (2005: 74-78) argue that to be able to participate in the construction process of a third culture 
we need to become conscious of our models of interpretation and action. We need to know when to stop our 
automatic action and start negotiating of the reality. We have developed our personal models of thinking and 
behaving through socialization, cultural impacts and reflective thinking (Holliday et al 2008: 157). However, we 
might not know how our background limits our thinking and action before misunderstandings or poor results in 
intercultural encounters (Cunliffe 2004: 412). We can still learn to question our models through critical reflection 
and critical self-reflection. According to Gray (2007: 497), if reflection is about examining the justifications of 
your beliefs, critical reflection is about examining on what those justifications are based, and what are their 
consequences. For Cunliffe (2004: 407), critical reflection means that you are insecure towards the basic 
assumptions, discourses and practices you use in describing the reality. Critical self-reflection is about redefining 
how you approach problems and also from which framework you observe, believe and act (Gray 2007: 497).  
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Nowadays critical reflection is considered very significant in learning the skills of intercultural interaction and 
communication (For example Berger 2001; Cunliffe 2004; Gray 2007; Hedberg 2010; Holliday et al 2008; 
Morgan & Dennehy 2004; Neville 2007; Spelman 2010; Ramsey 2005; Vince 2002).  
 

A common language is an important factor when negotiating of meanings and practices of communication, i.e. 
constructing a third culture. People need a common language to be able to negotiate of shared set of rules, roles 
and expectations which guide their communication. When a common language is a foreign language for most 
participants of an intercultural encounter, its meanings and terms are not shared, however, but must also be 
negotiated. The terms used in discussions search their meanings in the cultures of participants. If cultures are not 
shared, there exists variety of possible meanings. If participants are not aware of the existence of various 
meanings, and if they are not able to explore and negotiate them, they will face serious misunderstandings. 
Misunderstandings also happen because the participants may not understand a common language perfectly, or do 
not speak it very well. Various pronunciations and intonations may also be difficult to understand. Moreover, 
people use a foreign language easily in the ways they use their native language. For example, in different cultures 
people express politeness in different ways, and the normal way of talking in one culture may be impolite in 
another.  
 

The current research is based on examining intercultural communication and its components. The hypothesis is 
that intercultural communication is possible and effective only if the participating individuals share a common 
foundation of meanings and practices, meaning that individuals need to know, which communicative and 
professional practices are appropriate and meaningful. These practices include written and oral communication in 
different languages as well as virtual communication. If the participants of the communication situation are from 
different cultural backgrounds, this kind of shared basis may not exist or it may not be substantial. In the virtual 
communication environments differences in interpreting the meaningfulness of different aspects of intercultural 
communication are even greater, since the possibility misinterpret one’s behaviour and information given is 
larger, due to lack of face-to-face contact and other factors of the virtual environment. Therefore it is vital that 
participants are able to create and sustain a shared communicative basis by negotiation, and a common language is 
in the core of this negotiation process. When this common language happens to be a foreign language to all 
participants, the manner in which this language is used, has to be negotiated as well. Otherwise the participating 
sides are not able to build a solid foundation for the communicative process. In the present research it will be 
interesting to investigate the kinds of problems or challenges do the respondents face in their work/ study 
environments when creating this third work place culture, as well as possible solutions to the above-mentioned 
issues that could be used in the future.  
 

3. Higher Education and ICT as Areas of Intercultural Communication 
 

3.1. Finnish Higher Education 
 

International student mobility can be seen in various ways, but it is important to distinguish student exchange 
(shorter periods of time) from studying for a university degree in a foreign country. The respondents in the present 
research were all degree students, who had committed to living in Finland for the duration of their studies. The 
interviewees were students of Finnish or foreign origin, who were studying for a Bachelor’s, Master’s or Doctoral 
degrees in Finnish universities or universities of applied sciences. Foreign degree students, living in a new 
country for a longer period of time, have to adapt to their new living environments on a deeper level than 
exchange students. Some degree students might also consider staying in the country after finishing their degree. In 
Finland the most prominent degrees are Master’s and Doctoral degrees. 
 

The process of internationalising higher education has been fairly slow, but the goals have diversified quite 
significantly along the way (Nokkala 2007: 11). The Bologna process aimed at creating a European educational 
area before the year 2010, which also explains the rise of number of degrees in English in Finland. According to 
CIMO in 2009 there were 279 English degree programs in Finnish universities and universities of applied 
sciences, which make Finland the leading country in Europe (Aalto 2003: 35-6; Nokkala 2007: 11-13). Most 
students come to Finland from African and Asian countries.  
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Table 1. Countries of origin of foreign degree students (Statistics Finland, 2009) 

 
Universities of 
Applied Sciences 

Universities, 
Bachelor’s degree 

Universities, 
Master’s degree Total 

Europe 1 927 402 1 396 2 919 
·  EU countries 1 111 234 944 1 980 
·  EEA countries 1 139 243 983 2 057 
Africa  1 006 28 265 393 
North America  92 19 138 210 
South America & The Caribbean 79 11 98 170 
Asia 1 494 126 1 086 1 670 
Oceania 17 4 12 20 
Unknown  17  5 29 52 
Total 4 632 595 3 024 5 434

 
The number of foreign degree students has been rising steadily on this millennium. From 2000 to 2004 the rise 
was approximately forty percent, and in 2010 the number had nearly doubled. However, if the number of foreign 
students in Finland is compared on an international level, it is clear that the number is fairly small. In 2008 there 
were approximately 9000 foreign degree students in Finland, which is three percent of the total amount of all 
students in Finland. It has been a goal for the Ministry of Education that the number of foreign students, as well as 
personnel, will still be raised. In the current development plan for education and research (for years 2007-2012) 
expanding the basis for recruiting students for training for researchers. At the same time different financial and 
social aids are being made more visible in order to enable foreign students to stay permanently in Finland 
(Ministry of Education, 2007). 
 

Recruiting foreign higher education students provides various benefits: they can internationalise higher education, 
create multinational and multicultural study environments, and utilise their degrees by remaining in Finland after 
graduation. It is, therefore, critical to create such a higher education system that enables foreign students to stay in 
Finland and work here. All students do not wish to obtain a job here, though, and not all students find a permanent 
job even if they would like. According to the Ministry of Education (2007) it is paramount to offer the students 
enough Finnish and Swedish language courses. In addition to Finnish language course offerings, students have 
also expressed their dissatisfaction towards foreign language teaching as well as getting information and services 
in English (Nokkala 2007: 13).  
 

The arena of higher education is typically a transnational environment, where people need various skills in 
communication and social interaction. There is no-one who would not need a basic understanding of intercultural 
communication and transnationalism. It is not realistic to assume that internationalization can happen simply 
through foreign language education, language courses, international courses or short periods of student exchange, 
but it requires more thorough and long-term planning and dedication. Niemelä (2009) has researched Finnish 
higher education students who study in English degree programs. According to her internationalism can be seen 
as learning and knowing about one’s own field of study in an international level and thus learning how to 
responds to different social situations. In her study higher education students listed important skills to be related 
to work life, and obtaining a degree in a foreign language was seen as an asset in international working 
environments. One of the main goals of higher education is to prepare students for the working life, but the 
situation becomes more complicated when working life diversifies and working force consists of representatives 
of different nationalities and languages. What happens when the employer is a foreign company? As transnational 
cooperation increases intercultural communication skills are needed regardless of where one works (Nokkala 
2007: 214). The new strategy of internationalization by the Ministry of Education (2009: 10; cf. Nokkala 2007: 
52) emphasizes that all higher education graduates can be expected to have the basic skills of internationalization, 
i.e. social and communication skills, language skills and diverse cultural knowledge. 
 

It is an ongoing process to define oneself in relation to foreign languages, different identities and intercultural 
environments. With whom do I belong to? Belonging and identity have an important role when intercultural 
communication competences are being discussed as well, since one’s own image of cultural identity is formed 
through communication, within a social environment and its relations to the surrounding world.  
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A changing, dynamic identity is a contemporary aspect (cf. Dufva et al 2002) on the arena of higher education, 
too. Living in a new country and new social environments it will take some time to find one’s own, new identity. 
Therefore in higher education the sense of community, collectiveness and good quality communication can be 
used to aid in building an identity and getting a sense of how intercultural communication works in the new 
surroundings.  
 

As it has already been stated, language and using a foreign language are at the core of intercultural 
communication in higher education, too. The transnational arena of higher education transcends and alters 
interaction, and can also be an obstacle in building bridges between Finnish degree students and degree students 
of foreign origin. How can students utilize or attempt to utilize all the transnational and intercultural networks and 
their possibilities? Are poor language skills an obstacle or a hindrance? Is language merely a tool for positioning 
oneself or do students define themselves through their native language or foreign language?  
 

3.2 Virtual Communication in the Area of ICT 
 

ICT experts are highly educated professionals. Usually having knowledge of English and a strong professional 
culture makes it easier to obtain a transnational career. However, even those experts who choose not to emigrate 
are increasingly a part of a multinational and intercultural work community. Designing and producing ICT 
products is often segmented and given to geographically distant units of a company or outsourced to companies in 
low-cost countries. The work models emphasise continuous communication between experts as well as expects 
and customers, as products are designed via a communication process where knowledge of requirements of a 
given product increases. Customers, ICT experts, their foremen and other professionals working for the project 
organisation may be located anywhere, and intercultural communication is a normal, daily action for most.  
 

Geographical distance between fellows or partners of cooperation affects communication in various ways. Many 
challenges in intercultural communication are solved more easily in face-to-face encounters than via virtual 
communication. For example, the tendency of building divisions between ”we” and ”they” is stronger in virtual 
work communities, affecting communication negatively and increasing the amount of conflicts. Moreover, 
solving conflicts is more difficult when there are no natural possibilities for informal discussion. (Starke-
Meyerring & Andrews 2006: 34.) It is more probable that cultural and organizational differences are larger when 
members of the work community work and live far away from each other. Hence, in a virtual work community 
there is a large amount of conscious and unconscious cultural assumptions and expectations that are utilized in 
interpretation of events and behavior of colleagues. Constructing a third culture is vital, since without it 
employees interpret their colleagues by utilising meanings present in their own, local cultures. In the absence of a 
third culture the probability of misunderstandings increases. (Starke-Meyerring & Andrews 2006: 33; Bjørn & 
Ngwenyama 2009: 227.)  
 

However, it is more difficult to construct a third culture in virtual work communities where less information is 
shared than in face-to-face communities. The tools utilized in the communication have various effects, too. First 
of all, people feel more insecure when they cannot utilise facial expressions and gestures in communicating by 
phone, chat or e-mail. Secondly, constructing a third culture slows down when people do not learn to know each 
other due to a lack of face-to-face connection, resulting to difficulties in understanding others´ beliefs and 
practices and to false expectations. (Berry 2011: 189 �195.) In addition, members of a virtual work community do 
not necessarily know restrictions or advantages of technological communication tools, and are not able to utilise 
them in the most beneficial ways (Grosse 2002: 22).  
 

Virtual communication has also some benefits compared to face-to-face communication. When communicating 
viaan e-mail or a blog, you do not have to wait your turn and you are not interrupted before you have made your 
point. You can take your time to read messages and think them through, and also to formulate your answer and a 
point of view. For many it is easier to read and write a foreign language than to listen and speak it. E-mail 
discussions are also easily shared with others and they serve as documents or memos of discussions. Gregory R. 
Berry (2011: 189 � 198) claims that virtual communication is more issue-specific than face-to-face communication, 
and emphasises the efficiency of issue-specific communication. In issue-specific communication, ideas presented 
by participants as well as feedback given to colleagues are more direct, and evaluations of fellows are based on 
their work rather than their personality.  
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Moreover, there are fewer problems caused by stereotyping, power relations, personalities, group forming and 
political conflicts, and learning of all participants increases when different points of views are represented.  
 

4. Empiria 
 

4.1 Higher Education Students 
 

The interviews were conducted approximately at the same time in each participating city between September 
2008 and March 2009. In all the cities, the topics and the main questions were largely the same, but because of the 
differences in their spatio-cultural contexts, there will be some variations. The recordings lasted for approximately 
40 to 80 minutes and they were conducted in various locations, e.g. researchers’ offices, libraries or meeting 
rooms in respective work places.  
 

The basis for all the interviews was a semi-structured questionnaire, whose topic areas did not vary between 
interviews. The interview recordings were transcribed and analysed qualitatively, using interpretative content 
analysis. The coding scheme for the common analysis was created on the basis of the common theoretical-
conceptual framework.  The results were analysed according to theoretical concepts related to communication 
competence, intercultural communication competence, foreign language skills as well as, partly, also to 
transnational communication.  
 

In this article the topic of intercultural communication competence is approached through the experiences and 
opinions of individuals who will emphasize the aspects that are of value to themselves. The interviewees were all 
degree students, as it was thought that completing a university degree in Finland requires a longer residence in 
Finland. In total 31 students were interviewed from three universities and two universities of applied sciences in 
Helsinki, Tampere and Joensuu. The interviewees represented various different faculties and major subjects. Eight 
of them were studying for a Bachelor’s degree, ten for a Master’s and 12 of them for a doctoral degree. The 
respondents were mainly women, 21 of them being women and 9 men. The interviewees were recruited with the 
help of student organisations and university personnel, and they came from 12 countries (in addition to 14 Finnish 
students): Brazil, Ghana, India, Japan, China, Latvia, Morocco, Poland, Romania, Thailand, Russia and Vietnam. 
All Finnish respondents spoke Finnish as a native language, and the foreign respondents 12 different languages 
(Akan/Twi, Arabic, Berber, Hindi, Japanese, Chinese, Portuguese, Polish, Romanian, Thai, Russian and 
Vietnamese. They had been living in Finland for various lengths of time, from a couple of weeks to nearly twenty 
years. Also the statuses of residence varied from permanent residence to yearly renewable student permissions. A 
majority of the respondents had come directly to Finland to study, but some of them had also been studying 
abroad before coming here. Only a small minority of the Finnish respondents had been studying outside Finland, 
but some of them will have to complete a mandatory study placement abroad as a part of their degree. The length 
of this placement varied between six weeks, one semester and one academic year.  
 

4.2 ICT experts  
 

The interviews were conducted during the spring 2011. The Finns were interviewed face-to-face, the German 
fellows and six Indian fellows via a video-conference and rest of the interviewees by phone. The face-to-face 
interviews as well as the video-conferences were conducted in conference rooms of the company in question. 
During other interviews the researcher sat in her office at the university and respondents sat in the conference 
room of the company. Interviewees were recruited with the help of their managers from higher levels of 
organization.  
 

The topics and the main questions were the same for everyone. The interviews were based on a semi-structured 
questionnaire with topic areas, and supplemented by other questions arising from observations of the interviewer 
or from the answers of the interviewees. The interviews were recorded and transcribed. The recordings last 
approximately from 40 to 50 minutes. The interviews were analysed qualitatively using interpretative content 
analysis. The coding scheme was created on the basis of theoretical and conceptual framework and documents of 
the company.   
 

Interviewees represented various national, cultural and linguistic backgrounds and were situated in different 
organizational positions including foremen and subordinate positions. Both genders and many generations were 
represented even though men under 50 years old were in majority.  
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Among the twenty interviewees there were two Chinese, four Finns, three Germans, eight Indians, two Portuguese 
and one Brazilian. Nineteen of the interviewees worked in the units located in their home countries, so only one of 
them was an immigrant at the moment. A Brazilian fellow was working in the unit in Portugal and shared the 
same native language with the fellows of his local work community. The Finns spoke Finnish, the Germans 
German, the Chinese China, and the Portuguese and the Brazilian fellow Portugal as their native language. The 
native languages of the Indian respondents included many Indian languages. The Finns were interviewed in 
Finnish and others in English.  
 

The ideas of sense-making presented by Karl Weick (1995) have been significant in the analysis of the data. 
Sense-making is an activity through which people understand, construct meanings, put things in their frames and 
pursue common understanding. According to Weick (1995: 6-9),  problems do not exist naturally, but they need 
to be constructed by utilising the material occurring in disturbing and unclear situations. Respondents have been 
asked to present their understanding of challenges and problems of intercultural communication. They have set 
the problem, selected relevant issues and events, and created consistency to make clear what is wrong and how to 
correct it. They all presented rather similar challenges, problems and solutions, and they had a common 
understanding of the fellows who should change their behavior. The researchers have not aimed to find a true 
story, but an understanding of how the respondents perceive the intercultural encounters in their work community.  
 

5. Results: Effects of Language Choice 
 

5.1. Higher Education Students   
 

By international comparison the number of foreign students in Finnish universities and universities of applied 
sciences (former polytechnics) is small. Finnish high quality education free of charge, high quality research, 
internationally significant research areas and the smoothness of practical arrangements interest foreign students. 
Foreign students adapt well to the Finnish universities/universities of applied sciences and they view the Finnish 
way of working efficient, free and relaxed. English is a widely spoken language in campus areas. Foreign students 
do not learn Finnish, since in the academic context, they manage very well in English. Without language skills in 
Finnish, foreign students do not get Finnish friends or other social contacts. As a consequence, they face problems 
in their socio-cultural integration and, in particular, major difficulties in getting employed after completing their 
degree or during their studies. In leisure time Finnish and foreign students socialize in their own groups. Among 
Finnish students, English language skills and intercultural interaction skills are often superficial. Both Finnish and 
foreign students would like to learn intercultural interaction skills, but they cannot imagine what kind of skills 
would be needed. Often they assume that it is enough to be able to speak English.  
 

Intercultural communication skills and language skills were at the core of creating social networks, and politeness 
in communication was discussed in various interviews, in both respondent groups. Foreign students were 
confused that Finnish students did not greet them, and felt that it was impolite: ”It is disturbing when you are not 
greeted, cold “(Alise 25 years); “Sometimes not being greeted hurts, I don’t feel insulted, but… (“Chang, man 34 
years). Also Finnish students introduced challenges related to greeting, as they felt awkward when foreign 
students came too close. Personal space was seen as a challenge in intercultural communication, as the following 
quote from a Finnish student illustrates: “I told him I was Finnish, could you please not stand so close” (Liisa, 27 
years). 
 

All respondents felt that communication skills have a large, or even the largest, role in working together. The data 
illustrates many challenges as well as possibilities. Foreign students divided Finnish students into two groups: the 
ones who talk, and the ones who do not. Some people were seen as more open to intercultural contacts and 
communication, whereas the more passive Finns were seen to “warm up” more slowly. It was a general consensus 
that older Finns do not wish to use foreign languages as much as younger people, and that they do not wish to 
converse as much, either. One foreign respondent notes, however, that this seems to be a common situation is 
other countries as well. Some foreign students complained that one cannot speak or laugh loudly in a public place, 
and some felt the lack of nonverbal behavior (or, occasional absence) is disturbing, even though they understood 
it: ”There is no body language in Finland” (Bianca, 44 years); ”I don’t expect Finns to show their emotions a lot 
and that leads into problems sometimes” (Alise, 25 years). One foreign respondent felt he could, after years in 
Finland, communicate in a completely “Finnish way”: 
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Respect the bubble”: All touching, respect the bubble, and don’t be over-expressive, try not to 
change yourself but find a small part you can. (Jorge, 29 years) 

 

One challenge in intercultural communication was small talk. Foreign respondents claimed that Finns cannot do 
small talk and that there is not enough of it, unless talking privately to one’s best friend(s). The Finns in turn told 
that they cannot approach small talk as “empty speech”, but that it has a true meaning for them. 

 

I don’t like when Finns always tell negative things when I ask them how they are---it’s nothing 
personal… (Bianca, 44 years) 

 

How are you is a real question. (Kaisa, 46 years/Finn) 
 

All in all both respondent groups had a positive outlook on managing intercultural communication situations. The 
also realized differences as well as similarities between communication cultures. However, some foreign students 
hoped that Finns would tell them in a more direct manner if things are not going the way planned. Now they have 
to guess: 
 

”to see their posture and face and see, okay this is not going in a good way” (Jorge, 29 years) 
 

“sometimes you can see in their face that they are not supporting me, but still they say yes –you 
do not need to be so polite (Tereza, 45 years) 

 

Using English and Finnish in intercultural communication situations was a very clear breaking point in the data. 
One Finnish student wished only to use his native language, because English as a language has too large a 
foothold in the world as it is. Another Finn told that when people are talking in English in the coffee room, he 
does not enter at all –an answer received from a foreign student, vice versa. The purposes and needs of using 
languages were also very diverse. In studying environments all respondents felt at ease using English, since it is a 
common language of communication on the campuses alongside Finnish: 
 

At the university people are just student, you can’t tell who’s Finnish and who is foreign, they all 
speak English. (Lauri, 29  years/ Finn) 

 

The student culture transcends Finnish and other cultures. (Alise, 25 years) 
 

A Finnish student suggested that foreign students told themselves, if they are annoyed when Finnish is spoken to 
them/ with them. A foreign respondent, however, saw the situation in a completely opposite way by stating that he 
would be perceived as a difficult and annoying person: “You cannot ask people to speak English, you would be 
attacked personally” (Jorge, 29 years). The same respondent added that he had tried to study Finnish during 
many semesters, but left it since it was too difficult, and you can manage in English well. Another foreign student 
had studied Finnish for only two weeks, but aimed at using it every day. He was pleased to realize that he was 
using Finnish with his friends, without having really consciously made an effort. 
 

Both respondent groups felt that the main goal of communication was its efficacy, or being understood. Using a 
shared language, English, in situations where neither participating side speak it as their native language, can also 
bring forth problems and challenges. One respondent had thought about this: 
 

“Language is a tool that can make you feel comfortable or uncomfortable at the same time. Accent, 
mode and style is important. Using a common language makes people venerable, because behind 
same words are different backgrounds.” (Nuria, woman 23 years)   

 

Another important aspect highlighted was that no-one should have to give up their native language. Choosing to 
use a foreign language and communicating in an intercultural and multinational working environment was seen as 
a challenge because it also affect one’s national identity: “I’m not Finnish because I don’t speak Finnish.” (Hoa, 
woman 22 years). Becoming friends was also seen to depend upon language choice. Some respondents felt that 
when communicating in a foreign language you cannot create a real friendship. Becoming friends was also seen to 
depend upon reciprocal self-disclosure. One Finnish student told that he wishes not to share anything about 
himself to foreign students “because they’re soon moving away to another country anyway” (Lauri, 29 years/ 
Finn). A part of the respondents felt that they are telling more about themselves when English was being used.  
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Especially Finnish students told that using English helped them converse more freely, to give more about 
themselves: 
 

I will tell more about myself in English, because the language has more ambiguous meanings and 
formalities, you can talk in a less strict way. It is easier for you and perhaps for the other person. 
(Laura, 25 years/ Finn) 

     
A part of foreign respondents felt that their native language was more important as the common language, 
English, or the position of Finnish. Using English also had an effect in their communication: 

My personality changes depending on the language I use. In my mother tongue I am shy, timid, 
because the Japanese society is with me, I have to be polite and I cannot say things directly. In 
English I am tentative, accommodating, one filter, but still you can say things directly. I am 
outspoken because I want to be understood. (Nuria, woman 23 years) 

 

I tell more about me in English, it is a neutral zone for me, just a tool. Russian is a part of me, 
English is a sort of a buffer, I don’t reveal myself. (Alise, 25 years) 

 

Both respondent groups agreed that as soon as communication deepens, the more one needs good language skills. 
Respondents reported quite often having been in situations where choosing a language was problematic: 
 

If things are not translated into English, people do not acculturate so easily. But if things are 
translated (into English), they do not learn Finnish and do not acculturate. (Alise, 25 years)  

 

If someone is foreign, there is a shift to English. But who are you to decide what’s important for 
me or not? I will speak to someone in my mother tongue and I don’t care if you understand or not, 
because that’s what you do to me. (Jorge, 29 years) 

 

Sometimes English creates ridiculous situations, when there is a shift to English because of one 
person who is not taking part in the conversation, if he just happens to be listening to us. (Jussi, 31 
years/ Finn) 

 

Finnish students told that even though they were interested in other foreign languages as well, they still felt that 
English was the most important language in intercultural communication. Many respondents felt that it was easier 
to be social in English than in Finnish, and that they felt small talk was easier in English as well. For this reason 
they sought the company of their foreign peers, so that they could use and practice their English skills. This in 
turn might have annoyed some foreign students, who would have wanted to enhance and practice their Finnish 
skills. A student of foreign origin told that she had problems with people who spoke Finnish:”(…) I understand 
something in Finnish and they wish to make their English better, but they are very embarrassed if they do not 
remember a word (Xui Li, Woman 22 years) 
 

Some Finnish respondents felt that Finland is practically a country with three official languages, and some foreign 
students agreed as one of them stated that he will never  ask if you can speak English or not, he will just use it 
regardless. The issue of language choice becomes even more important when changing into the working 
environment and to every day communication outside university contexts. A foreign respondent, a graduate, noted 
that Finland is not a country of two official languages (he did not know about the official status of Swedish), since 
he had noticed an emphasis on Finnish language skills when positions were being filled. Students who were 
already in working environments put effort into learning Finnish, and all their colleagues saw that as a positive 
aspect. 
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Table 2. Arguments for and against Finnish and English. 

 

For Finnish For Finnish For English For English

Finnish students Foreign students Finnish students Foreign students

Knowing Finnish will aid in 
your career. 
You have to know the basics, if 
you are staying. 
You have to learn Finnish if 
you wish to get inside Finnish 
culture. 
Finnish language is an 
important part of being Finnish.
Knowing Finnish will enhance 
the quality of your life. 
You will be respected and 
honoured. 
Learning Finnish is your duty. 
Learning Finnish is important 
for your well-being. 

Without Finnish skills you 
cannot get a job. 
Without Finnish skills you 
cannot survive in the work 
life. 
You will be appreciated if 
you can speak Finnish. 
Finnish is exotic. 

English in the language of 
official communication. 
You can get by in English. 
English skills aids in 
adapting to Finland. 
Learning a new language is 
difficult. 
Language is everyone’s 
personal choice. 

Everyone talks English 
in Finland. 
You can live in Finland 
in English. 
You will be understood 
in English. 
Learning Finnish is 
difficult. 
There is no motivation 
to learn Finnish. 

 
Intercultural communication skills are at the core of creating, sustaining and transferring third culture. Where 
foreign student hoped for more social interaction both inside and outside classrooms, Finnish students felt they 
needed more possibilities in internationalization at home. Most of the Finnish respondents emphasized that they 
were not “Finnish”, but more “international”. Being international as well as all transnational networks were seen, 
without hesitation, as positive aspects. Being intercultural was mostly defined as being open and open-minded and 
positive towards cultural otherness.     
 

The results of the present study indicate that even though Finnish students have had potential possibilities in 
intercultural learning, they have not always made the most of these possibilities, which has resulted in somewhat 
superficial skills in foreign languages and communication. Due to the cyclic nature of higher education studies as 
well as lack of lasting social relationships the students were not able to learn these skills on a deeper, a more 
meaningful level, but intercultural communication was mainly just practicing English skills. The meaning of 
knowing English as a language was over-emphasized, whereas the need for appropriate communication skills was 
underestimated. Most respondents in the present study had no clear picture of what intercultural communication 
entails. 
 

Not one of the respondents in the present study mentioned having had serious communication problems or 
conflicts and they noted that minor problems they are able to handle well in their everyday lives. Social situations 
were, nevertheless, a challenge to both parties, even though for different reasons. Some foreign respondents had 
difficulties in understanding the Finnish silence and the apparent lack of nonverbal communication. They also felt 
that they were unable to get into the common culture without knowing Finnish, as the quotes below indicate: 
 

If things are not translated into English, people don’t adjust so easily. But if they are translated, 
they do not learn Finnish and adjust. (Alise, 25 years) 

 

If someone is foreign, there is a shift to English. But who are you to decide what’s important for me 
or not? I will speak to someone in my mother tongue and I don’t care if you understand or not, 
because that’s what you do to me. (Jorge, 29 years) 

 

5.3. ICT experts  
 

The interviewees work in the framework of one program that includes many projects. They communicate with 
international clientele and with their foremen (managers), subordinates and fellows working in the same and other 
units located globally. Hence, cooperation and communication is often intercultural and also virtual.  
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A significant amount of communication happens viatechnological communication tools including e-mail, chat, 
phone and video conferencing. Most of the interviewees spend a lot of time especially in phone conferences and 
sending e-mails. Some of them have travelled to other units to meet the fellows with whom they usually work 
virtually. 
 

The official work language of the company is English, which is a foreign language for most. Local languages are 
also used in the local units, especially in informal discussions and during breaks. However, a local language is 
usually replaced with English when a foreign fellow joins the group. Only in China employees prefer Chinese in 
formal and informal discussions, since they feel they do not know English well enough. In India, English is used 
more widely than elsewhere, since most of the Indian employees know English well but do not know many local 
languages. In all units there were employees who avoid communication across borders because they feel they do 
not know enough English themselves or that English of their fellows is too difficult to understand. Employees are 
not expected to speak perfect English as long as they understand each other well enough to cooperate. It is a 
company practice that employees do not point out language mistakes of their fellows.   
 

All interviewees told that they need communication skills at their work, since networking, international 
cooperation and communication across borders are central parts of it. Some even claimed that communication 
skills are more important than technical skills. Experts who considered communication as the central content of 
their work did not design or produce programs but communicated with clients, project organizations, the various 
levels of the company, as well as with teams and team members. All of the interviewees were interested in 
intercultural communication and willing to learn more. They connected the term intercultural communication to 
communication with their immigrant fellows or fellows working abroad.  
 

The company emphasizes in its documents that difference should be respected and used as a learning possibility. 
Behavioural and communication skills of the employees are evaluated every year, and showing respect to other 
cultures and people as well as the capacity to listen to everyone are relevant in that respect. Hence, it is not a 
surprise that the interviewees emphasized the importance of listening the views of everyone in the conferences. 
For them it is a good communication situation when everyone presents their views and everyone is listened to.  
 

I think they have to be open first, open to receive different information came from different outsource 
background people. And they also need to communicate with people, they need to be also capable to 
express their own opinion to others. I think it´s, let´s say, language skills especially it´s a key - - I think 
it´s very important to our times. (A16/Chinese) 

 

They saw that these principles are based on their work model, called an agile method. Every interviewee wanted 
to learn more of their work, and hearing different and even critical views was considered to enhance the learning 
processes. Most interviewees complained, however, that not everyone presents their views openly. Especially 
Chinese employees were seen to be too inactive in discussions. Chinese interviewees told that they always express 
their views in team meetings and participate in discussions, but in the international conferences they are more shy. 
They emphasised, however, that Chinese fellows understand advantages of open communication and are 
committed to learn it.  
 

I think the most of the thing I know about this multinational company is you can speak very straight. 
Sometimes it is against our traditional Chinese way. I think it´s very open and you can charged by saying, 
not by people. You can think regarding to one error you want, I think it is very good. (A16/Chinese) 

 

Using English as a common foreign language in the area of ICT creates some challenges for communication 
processes. The challenges mainly concern the lack of language skills, the understanding of different accents, and 
the effects of local cultures to the communication styles. 
 

The English language skills of the employees vary a lot. Some employees started to study English as children, 
while others started when joining to the company. Especially Chinese employees had a shorter history of learning 
English than others. This is why they prefer discussing in Chinese even when there are some participants who do 
not know Chinese at all. It is also common that the Chinese team members first discuss in Chinese and then 
someone translates the conclusions to a foreign fellow or a manager. When in international conferences the 
Chinese fellows are expected to participate in English, they cannot necessarily express their views and even 
following the conference might be difficult. 
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Conversations can also be very difficult if the participants speak with different accents. Especially the Chinese 
accent is considered to be difficult to understand by most of the fellows. An Indian expert describes the 
communication with Chinese fellows in the following way. 
 

Yeah, it´s very hard to understand them when they speak, because they have this slightly different accent. 
I´m just trying to describe how they speak, it´s more like, they use their nose there more when they speak, 
they speak more through the nose, kind of, and they are also fast. Even faster than us. So it´s tough to 
understand that. (A7/Indian)  

 

Most Europeans also find the Indian accents difficult, although they told that they have got used to it with time. 
None of the interviewees complained about the accents of the Finnish, Germans or Portuguese fellows. Especially 
the German accent was mentioned to be very clear. It might be a surprise for British and North American fellows 
that others do not easily understand their accents, words and linguistic structures. 
 

The interviewees told that they prefer using the e-mail with those fellows whose accent they find difficult to 
understand. It is often easier to understand written English than the spoken one. However, most of the 
interviewees think that the possibilities of misunderstandings, frustration and inappropriate behaviour increase 
when using e-mail communication compared to face-to-face communication or phone calls. Even though e-mail is 
seen to be a good communication tool in fortifying what has already been agreed, it is not as good in negotiations. 
When one person misunderstands the point of the long e-mail chain, the seriousness of the mistake grows with the 
amount of participants. 
 

I´ve seen some mail things going on with slight misunderstanding, and there will be hundreds of 
people sitting in different cities, and then each one interpreting it their own ways and there is a 
huge change in the topic that you didn´t want to. (A7/ Indian) 

 

The interviewees did not want to emphasize the significance of cultural differences in communication, but 
admitted that different ways of communication often make them frustrated or angry. Different communication 
styles are seen as results of different cultures, and many interviewees felt they need more information of other 
cultures. They saw that this kind of information is hard to achieve when you never actually meet your foreign 
fellows and see their living and working conditions. Especially Finns, Germans and Portuguese found the Chinese 
culture difficult to understand, and did not know how to improve the communication with their Chinese 
colleagues. The Finns felt that they do not know enough of the Indian culture either, and they felt themselves 
insecure when communicating with Indian fellows. They told that if you do not know the living world of the other 
person, you cannot know how you should express your views to him/her and how you should interpret his/hers 
messages. 

 

When they answer, Yes yes yes, we will take care, and three months past and nothing happens, then I 
think, how should I say things, how should I confirm messages, to make them clear, so that they know 
what they are doing. That they don´t just say Yes yes.  
(A1/Finn)  

 

Formal communication of the company is well structured, and especially in teleconferences employees know how 
to express their views. A common understanding is achieved by utilising technical and professional terms, but 
sometimes employees still do not notice that they interpret a term or an expression differently, resulting in 
misunderstandings. Continuous misunderstandings increase frustration and deteriorate the atmosphere of the work 
community. All interviewees told, however, that they aim to solve misunderstandings and increase this way their 
knowledge of differences in communication. After a long shared working history the amount of 
misunderstandings decreases. Since the Germans have worked with the Indians longer than the Finns, they do not 
have the problems described by the Finnish fellows anymore. 
 

[W]e in the project have long experience now with the Indian colleagues and also the Indian colleagues 
with us, so that means they know quite well what we expect and we know better what we can expect from 
them.(A5/ German) 

 

All respondents felt that building personal contact with foreign fellows is difficult. Without personal contact it is 
difficult to understand other person´s views and communication style.  
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It was apparent that the ICT experts feel more insecure in informal communication than in formal communication. 
It was reported that on occasion when an employee had a chance to travel to another unit, s/he could not create the 
connection to his/her fellows because of a lack of communication and language skills. A shared professional 
knowledge does not seem to help in informal situations, although in formal communication it has a crucial role.  
 

[C]ommunication not at work or small talk or things like that could then be a bit hard if values are very 
different/.../ I missed somehow to get more personal contact with these people/.../ if it is a bit hard to get 
personal contact then of course all interaction together is more difficult. (A5/ German) 

 

As long as we talk most of technology, whether a person is belonging to South India or person belonging 
to United States or person belonging to Finland, anyway technology remains the same. (A11/ Indian) 

 

The ICT experts have noticed that their fellows may be annoyed by their way of communicating. For example, the 
Indian interviewees told that Germans and Finns might get angry if their statement is interrupted even though in 
India interruptions are normal. On the other hand, the communication style of the Finnish fellows seems to be 
difficult to accept for most of the others. 
 

[T]heir answers are very short and hard somehow, so maybe I have felt hurt a little bit personally 
in the beginning /.../ when I had more exchange or phone call then I got used to it somehow and 
also understood that that is how they are /.../ that is somehow their style. (A5/German) 

 

Still, the communication style of the Europeans, including the Finns, received very little criticism. The ”Chinese” 
and the ”Indian” communication styles were criticized most, also by the Chinese and the Indian interviewees 
themselves. 

 

So that kind of cultural differences are there, people in India are less open, and people outside 
India, not only Finland, Americans like that, are more open, and they talk straight over, that is 
what I like /.../ That is part of managering values also, that is openness. (A11/Indian) 

 

The ICT experts use many strategies to clarify meanings and build a common understanding. They have adopted 
the company´s communication culture based on open and direct communication. Most of them are ready to state 
their views and the reasoning behind them, to listen to others and pose questions, and to give and accept criticism. 
In phone conferences they explain their views more slowly than in face-to-face contexts, and aim to use simple 
terms. They clarify vague meanings of terms as soon as they realize different interpretations exist. They are also 
willing to clarify misunderstandings and to learn better ways of communication by analysing their own role and 
testing new ways of action. The ICT experts utilize e-mail communication in verifying and sharing the messages 
and their interpretations. They use e-mail messages a lot especially with the fellows who speak a form of English 
they find difficult to understand. Also those who cannot express themselves in English prefer writing their views 
down and sending them as e-mail.  
 

So the problem is largely on the phone, kind of talking, so the simplest thing that can be said is that, 
Maybe it could help if could put all those things you told me in e-mail and send it. So sending an e-mail is 
simplest way to do it. (A9/Indian) 

 

Especially Indian experts listen and observe their foreign colleagues in order to learn how they should be 
communicated with. Both Indian and Chinese interviewees emphasised the adaptation of the communication 
styles of their European fellows, practical solutions, friendliness and the ability to control the emotions. 
Especially Indian interviewees wanted to avoid denouncing their Finnish fellows as impolite. 
 

”At the first we are trying to speak in the gentle way. And see that the person responds. Then we can get 
to know, Okay, he´s more interested in this part, or He is having doubts on this, or how he is thinking, we 
try to understand that. And then we try to respond.”(A13/ Indian) 

 

”The other person was impolite, but it was not impoliteness, it was just his frankness, honestness (= 
honesty) in his attitude.” (A10/ Indian) 

 

Some interviewees utilise the ideas of cultural differences to understand better their colleagues´ communication 
styles.  
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They emphasised that one should always consider how the culture affects to the communication style of the other. 
They believe that a certain Indian or Chinese way of communication exists, and that they could learn it by 
studying the Indian and the Chinese cultures. It should also be mentioned that the communication education given 
by the company supports this kind of thinking, since it has contained presentations of various national styles of 
communication. 
 

6. Discussion and Conclusions  
 

The case of ICT experts demonstrate that intercultural communication in an intercultural context cannot be based 
on the language and communication skills of the individuals. It should instead be based on the third culture shared 
by everyone working in the company. The foundation of the third culture lies in the organizational or educational 
context, including structures, values and norms, behavioural models and practices. The politics, norms and 
resources of the organisation restrict the understanding of appropriate and inappropriate ways of action. (Bjørn & 
Ngwenyama 2009: 229-230.)  
 

The more global and multicultural the context, the more important the organizational context. In a multicultural 
organisation there is always more variety of possible meanings. In a virtual work community this is only 
highlighted when the members of the community are part of the local units and represent local cultures. 
Respondents in the present study illustrate that in situations of third culture where people use a shared foreign 
language, communication can end up being of better quality than in situations where someone´s native language is 
being used. This is possible if the people have a cooperative orientation. Thirdness as a requirement for the entire 
communication context is very a demanding aim, but with a longer period of cooperation it is possible to achieve. 
Then individuals identify themselves with others, who all jointly create the communication context (cf. Kramsch 
2006, 2008). 
 

In the examined ICT company, the role of the organizational context has been taken well into the consideration. 
The documents of the company state explicitly that the different views should be respected, listened and learned 
from. Respecting different views is a value from which managerial and working models are derived. These 
models are the basis of the company´s third culture. The personnel have been assisted to adopt the values, models 
and practices of the company by educating them. In addition, the evaluation criteria of the personnel are based on 
the company´s explicit values and common practices. The evaluation criteria offer a rather clear and detailed 
picture of how an employee is expected to behave.  
 

In the educational settings intercultural communication appears to be evident, but still somewhat neglected, since 
there are no clear rules, guidelines or instructions for either party. This is suspected to be due to the cyclical nature 
of studying, but degree students are left in a linguistic and communicational limbo: aspects of interculturality are 
not approached, discussed or taught enough. Too much emphasis is placed upon language, and especially English, 
skills. Communication competence is perceived as performance quality and measured with English skills. 
Communication competence is not seen as an intellectual quality or physical quality, but more as an individual, 
not a reciprocal, social competence. People seem to be too self-consciuous in using foreign languages, which 
inevitably alters communication and the way in which people perceive others. There needs to be a degree of self-
consciousness in order to be competent in intercultural communication, but usually using a foreign language 
hinders people’s views of their own cultural and communication skills, too. People still think of interculturality 
being a national or linguistic dimension.  
 

It is clear that the communication can be very difficult if some of the participants do not know enough English. 
Learning a foreign language is a hard task, however, and the employer should do all it can to offer enough English 
lessons customised to special groups. The employer could also design a plan for learning English for those 
without sufficient language skills. The plan should be made together with an employee as a part of the recruiting 
process, and it can include also informal learning and oblige an employee to study English also on his/her free 
time (Heimonen 2010).  
 

In the educational institutes the situation is a bit different, since there the native language of a given country 
would be needed and somewhat preferred outside classrooms. Teaching and learning Finnish would enable to 
students anchor themselves to the social environment and to show them different aspects of communication and 
culture as well, i.e. to educate themselves about their own communicational and cultural backgrounds.  
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The key question is how higher education could aid foreign students acquire Finnish language skills and therefore 
make it possible for students to create a third culture at their study environments, since the language divide 
appears to create challenges. Some foreign students noticed themselves, how very challenging, or in fact, 
impossible, it was for them to engage in a meaningful dialogue in Finnish or Swedish. However, they had biased 
opinions of knowing and using Finnish (Swedish). The wish to enhance one’s language skills and an uncertainty 
of managing challenging communication situations in a foreign language was mentioned in various interviews. 
Some foreign students stated that it was difficult to learn Finnish (Swedish), because Finnish students wanted to 
speak English with them. Some foreign students reported that they felt discriminated if Finns change the language 
of communication into Finnish when they are present, but also to avoid situations where Finns are talking in 
Finnish with other Finns. This kind of communicative behavior does not allow a third culture to be created, but 
linguistic grouping instead. 
 

Since the people with good language skills also have linguistic challenges in their mutual communication, 
knowing English seems not be the only condition for the fluent communication. People in different parts of the 
world speak and interpret English language differently. People need a common etiquette of communication, so 
that they know how things are expressed properly and in an appropriate way. The need to know how to express 
things does not concern only formal and working and studying contexts, but also informal chat.  
 

Informal chat is a weak point of the communication in the examined company as well as in the higher education 
institutes, and the interviewees do not know how to get to know their foreign colleagues. Without informal chat it 
is difficult to construct common and shared ways of expressing information and interpreting messages. Despite 
the apparent shortcomings in either arena in the present research, there are clear indications of striving towards 
transnational communicative competence, since people are using and sharing a foreign language, trying to listen 
to and interpret cultural messages. The ability to commit to a meaningful dialogue and to enhance reciprocal self-
disclosure is a demanding goal and when using a foreign language it is sometimes quite impossible to achieve it. 
Working or studying contexts do aid in achieving the goal, but in informal situations the shared communicational 
and interpersonal context may be missing. However, (cf. Koehn et al 2002: 105-127; Mendenhall et al 1984: 109), 
these intercultural interactions may largely take place as translocal, rather than transnational, communications. In 
this respect the differences and similarities between different professional arenas, due to their different social 
spaces and ways of acting, would be more important. 
 

The ability to negotiate of a situation, and values, principles, assumptions, practices and roles which define it, is 
the necessary skill in constructing a third culture and successful intercultural communication. It is highly 
important that participants of a communication situation are able to negotiate what is the situation all about, what 
are its aims, which norms and rules are followed, and what kind of roles are possible. The ability to negotiate is a 
skill to be present in the situation without knowing the assumptions and expectations of another participant. The 
person who can negotiate of a situation is able to examine and articulate the silent, culture specific assumptions, 
which are behind the behaviour and the communication of him/herself and the other. A big amount of 
misunderstandings frustrated the interviewees in the present study, so there is a real need to try to diminish them. 
The amount of misunderstandings would decrease if employees were better able to negotiate of their 
communication and construct a third culture by negotiating. However, many interviewees did not have enough 
skills of negotiation, what made them to reason that they need more culture specific information and to assign 
difficulties in adjusting different communication styles together to being personal attributes of the other 
participant(s). 
 

People should be helped to improve their skills of negotiation by offering them a possibility to educate themselves 
in intercultural communication. This education should not be based on national stereotypes or national 
communication styles but on the growing ability to critically reflect of one´s own communication style and 
reasons behind it. By becoming able to realise the effects of silent and culture bound assumptions and 
expectations to one´s own reasoning, behaviour and communication, one learns to make relevant questions to the 
other to bring forth the silent knowledge behind his/her reasoning and action. Articulation of the silent knowledge 
is a first step in the process of constructing a third culture by negotiating (Friedman & Antal 2005: 70). 
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